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Abstract
Scalable graph mining and graph database management tools become increasingly crucial to
applications with complex data in domains ranging from software engineering to computational
biology. Due to their high complexity, it is often difficult, if not impossible, for human beings to
manually analyze any reasonably large collection of graphs. In this dissertation, we investigate
two fundamental problems in large scale graph data mining and graph database management:
Given a graph data set, what are the hidden structural patterns and how can we find them? and
how can we index graphs and perform similarity search in large graph data sets?
Graph mining and graph data management themselves are expensive computational prob-
lems since subgraph isomorphism is NP-complete. Existing Apriori-based mining solutions face
inevitable overheads when they join two existing graph patterns to form larger candidates. We
develop a graph canonical labeling system, gSpan, showing both theoretically and empirically
that the join operation can be avoided. Graph indexing, the second problem addressed in
this dissertation, may incur an exponential number of index entries if all of the substructures
in a graph database are used for indexing. The solution, gIndex, proposes a pattern-based
index, which is built on frequent and discriminative graph patterns discovered through a min-
ing process. This mining-based indexing methodology leads to the development of a compact
but effective graph index structure that is orders of magnitude smaller in size but an order of
magnitude faster in performance than traditional approaches.
Besides graph mining and search, this dissertation provides thorough investigation of pattern
summarization, pattern-based classification, constraint pattern mining, and graph similarity
searching, which could leverage the mining of graph patterns. It also explores several critical
applications in bioinformatics, computer systems, and software engineering, including gene
relevance network analysis for functional annotation, and program flow analysis for automated
software bug isolation.
The developed concepts, theories, and systems hence increase our understanding of data
mining principles in structural pattern discovery, interpretation and search. The formulation
of a general graph information system through this study could provide fundamental supports
to graph-intensive applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The prevalence of graph data in wired/wireless interconnections (networks), 2D/3D objects (vi-
sion and pattern recognition), chemical compounds/biological networks (chem/bio-informatics),
circuits (computer-aided design), loosely-schemaed data (XML), RDF data (semantic web),
program traces (software engineering), etc., accumulated many graph databases in various do-
mains. Due to its capability of modeling complicated structures, graph representation of data
is well adopted in those domains. For example, in chemistry, a set of atoms combined with
designated bonds are used to describe chemical molecules. Benefiting from systems for search-
ing and mining chemical compounds, researchers can do screening, designing, and knowledge
discovery in large-scale compound and molecular data sets. In computer vision, attributed
relational graph (ARG) [39] is used to model images by transforming them into spatial entities
such as points, lines, and shapes. It also describes these spatial entities (nodes) together with
their mutual relationships (edges) such as distances, using a graph representation. A classical
recognition system is able to query model databases by the scene to identify foreground objects.
Intelligent robots can use such systems to recognize 3-D objects in the workspace so that they
can grasp and move correct objects [118]. Additionally, law enforcement agencies use real-time
fingerprint and face recognition for identification purposes, where a fingerprint or a face can be
translated into a graph model with basic shapes such as lines, line endings, and junctions [18].
In software engineering, a program can be modeled by control flow graph where basic blocks
are represented as nodes and edges between nodes indicate the possible flow of the program.
Analysis of control flow graphs can shed light on the static and dynamic behaviors of programs.
Figure 1.1 shows three kinds of real graphs: program caller/callee flow, protein structure, and
chemical compound. Figure 1.2 shows a yeast protein–protein interaction network [60], where
edges denote the interactions between proteins.
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Figure 1.1: Program Flow, Protein and Chemical Compound
Figure 1.2: Protein-Protein Interaction Network
The emergence and the dominance of graphs in the applications mentioned so far asks for
effective graph data management and mining tools so that users can organize, access, and
analyze graph data in a way one might have not yet imagined.
1.1 Motivation
In software engineering, program bugs can be identified through the differential analysis of
classification accuracy in program flow graphs [73]. In computational biology, studying the
building principles behind various biological networks is revolutionizing our view of biology and
disease pathologies [8]. For example, by aligning multiple protein-protein interaction networks,
researchers found conserved interaction pathways and complexes of distantly related species.
These conserved subnetworks could measure evolutionary distance at the level of networks
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rather than at the DNA or protein level [63]. In the examination of gene co-expression networks,
the recurrent dense subnetworks allow researchers to infer conceptual functional associations
of genes for many model organisms, thus providing valuable information for deciphering the
functions and the dynamics of biological systems [54]. In the search of new drugs, based on
the activity of known chemical compounds, structure classification techniques could provide
quantitative structure-activity relationship analysis (QSAR [49]), by which chemical structure
is quantitatively correlated with well defined processes, such as biological activity or chemical
reactivity.
In contrast to local structures of graphs, the global properties of large graphs, such as
diameter, degree and density, are useful to characterize their topology. The “small-world phe-
nomenon” states that many networks have surprisingly small diameter [82, 114, 5, 13, 65, 115,
24]. In [36], Faloutsos et al. discovered surprisingly simple power-laws of the Internet. These
laws can be applied to detecting link spams (see e.g., [50]), which usually aggressively interlink
webpages in order to manipulate ranking scores [41]. Leskovec et al. [68] observed that a wide
range of real graphs, such as the Internet and the Web, densify over time; they addressed the
phenomena of graph densification and shrinkage using a “forest fire” spreading process.
The applications discussed above are only the tip of the iceberg of what graph data mining
and management can achieve. It was surprising that even very basic graph mining and search
problems, described as follows, have not been systematically examined in data mining and
database society, while the corresponding solutions are crucial to the success of many graph-
intensive applications.
1. Graph Mining: Given a graph data set, what are the hidden structural patterns and how
can we find them?
2. Graph Indexing and Similarity Searching: How can we index graphs and perform search-
ing, either exactly or approximately, in large graph databases?
The first problem involves a data mining task that defines and discovers interesting struc-
tural patterns in a graph data set. One kind of common structural pattern is frequent subgraph.
Given a graph database D, |Dg| is the number of graphs in D where g is a subgraph. |Dg| is
called the (absolute) support of g. A graph g is frequent if its support is no less than a minimum
support threshold. Frequent subgraph patterns are capable of characterizing graphs, discrimi-
nating between different groups of graphs, classifying and clustering graphs, and building graph
indices. Borgelt and Berthold [12] illustrated the discovery of active chemical structures in an
HIV-screening data set by contrasting the support of frequent graphs between different classes.
Deshpande et al. [30] used frequent structures as features to classify chemical compounds.
Huan et al. [55] successfully applied frequent graph mining technique to study protein struc-
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tural families. Koyuturk et al. [66] proposed a method to detect frequent subgraphs in biological
networks: they observed considerably large frequent sub-pathways in metabolic networks. Due
to their essential role in graph intensive applications, scalable mining algorithms become greatly
sought-after in multiple disciplines, since many of graph mining tasks could be computationally
expensive.
Scalability is not the only issue a user has to face when graph mining is applied in practice.
The large number of redundant patterns discovered in a mining process, often in millions, or
even billions, makes them difficult to explore. Such redundancy could prohibit the interpretation
of discovered patterns and their utilization in many fields. The redundancy issue not only exists
for complex structural patterns, but also for simple patterns, such as itemsets and sequential
patterns. Without solving this issue, it might be infeasible to construct advanced data mining
tools, such as classification and clustering, on a large set of graph patterns. Therefore, a good
pattern post-processing solution is needed, which is able to single out most significant, but also
distinctive patterns.
In addition to the general purpose graph pattern mining, sometimes, a user may only
be interested in patterns with specific structural constraints. For example, in computational
biology, a highly connected co-expression subnetwork could expose a set of genes with the same
functional module, i.e., participating in the same biological pathways [19]. In chem-informatics,
scientists are often interested in patterns having functional fragments, e.g., benzene ring. In
both examples, users specify certain constraints, eg., “highly connected” or “contain a specified
substructure”, for the mining results. When mining general graph patterns becomes costly, a
good way of finding constrained patterns is to push constraints deeply into the mining process.
The challenge is at finding the optimal degree of integration, which could vary dramatically
for different structural constraints. This dissertation will intend a systematic investigation of
possible integration mechanisms.
The second problem, graph indexing and similarity search, involves graph query processing
that defines and searches graph queries in graph database. In chemistry, the structures and
properties of newly discovered or synthesized chemical molecules are studied, classified, and
recorded for scientific and commercial purposes. ChemIDplus [88], a free data service offered
by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), provides access to structure and nomenclature
information. Users can query molecules by their names, structures, toxicity, and even weight in
a convenient way through its web interface. Given a query structure, ChemIDplus can quickly
identify a small subset of relevant molecules for further analysis [46, 116], thus shortening the
discovery cycle in drug design and other scientific activities. ChemIDplus is one example of
chemical graph database management tools. Nevertheless, the usage of graph database as well
as its query system is not confined to chemical informatics only. In computer vision and pattern
recognition [97, 80, 10], graphs are used to represent complex structures, such as hand-drawn
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symbols, fingerprints, faces, 3D objects, and medical images. Researchers extract graph models
from scenes and compare them to identify foreground objects. Developments in bioinformatics
also call for efficient mechanisms for querying a large number of biological pathways and protein
interaction networks. These networks are usually very complex with embedded multi-level
structures [61].
The classical graph query problem is formulated as follows: Given a graph database D =
{G1, G2, . . ., Gn} and a graph query Q, find all the graphs in which Q is a subgraph. It is ineffi-
cient to perform a sequential scan on the graph database and check whether Q is a subgraph of
Gi. Sequential scan is costly because one has to not only access the whole graph database but
also check subgraph isomorphism one by one. As to graph database, existing database infras-
tructures might not answer graph queries in an efficient manner. For example, the indices built
on the labels of vertices or edges are usually not selective enough to distinguish complicated,
interconnected structures. Therefore, new indexing mechanisms need to be devised in order to
process graph queries.
Besides the exact search scenario mentioned above, a common problem in substructure
search is: what if there is no match or very few matches for a given graph query? In this
situation, a subsequent query refinement process has to be undertaken in order to find the
structures of interest. Unfortunately, it is often too time-consuming for a user to perform
manual refinements. One solution is to ask the system to find graphs that nearly contain the
entire query graph. This similarity search strategy is appealing since a user only needs to
vaguely define a query graph and then lets the system handle the rest of the refinement. The
query could be relaxed progressively until a relaxation threshold is reached or a reasonable
number of matches are found.
In addition to the above two fundamental problems, we also examined application problems
arising in bioinformatics, computer systems, and software engineering. In these fields, graph
mining and search find a wealth of applications. For example, rapid advances in biological and
medical research in the past decade, such as functional genomics and proteomics, have accumu-
lated an overwhelming amount of bio-medical data. In computer systems, the amount of useful
data generated by various systems, such as system logs, program execution traces, and click-
streams, is ever increasing. These data provide us with the chance to examine the techniques
developed in this study. We are going to introduce two applications from bioinformatics and
software engineering respectively.
1.2 Contributions
This dissertation is focused on techniques regarding graph data mining, graph data manage-
ment, and several extrapolated topics, including pattern interpretation and summarization,
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pattern-based classification, constraint pattern mining, and graph similarity search. The an-
alytical algorithms and tools developed for these topics could leverage the mining of graph
patterns in a broad spectrum, as demonstrated in novel applications arising from bioinformat-
ics, computer systems, and software engineering. This dissertation makes key contributions as
below.
Frequent Graph Mining [123, 124]
Existing frequent graph mining solutions generate inevitable overheads since they rely on the
Apriori property [3] to join two existing patterns to form larger candidates [58, 67, 112]. We
developed non-Apriori methods to avoid these overheads [123]. Our effort lead to the discovery
of a new graph canonical labeling system, called DFS coding, which shows both theoretically
and empirically that the join operation can be avoided. The mining approach, gSpan, built
on the DFS coding could reduce the computational cost dramatically, thus making the mining
efficient in practice. In addition to frequent graph mining, we observed that most frequent
subgraphs actually deliver nothing but redundant information if they have the same support.
This often makes further analysis on frequent graphs nearly impossible. Therefore, we proposed
to mine the set of closed frequent graphs [124], which is much smaller in size, but conserves
the same information as frequent graphs. The significance of (closed) frequent graphs is due to
their fundamental role in higher level mining and search algorithms, including summarization,
classification, indexing, and similarity search.
Pattern Summarization and Pattern-Based Classification [122, 121, 120]
We examined how to summarize a collection of frequent patterns using only k representatives,
which aims to solve the long standing redundancy problem that prohibits the application of
frequent patterns. The representatives should not only cover most of frequent patterns but
also approximate their supports. A generative model and a clustering approach [122, 121, 120]
were developed to extract and profile these representatives, under which the patterns’ support
can be easily restored without accessing the original dataset. Based on the restoration error, a
quality measure function was devised to determine the optimal value of parameter k.
The application of frequent patterns in classification appeared in sporadic studies and
achieved initial success in classification of relational data, text documents and graphs. How-
ever, there is a lack of theoretical analysis on their principles in classification. We built a
connection between pattern frequency and discriminative measures, such as information gain
and Fisher score, thus providing a foundation for this methodology. Through our study, it
was also demonstrated that feature selection on frequent patterns is essential for high quality
classifiers.
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Pattern summarization, together with pattern-based classification, exemplified the impor-
tance of pattern post-processing, which was also witnessed in our pattern-based graph indexing
method. With pattern post-processing, a series of new pattern-based data mining and database
management tools were discovered.
Graph Pattern Mining with Constraints [129, 54]
We re-examined the constraint-based mining problem and explored how to push sophisticated
structural constraints deeply into graph mining. A general framework was developed that
explores constraints in both pattern space and data space. Traditional constraint-based mining
frameworks only explore the pruning in pattern space which is unfortunately not so useful
for pushing many structural constraints. We proposed new concepts of constraint pushing,
including weak pattern antimonotonicity and data antimonotonicity, which could effectively
prune both the pattern and data spaces. As a significant extension to the known pruning
types, the discovery of these antimonotonicities will deepen our understanding of structural
constraints.
Graph Indexing [126, 127]
A graph indexing model was designed to support graph search in large graph databases [126,
127]. The model is built on discriminative frequent structures that are identified via a graph
mining process. Since those structures capture the shared characteristics of data, they are
relatively stable to database updates, thus facilitating sampling-based feature extraction and
incremental index maintenance. It was shown that our proposed index is orders of magnitude
smaller in size, but performs much better than existing approaches. This model not only pro-
vides a solution to graph indexing, but also demonstrates how database indexing and query
processing can benefit from data mining, especially frequent pattern mining. The concepts
developed for graph indexing can also be applied to indexing sequences, trees, and other com-
plicated structures as well.
Graph Similarity Search [128, 131, 130]
The issues of substructure similarity search in large scale graph databases were studied. By
transforming the similarity ratio of a query graph into maximum allowed feature misses, a
feature-based structural filtering algorithm was proposed, which can filter graphs without per-
forming pairwise similarity computation [128]. It was also shown that using either too few or
too many features can result in poor filtering performance. We proved that the complexity of
optimal feature set selection is Ω(2m) in the worst case, where m is the number of features for
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selection [131]. In practice, we identified several criteria to select effective feature sets for fil-
tering, and demonstrated that combining features with similar size and selectivity can improve
the filtering and search performance significantly within a multi-filter framework. The pro-
posed feature-based filtering concept can be applied to searching approximate non-consecutive
sequences, trees, and other structured data as well.
In addition to structural similarity search, we also explored the retrieval problem of struc-
tures with categorical or geometric distance constraints. A method called Partition-based Graph
Index and Search (PIS) [130] was implemented to perform substructure similarity search with
superimposed distance. PIS selects discriminative fragments in a query graph and uses an in-
dex to prune the graphs that violate the distance constraints. A feature selection criterion was
set up to measure the selectivity of fragments in multiple graphs, and a partition method was
proposed to obtain a set of highly selective fragments.
Applications in Bioinformatics, Computer Systems and Software Engineering
[129, 54, 91, 73, 75, 74]
Two series of applications were examined in our study: one is gene relevance network analy-
sis for functional annotation; the other is program flow analysis for automated software bug
isolation. In our recent collaboration with bioinformaticians at the University of Southern
California, we were able to discover biological modules across arbitrary number of biological
networks using graph mining algorithms [129, 54]. Together with computer system researchers
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, we have successfully developed multiple data
mining techniques to enhance the performance and reliability of computer systems, such as im-
proving the effectiveness of storage caching and isolating software bugs by mining source code
and runtime data [73, 75, 74]. As demonstrated in our software bug isolation solution, based on
graph classification, the analysis of program execution data could disclose important patterns
and outliers that may locate software bugs. These studies actually envision a prosperous future
in an interdisciplinary study between data mining and other disciplines.
1.3 Organization
This dissertation work can be viewed from two different perspectives, in terms of graphs and
patterns. From the graph perspective, the work has three major pieces: graph mining, graph
search and their applications. From the pattern perspective, the work is driven by exploration of
graph patterns and their post-processing methods distilling the most useful patterns for various
applications. Figure 1.3 gives a global view. Specifically, starting with a general purpose graph
mining algorithm, this dissertation investigates the usage of graph patterns in classification,
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Figure 1.3: A Big Picture
indexing, and similarity searching, and demonstrates the importance of pattern post-processing,
which could boost the performance of pattern-based methods.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses graph pattern
mining. Preliminary results on pattern summarization and pattern-based classification are
also included in Chapter 2. Constraint-based graph pattern mining is explored in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 introduces graph indexing and searching, followed by detailed investigation of graph
similarity searching in Chapter 5. The conclusions of this study are made in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Graph Pattern Mining
Frequent pattern mining is a major research theme in data mining with efficient and scalable
techniques developed for mining association rules [2, 3], frequent itemsets [9, 47, 17, 135],
sequential patterns [4, 78, 96], and trees [133, 7]. With the increasing complexity of data, many
scientific and commercial applications demand for structural pattern mining in large data sets,
which go beyond sets, sequences, and trees into graphs. This chapter presents the main ideas
of frequent graph mining algorithms and explores potential issues arising from applications of
discovered patterns.
Definition 1 (Labeled Graph) Given two alphabets ΣV and ΣE, a labeled graph is a triple
G = (V,E, l) where V is a finite set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V , and l is a function describing the
labels of V and E, l : V → ΣV , E → ΣE.
As a general data structure, labeled graphs are used to model complex objects. A labeled
graph has designated labels to its nodes and edges. The label assignments do not have to be
unique, i.e., nodes or edges can have the same label. However, when the assignments of node
labels become unique, such graph is called relational graph. This dissertation has for its subject
matter the mining and search of general labeled graphs. Since unlabeled graph is a special case
of labeled one, the methods we proposed can be applied to unlabeled graphs as well.
Definition 2 (Relational Graph) A relational graph is a labeled graph G = (V,E, l), where
l(u) 6= l(v) for all u 6= v, u, v ∈ V .
A graph G is a subgraph of another graph G′ if there exists a subgraph isomorphism from
G to G′, written G ⊆ G′.
Definition 3 (Subgraph Isomorphism) A subgraph isomorphism is an injective function
f : V (G) → V (G′), such that (1) ∀u ∈ V (G), f(u) ∈ V (G′) and l(u) = l′(f(u)), and (2)
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∀(u, v) ∈ E(G), (f(u), f(v)) ∈ E(G′) and l(u, v) = l′(f(u), f(v)), where l and l′ are the label
function of G and G′, respectively. f is called an embedding (image) of G in G′.
Definition 4 (Frequent Graph Pattern) Given a labeled graph data set, D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn},
support(g) is the number of graphs in D where g is a subgraph. Dg = {G|g ⊆ G,G ∈ D} is the
supporting data set of g. A graph is frequent if its support is no less than a minimum support
threshold, min support. The frequency of g is written θ(g) = |Dg|/|D|. The minimum frequency
threshold is denoted by θ0 = min support/|D|. Frequent graph is called graph pattern.
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Figure 2.2: Frequent Graph Patterns
Example 1 Figure 2.1 shows segments of program caller/callee graphs derived from three
different runs of a program “replace,” a regular expression matching and substitution utility
software in Siemens Suite1 [57, 100]. Each node represents a function (or a procedure) in
“replace”. Taking the run corresponding to the third graph for instance, getccl, addstr, esc,
in set 2 and stclose are subtasks of function makepat. They work together to complete the
task associated with makepat. As to transition, the dashed arrow from getccl to addstr means
that addstr is called immediately after getccl returns. Figure 2.2 depicts two of frequent
subgraphs in the data set shown in Figure 2.1, assuming that the minimum support is equal to
2.
1http://www.cc.gatech.edu/aristotle/Tools/subjects.
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The discovery of frequent graphs usually consists of two steps. In the first step, it generates
frequent subgraph candidates while the frequency of each candidate is checked in the second
step. The second step involves subgraph isomorphism test which is NP-complete [26]. Many
well-known pair-wise isomorphism testing algorithms were already developed, e.g., J. R. Ull-
mann’s Backtracking [110] and B. D. McKay’s Nauty [79]. Most studies of frequent subgraph
discovery pay attention to the first step, that is, how to generate frequent subgraph candidates
as few as possible and as fast as possible.
2.1 Apriori-based Mining
The initial frequent graph mining algorithm, called AGM, was proposed by Inokuchi et al. [58],
which applies the Apriori property (Lemma 1) to generate larger pattern candidates by merging
two (or more) frequent graphs. Its mining methodology is similar to the Apriori-based itemset
mining [3]. This Apriori property is also used by other frequent graph mining algorithms such
as FSG [67] and the path-join algorithm [112]. In these algorithms, frequent graphs are often
searched in a bottom-up manner by generating candidates having an extra vertex, edge, or
path.
Lemma 1 (Apriori Property) All nonempty subgraphs of a frequent graph must be frequent.
The general framework of Apriori-based methods is outlined in Algorithm 1. Let Sk be
the frequent subgraph set of size k. The definition of graph size will be given later with
corresponding implementations. Algorithm 1 adopts a level-wise mining methodology. At each
iteration, the size of newly discovered frequent subgraphs is increased by one. These new
subgraphs are first generated by joining two similar frequent subgraphs that are discovered in
the last call of Algorithm 1. The newly formed graphs are then checked for their frequency.
The frequent ones are used to generate larger candidates in the next round.
The main design complexity of Apriori-based algorithms comes from the candidate gener-
ation step. Although the candidate generation for frequent itemset mining is straightforward,
the same problem in the context of graph mining is much harder, since there are many ways to
merge two graphs.
AGM [58] proposed a vertex-based candidate generation method that increases the graph
size by one vertex at each iteration of Algorithm 1. Two size-k frequent graphs are joined only
when they share the same size-(k − 1) subgraph. Here the size of a graph means the number
of vertices in a graph. The newly formed candidate includes the common size-(k− 1) subgraph
and the additional two vertices from the two size-k patterns. Figure 2.3 depicts two subgraphs
joined by two chains.
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Algorithm 1 Apriori(D, min support, Sk)
Input: A graph data set D and min support.
Output: A frequent graph set Sk.
1: Sk+1 ← ∅;
2: for each frequent gi ∈ Sk do
3: for each frequent gj ∈ Sk do
4: for each size (k + 1) graph g formed by the merge of gi and gj do
5: if g is frequent in D and g 6∈ Sk+1 then
6: insert g to Sk+1;
7: if sk+1 6= ∅ then
8: call Apriori(D, min support, Sk+1);
9: return;
+
Figure 2.3: AGM
FSG proposed by Kuramochi and Karypis [67] adopts an edge-based method that increases
the graph size by one edge in each call of Algorithm 1. In FSG, two size-k graph patterns
are merged if and only if they share the same subgraph that has k − 1 edges, which is called
the core. Here the size of a graph means the number of edges in a graph. The newly formed
candidate includes the core and the additional two edges from the size-k patterns. Figure 2.4
shows potential candidates formed by two graph patterns. Each candidate has one more edge
than these two patterns. This example illustrates the complexity of joining two structures to
form a large candidate pattern.
+
Figure 2.4: FSG
Other Apriori-based methods such as the edge disjoint path method proposed by Vanetik et
al. [112] use more complicated candidate generation procedures. For example, in [112], graphs
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are classified by the number of disjoint paths they have. A graph pattern with k + 1 disjoint
paths is generated by joining graphs with k disjoint paths.
Apriori-based algorithms have considerable overheads at joining two size-k frequent graphs
to generate size-(k+ 1) graph candidates. In order to avoid such overheads, non-Apriori-based
algorithms such as gSpan[123], MoFa[12], FFSM [56], SPIN[98] and Gaston [86] have been
developed recently. These algorithms are inspired by PrefixSpan [96], TreeMinerV [133], and
FREQT [7] at mining sequences and trees, respectively. All of these algorithms adopt the
pattern-growth methodology [47], which extends patterns from a single pattern directly.
2.2 Pattern Growth-based Mining
Algorithm 2 (PatternGrowth) illustrates a framework of pattern growth-based frequent graph
mining algorithms. A graph g can be extended by adding a new edge e. The newly formed
graph is denoted by g ⋄x e. Edge e may or may not introduce a new vertex to g. For each
discovered graph g, PatternGrowth performs extensions recursively until all the frequent graphs
with g embedded are discovered. The recursion stops once no frequent graph can be generated
any more.
Algorithm 2 PatternGrowth(g, D, min support, S)
Input: A frequent graph g, a graph data set D, and min support.
Output: A frequent graph set S.
1: if g ∈ S then return;
2: else insert g to S;
3: scan D once, find all the edges e such that g can be extended to g ⋄x e ;
4: for each frequent g ⋄x e do
5: Call PatternGrowth(g ⋄x e, D, min support, S);
6: return;
Algorithm 2 is simple, but not efficient. The bottleneck is at the inefficiency of extending
a graph. The same graph can be discovered many times. For example, there may exist n
different (n − 1)-edge graphs which can be extended to the same n-edge graph. The repeated
discovery of the same graph is computationally inefficient. A graph that is discovered at the
second time is called duplicate graph. Although Line 1 of Algorithm 2 gets rid of duplicate
graphs, the generation and detection of duplicate graphs may cause additional workloads. In
order to reduce the generation of duplicate graphs, each frequent graph should be extended as
conservatively as possible in a sense that not every part of each graph should be extended. This
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principle leads to the design of gSpan. gSpan limits the extension of a graph only to the nodes
along its right-most path (See Section 2.2.2), while the completeness of its mining result is still
guaranteed. The completeness comes with a set of techniques including mapping a graph to
a DFS code (DFS Coding), building a lexicographic ordering among these codes, and mining
DFS codes based on this lexicographic order.
2.2.1 DFS Subscripting
Depth-first search is adopted by gSpan to traverse graphs. Initially, a starting vertex is randomly
chosen and the vertices in a graph are marked so that one can tell which vertices are visited.
The visited vertex set is expanded repeatedly until a full DFS tree is built. One graph may
have various DFS trees depending on how the depth-first search is performed, i.e., the vertex
visiting order. The darkened edges in Figures 2.5(b)-2.5(d) shows three DFS trees for the same
graph shown in Figure 2.5(a) (the vertex labels are x, y, and z; the edge labels are a and b; the
alphabetic order is taken as the default order in the labels). When building a DFS tree, the
visiting sequence of vertices forms a linear order. This order is illustrated with subscripts. i < j
means vi is visited before vj when the depth-first search is performed. A graph G subscripted
with a DFS tree T is written as GT . T is named a DFS subscripting of G.
Given a DFS tree T , the starting vertex in T , v0 is called the root, and the last visited
vertex, vn, the right-most vertex. The straight path from v0 to vn is called the right-most path.
In Figures 2.5(b)-2.5(d), three different subscriptings are generated based on the corresponding
DFS trees. The right-most path is (v0, v1, v3) in Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c), and (v0, v1, v2, v3)
in Figure 2.5(d).
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Figure 2.5: DFS Subscripting
Given a graph G with a DFS tree T , the forward edge (tree edge [28]) set contains all the
edges in the DFS tree, denoted by EfT , and the backward edge (back edge [28]) set contains all
the edges which are not in the DFS tree, denoted by EbT . For example, the darkened edges in
Figures 2.5(b)-2.5(d) are forward edges while the undarkened ones are backward edges. From
now on, an edge (vi, vj) (also written as (i, j)) is viewed as an ordered pair. If (vi, vj) ∈ E(G)
and i < j, it is a forward edge; otherwise, a backward edge. A forward edge of vi means there
exists a forward edge (i, j) such that i < j. A backward edge of vi means there exists a backward
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Figure 2.6: Right-Most Extension
edge (i, j) such that i > j. In Figure 2.5(b), (1, 3) is a forward edge of v1, but not a forward
edge of v3. (2, 0) is a backward edge of v2.
2.2.2 Right-Most Extension
If a frequent graph is extended in every possible position, it may generate a large number of
duplicate graphs. gSpan introduces a more sophisticated extension method. The new method
restricts the extension as follows: Given a graph G and a DFS tree T in G, a new edge e can
be added between the right-most vertex and other vertices on the right-most path (backward
extension); or it can introduce a new vertex and connect to vertices on the right-most path
(forward extension). Both kinds of extensions are regarded as right-most extension, denoted by
G ⋄r e (for brevity, T is omitted here).
Example 2 For the graph in Figure 2.5(b), the backward extension candidates can be (v3, v0).
The forward extension candidates can be edges extending from v3, v1, or v0 with a new vertex
introduced.
Figures 2.6(b)-2.6(g) show all the potential right-most extensions of Figure 2.6(a) (the dark-
ened vertices consist the rightmost path). Among them, Figures 2.6(b)- 2.6(d) grow from the
rightmost vertex while Figures 2.6(e)-2.6(g) grow from other vertices on the rightmost path.
Figures 2.6(b.0)-2.6(b.4) are children of Figure 2.6(b), and Figures 2.6(f.0)-2.6(f.3) are children
of Figure 2.6(f). In summary, backward extension only takes place on the rightmost vertex
while forward extension introduces a new edge from vertices on the rightmost path.
Since many DFS trees/subscriptings may exist for the same graph, one of them is chosen as
the base subscripting and right-most extension is only conducted on that DFS tree/subscripting.
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2.2.3 DFS Coding
Each subscripted graph is transformed to an edge sequence so that an order is built among
these sequences. The goal is to select the subscripting which generates the minimum sequence
as its base subscripting. There are two kinds of orders in this transformation process: (1) edge
order, which maps edges in a subscripted graph into a sequence; and (2) sequence order, which
builds an order among edge sequences, i.e., graphs.
Intuitively, DFS tree defines the discovery order of forward edges. For the graph shown in
Figure 2.5(b), the forward edges are visited in the order of (0, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3). Now backward
edges are put into the order as follows. Given a vertex v, all of its backward edges should
appear just before its forward edges. If v does not have any forward edge, its backward edges
are put after the forward edge where v is the second vertex. For vertex v2 in Figure 2.5(b),
its backward edge (2, 0) should appear after (1, 2) since v2 does not have any forward edge.
Among the backward edges from the same vertex, an order is enforced. Assume that a vertex
vi has two backward edges (i, j1) and (i, j2). If j1 < j2, then edge (i, j1) will appear before
edge (i, j2). So far, the ordering of the edges in a graph completes. Based on this order, a
graph can be transformed into an edge sequence. A complete sequence for Figure 2.5(b) is
(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0), (1, 3).
Formally define a linear order, ≺T , in N
2 such that e1 ≺T e2 holds if and only if one of the
following statements is true (assume e1 = (i1, j1), e2 = (i2, j2)):
(i) e1, e2 ∈ E
f
T , and j1 < j2 or i1 > i2 ∧ j1 = j2.
(ii) e1, e2 ∈ E
b
T , and i1 < i2 or i1 = i2 ∧ j1 < j2.
(iii) e1 ∈ E
b
T , e2 ∈ E
f
T , and i1 < j2.
(iv) e1,∈ E
f
T , e2 ∈ E
b
T , and j1 6 i2.
Example 3 According to the above definition, in Figure 2.5(b), (0, 1) ≺T (1, 2) as case (i),
(2, 0) ≺T (1, 3) as case (iii), (1, 2) ≺T (2, 0) as case (iv). Add a new backward edge between
vertices v3 and v0, then (2, 0) ≺T (3, 0) as case (ii). Note that in one graph, it is impossible to
have the second condition of case (i). However, this condition becomes useful when a sequence
order (DFS lexicographic order, as illustrated in the next subsection) is built on this edge order.
In that case, the edges from different graphs have to be compared, where the second condition
of case (i) may take place.
Definition 5 (DFS Code) Given a subscripted graph GT , an edge sequence (ei) can be con-
structed based on relation ≺T , such that ei ≺T ei+1, where i = 0, . . . , |E|−1. The edge sequence
(ei) is a DFS code, written as code(G,T ).
Example 4 For simplicity, an edge is encoded by a 5-tuple, (i, j, li, l(i,j), lj), where li and lj
are the labels of vi and vj respectively and l(i,j) is the label of the edge connecting them. Table
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2.1 shows three different DFS codes, γ0, γ1 and γ2, generated by DFS subscriptings in Figures
2.5(b), 2.5(c) and 2.5(d) respectively.
edge γ0 γ1 γ2
e0 (0, 1,X, a,X) (0, 1,X, a,X) (0, 1, Y, b,X)
e1 (1, 2,X, a, Z) (1, 2,X, b, Y ) (1, 2,X, a,X)
e2 (2, 0, Z, b,X) (1, 3,X, a, Z) (2, 3,X, b, Z)
e3 (1, 3,X, b, Y ) (3, 0, Z, b,X) (3, 1, Z, a,X)
Table 2.1: DFS code for Figures 2.5(b), 2.5(c), and 2.5(d)
Through DFS coding, a one-to-one mapping is built between a subscripted graph and a DFS
code (a one-to-many mapping between a graph and DFS codes). When the context is clear, a
subscripted graph and its DFS code are regarded as the same. All the notations on subscripted
graphs can also be applied to DFS codes. The graph represented by a DFS code α is written
as Gα.
2.2.4 DFS Lexicographic Order
The previous discussion has illustrated how to transform a graph into a DFS code. For labeled
graphs, the label information should be considered as one of the ordering factors. The labels of
vertices and edges are used to break the tie when two edges have the exactly same subscript, but
different labels. Let relation≺T take the first priority, the vertex label li take the second priority,
the edge label l(i,j) take the third, and the vertex label lj take the fourth to determine the order
of two edges. For example, the first edge of the three DFS codes in Table 2.1 is (0, 1, X, a,X),
(0, 1, X, a,X), and (0, 1, Y, b,X) respectively. All of them share the same subscript (0, 1). So
relation ≺T cannot tell the difference among them. With label information, following the
order of first vertex label, edge label, and second vertex label, (0, 1, X, a,X) <U (0, 1, Y, b,X).
Suppose there is a linear order ≺L in the label set L. The lexicographic combination of ≺T
and ≺L forms the linear order <U in the edge space N
2 ×L×L×L (written as U). Based on
this order, two DFS codes α = (a0, a1, ..., am) and β = (b0, b1, ..., bn) have the relation α < β if
a0 = b0, ..., at−1 = bt−1 and at <U bt (t 6 min(m,n)). According to this order definition, we
have γ0 < γ1 < γ2 for the DFS codes listed in Table 2.1.
Through the above discussion, an order is built in the DFS codes of one graph, which can
further be applied to DFS codes derived from different graphs.
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Definition 6 (DFS Lexicographic Order) Let Z be the set of DFS codes of all graphs.
Two DFS codes α and β have the relation α 6 β (DFS Lexicographic Order in Z) if and
only if one of the following conditions is true. Let α = code(Gα, Tα) = (a0, a1, . . . , am) and
β = code(Gβ, Tβ) = (b0, b1, . . . , bn).
(i) ∃t, 0 6 t 6 min(m,n), ak = bk for all k s.t. k < t, and at <U bt
(ii) ak = bk for all k s.t. 0 6 k 6 m and m 6 n.
Definition 7 (Minimum DFS Code) Let Z(G) be the set of all DFS codes for a given graph
G. Minimum DFS Code of G, written as dfs(G), is a DFS code in Z(G), such that for each
γ ∈ Z(G), dfs(G) 6 γ.
Code γ0 in Table 2.1 is the minimum DFS code of the graph in Figure 2.5(a). The sub-
scripting which generates the minimum DFS code is called base subscripting. The DFS tree in
Figure 2.5(b) shows the base subscripting of the graph in Figure 2.5(a). Let dfs(α) denote the
minimum DFS code of the graph represented by code α.
Theorem 1 Given two graphs G and G′, G is isomorphic to G′ if and only if dfs(G) = dfs(G′).
Proof. If G is isomorphic to G′, then there is an isomorphic function f : V (G) → V (G′). Given
a DFS subscripting of G, by assigning the subscript of v for each v ∈ V (G) to f(v), a DFS
subscripting is thus built in G′. The DFS code produced by these two subscriptings of G and
G′ must be the same, otherwise, f is not an isomorphic function between G and G′. Therefore,
Z(G) ⊆ Z(G′). Similarly, Z(G) ⊇ Z(G′). Hence, Z(G) = Z(G′) and dfs(G) = dfs(G
′
).
Conversely, if dfs(G) = dfs(G
′
), a function is derived by mapping vertices which have the
same subscript. This function is an isomorphic function between G and G′. Hence, G is
isomorphic to G′.
0-edge
...
s s'2-edge
1-edge
Pruned
n-edge
...
Figure 2.7: Lexicographic Search Tree
As to the right-most extension for a given graph, all other subscriptings except its base
subscripting are ignored. In the following discussion, the right-most extension of G specifically
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means the right-most extension on the base subscripting of G. Figure 2.7 shows how to arrange
all DFS codes in a search tree through right-most extensions. The root is en empty code. Each
node is a DFS code encoding a graph. Each edge represents a right-most extension from a
(k − 1)-length DFS code to a k-length DSF code. The tree itself is ordered: left siblings are
smaller than right siblings in the sense of DFS lexicographic order. Since any graph has at
least one DFS code, the search tree can enumerate all possible subgraphs in a graph data set.
However, one graph may have several DFS codes, minimum and non-minimum. The search of
non-minimum DFS codes does not produce useful result. Is it necessary to perform right-most
extension on non-minimum DFS codes. The answer is “no”. If codes s and s′ in Figure 2.7
encode the same graph, the search space under s′ can be safely pruned.
Definition 8 (k Right-Most Extension Set) Let Ckα be a set of DFS codes generated from
a DFS code α through k times of right-most extensions. That is, Ckα = {β |∃ b1, . . . , bk, β =
α ⋄r b1 ⋄r . . . ⋄r bk,∀i, 0 6 i 6 k, bi ∈ U, and α, β ∈ Z}. C
k
α is called the k right-most extension
set of α.
Let Oγ be the set of all DFS codes which are less than a DFS code γ (γ ∈ Z), Oγ = {η |η <
γ, η ∈ Z}, where η and γ are not necessary from the same graph.
Lemma 2 (DFS Code Extension) Let α be the minimum DFS code of a graph G and β
be a non-minimum DFS code of G. For any DFS code δ generated from β by one right-most
extension, i.e., δ ∈ C1β,
(i) δ is not a minimum DFS code,
(ii) dfs(δ) cannot be extended from β, and
(iii) dfs(δ) is either less than α or can be extended from α, i.e., dfs(δ) ∈ Oα ∪ C
1
α and
dfs(δ) < β.
Proof. First, statement (i) can be derived from statement (ii). Assume to the contrary that
δ is a minimum DFS code. It is contradicting to statement (ii). Secondly, if statement (iii) is
true, statement (ii) must be true. The reason is as follows. Since α and β have the same size
and α < β, Oα ⊆ Oβ and C
1
α ⊆ Oβ . If dfs(δ) ∈ Oα ∪ C
1
α, then dfs(δ) < β, which means that
dfs(δ) cannot be extended from β.
Now we prove that statement (iii) is true. Let the edge set of G be {e0, e1, . . . en}, the edge
sequence of α be ei0 , ei1 , . . . , ein , where 0 6 im 6 n. DFS code δ is extended from β by adding
a new edge, e, i.e., δ = β ⋄r e. Let Gδ be the graph represented by δ.
Gδ is a new graph built fromGα with a new edge e. There are two situations: (1) e introduces
a new vertex; or (2) e connects two existing vertices in G. Consider the first situation. We
construct an alternative DFS code of Gδ based on α as follows. Let vx be the vertex of e in
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G. If vx is on the right-most path of α, then (ei0 , . . . , ein , e) forms an alternative DFS code
for Gδ. Otherwise, there must exist a forward edge (vw1 , vx) in α such that w1 < x by DFS
subscripting. Since vx is not on the right-most path, there exist forward edges (vw2 , vw3) in α s.t.
w2 < w1 and w1 < w3. Let eim be the smallest edge among them according to the linear order
(≺T ). By inserting the new edge e right before eim in the edge sequence, ei0 , ei1 , . . . , eim , . . . , ein ,
the new sequence forms a DFS code of Gδ. This code is less than α. Therefore, there is an
alternative DFS code existing for Gδ, which should be in one of the following two formats:
(1) (ei0 , . . . , ein , e), which belongs C
1
α ; (2) (ei0 , . . . , eim−1 , e, eim , . . .) and the code formed by
this sequence is less than α. Similarly, the same conclusion holds for the second situation. In
summary, an alternative DFS code δ′ of Gδ exists such that δ
′ ∈ Oα ∪ C
1
α. Since dfs(δ) 6 δ
′,
dfs(δ) ∈ Oα ∪ C
1
α and dfs(δ) < β.
Theorem 2 (Completeness) Performing only the right-most extensions on the minimum
DFS codes guarantees the completeness of mining results.
Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following statement: Any DFS code extended from non-
minimum DFS codes is not minimum. Thus, it is not necessary to extend non minimum DFS
codes at all. Formally, given two DFS codes, α and β, if α = dfs(β) and α 6= β, then for any
DFS code, δ, extended from β, i.e., δ ∈
⋃∞
k=1C
k
β , dfs(δ) < β.
Proof. Assume that the following proposition is true,
∀p ∈
⋃∞
k=1C
k
β , if dfs(p) < β, then ∀q ∈ C
1
p,dfs(q) < β (Proposition 1).
By Lemma 2, ∀p ∈ C1β , hence dfs(p) < β since β 6= dfs(β) (initial step). Using the above
proposition, by induction ∀p ∈
⋃∞
k=1C
k
β , dfs(p) < β. That means any k right-most extension
from a non-minimum DFS code must not be a minimum DFS code. Furthermore, its minimum
DFS code is less than β.
For any p ∈
⋃∞
k=1C
k
β , if dfs(p) < β, then for any q ∈ C
1
p, by Lemma 2, dfs(q) ∈ Odfs(p) ∪
C1dfs(p). Since dfs(p) < β and the length dfs(p) is greater than that of β, according to DFS
lexicographic ordering, ∀δ ∈ C1dfs(p), δ < β. Therefore, dfs(q) < β.
Lemma 3 (Anti-monotonicity of Frequent Patterns) If a graph G is frequent, then any
subgraph of G is frequent. If G is not frequent, then any supergraph of G is not frequent. It is
equal to say, ∀ β ∈
⋃∞
k=1C
k
α, if a DFS code α is infrequent, β is infrequent too.
These lemmas and theorems set the foundation of our mining algorithm. By pre-order
searching of the lexicographic search tree shown in Figure 2.7, one can guarantee that all the
potential frequent graphs are enumerated. The pruning of non-minimum DFS codes in the tree
ensures that the search is complete while the anti-monotonicity property can be used to prune
a large portion of the search space.
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2.2.5 gSpan
For space efficiency, a sparse adjacency list is used to store graphs in gSpan. Algorithm 3 (Main-
Loop) outlines the main loop which iterates gSpan until all frequent subgraphs are discovered.
Let Ds be the set of graphs where s is a subgraph (i.e., a minimum DFS code). Usually, we
only maintain graph identifiers in Ds and use them to index graphs in D.
Algorithm 3 MainLoop(D, min support, S).
Input: A graph data set D, and min support.
Output: A frequent graph set S.
1: remove infrequent vertices and edges in D;
2: S1 ← all frequent 1-edge graphs in D;
3: sort S1 in the increasing DFS lexicographic order;
4: S ← S1;
5: for each edge e ∈ S1 do
6: initialize s with e, set Ds = {g | g ∈ D and e ∈ E(g)}; (only graph id is recorded)
7: gSpan(s, Ds, min support, S);
8: D ← D \ e;
9: if |D| < min support;
10: break;
Infrequent vertices and edges are removed in line 1, Algorithm 3. Lines 2-3 record frequent 1-
edge graphs and sort them by the lexicographic order. Assume the frequent edges are e0, . . . , en.
In Algorithm 3 lines 5-7, the first round will discover all the frequent graphs containing edge e0.
Then it drops e0 in D (line 8). The second round will discover all the frequent graphs containing
e1, but not any e0. This procedure repeats until all the frequent graphs are discovered.
The details of gSpan are depicted in Algorithm 4. gSpan is called recursively to extend a
graph pattern until the support of the newly formed graph is lower than min support or its
code is not minimum any more. The difference between gSpan and PatternGrowth is at the
rightmost extension and extension termination of non-minimum DFS codes (Algorithm 4 Lines
1-2). We replace the existence condition in Algorithm 2 Lines 1-2 with the inequality s 6= dfs(s).
Actually, s 6= dfs(s) is more efficient to calculate. Line 5 requires exhaustive enumeration of s
in D in order to count the frequency of all the possible rightmost extensions of s. Algorithm 4
implements a depth-first search version of gSpan. Actually, gSpan can easily adopt breadth-first
search too.
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Algorithm 4 gSpan(s, D, min support, S)
Input: A DFS code s, a graph data set D, and min support.
Output: A frequent graph set S.
1: if s 6= dfs(s), then
2: return;
3: insert s into S;
4: set C to ∅;
5: scan D once, find all the edges e such that s can be rightmost extended to s ⋄r e;
insert s ⋄r e into C and count its frequency;
6: sort C in DFS lexicographic order;
7: for each frequent s ⋄r e in C do
8: Call gSpan(s ⋄r e, D, min support, S);
9: return;
2.3 Closed Graph Pattern
According to the Apriori property, all the subgraphs of a frequent graph must be frequent.
A large graph pattern may generate an exponential number of frequent subgraphs. For ex-
ample, among 423 confirmed active chemical compounds in an AIDS antiviral screen data set
(http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/docs/aids/aids data.html), there are nearly 1,000,000 frequent graph
patterns whose support is at least 5%. This renders the further analysis on frequent graphs
nearly impossible.
The same issue also exists in frequent itemset mining and sequence mining. To reduce the
huge set of frequent patterns generated in data mining while maintain the high quality of pat-
terns, recent studies have been focusing on mining a compressed or approximate set of frequent
patterns. In general, pattern compression can be divided into two categories: lossless compres-
sion and lossy compression, in terms of the information that the result set contains, compared
with the whole set of frequent patterns. Mining closed patterns [92, 95, 17, 135, 125], described
as follows, is a lossless compression of frequent patterns. Mining all non-derivable frequent sets
proposed by Calders and Goethals [20] belongs to this category as well since the set of result
patterns and their support information generated from these methods can be used to derive
the whole set of frequent patterns. Lossy compression is adopted in most other compressed
patterns, such as maximal patterns [9, 71, 17, 44], top-k most frequent closed patterns [113],
condensed pattern bases [93], k-cover patterns [1] or pattern profiles [122] (Section 2.5), and
clustering-based compression [121] (Section 2.5).
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A frequent pattern is closed if and only if there does not exist a super-pattern that has the
same support. A frequent pattern is maximal if and only if it does not have a frequent super-
pattern. For the AIDS antiviral data set mentioned above, among the one million frequent
graphs, only about 2,000 are closed frequent graphs.
Since the maximal pattern set is a subset of the closed pattern set, usually it is more compact
than the closed pattern set. However, it cannot reconstruct the whole set of frequent patterns
and their supports, while the closed frequent pattern set can. This study is focused on closed
graph pattern mining. The proposed pruning techniques can also be applied to maximal pattern
mining,
2.3.1 Equivalent Occurrence
Given two graphs g and G, where g is a subgraph of G, the number of embeddings (the number
of subgraph isomorphisms) of g in G is written as ϕ(g,G).
Definition 9 (Occurrence) Given a graph g and a graph data set D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn},
the occurrence of g in D is the number of embeddings of g in D, i.e.,
∑n
i=1 ϕ(g,Gi), written as
I(g,D).
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Figure 2.8: Extended Subgraph Isomorphism
Let g′ be the graph formed by a graph g with a new edge and ρ be a subgraph isomorphic
function between g and g′. Assume both graphs g and g′ are subgraphs of a graph G. It is
possible to transform an embedding of g in G to an embedding of g′ in G. Let f be a subgraph
isomorphism of g in G, and f ′ be a subgraph isomorphism of g′ in G. If f(v) = f ′(ρ(v)) for
each v in V (g), f is called an extendable subgraph isomorphism and f ′ an extended subgraph
isomorphism of f . Intuitively, if a subgraph isomorphism f was already built between g and
G, f can extend to a subgraph isomorphism between g′ and G. The number of extendable
isomorphisms is written as φ(g, g′, G). Figure 2.8 illustrates a picture of this transformation
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procedure. Obviously, not every embedding of g in G can be transformed to an embedding of
g′ in G.
Definition 10 (Extended Occurrence) Let g′ be the graph formed by a graph g with a new
edge. Given a graph database D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn}, the extended occurrence of g
′ in D with
respect to g is the number of extendable subgraph isomorphisms of g in D, i.e.,
∑n
i=1 φ(g, g
′, Gi),
written as L(g, g′, D).
The extended occurrence is the number of embeddings of g that can be transformed to the
embeddings of g′ in a graph data set.
Definition 11 (Equivalent Occurrence) Let g′ be the graph formed by a graph g with a new
edge. Given a graph database D, g and g′ have equivalent occurrence if I(g,D) = L(g, g′, D).
Let e be the new edge added in g such that g′ = g ⋄x e. Given a graph G, if g ⊂ G and
g′ ⊆ G, the inequality ϕ(g,G) > φ(g, g′, G) always holds. Hence, I(g,D) > L(g, g′, D). When
I(g,D) is equal to L(g, g′, D), it means wherever g occurs in G, g′ also occurs in the same
place. Let h be a supergraph of g. If h does not have the edge e, then h will not be closed since
support(h) = support(h⋄x e) (h⋄x e is an abbreviation of h⋄xf e and h⋄xb e. Unless specifically
noted, h ⋄x e is constructed by adding e into an embedding of g in h such that g
′ becomes a
subgraph of h ⋄x e). Therefore only g
′ needs to be extended instead of g. This search strategy
is named Early Termination.
2.3.2 Failure of Early Termination
Unfortunately, Early Termination does not work in one case. The following example shows the
situation where Early Termination fails.
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Figure 2.9: Failure of Early Termination
Failure Case Suppose there is a data set with two graphs shown in Figures 2.9(1) and
2.9(2) and the mining task is to find closed frequent graphs whose minimum support is 2. Let
g be x a y and g′ be x a y b x. For brevity, x a y represents a graph with one edge, which
has “a” as its edge label and “x” and “y” as its vertex labels. As one can see, edge y b x is
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always associated with edge x a y and I(g,D) is equal to L(g, g′, D) for this data set. Can early
termination be applied to g? No, it cannot. Otherwise, the pattern shown in Figure 2.9(3) will
be lost. This graph cannot be extended from x a y b x. If edge y b x is attached to the vertex
labeled ”y” in Figure 2.9(3), the newly formed graph will not be frequent any more. This case
shows a failure situation of Early Termination and the vertex with edges y b x and z d x forms
the failure point.
The following theorem sets the condition where Early Termination can be applied.
Theorem 3 Let g′ be the graph formed by a graph g with a new edge e. If g′ has equivalent
occurrence with g in a graph data set D and for each graph h, s.t., g ⊆ h and g′ 6⊂ h, one of
the following conditions holds,
(i) ∃h ⋄xf e, s.t., g
′ ⊂ h ⋄xf e and I(h,D) = L(h, h ⋄xf e,D),
(ii) ∃h ⋄xb e, s.t., g
′ ⊂ h ⋄xb e and I(h,D) = L(h, h ⋄xb e,D),
then it is unnecessary to extend g except g′.
Proof. Since h contains g, but not g′, edge e can be added into an embedding of g in h to
construct an embedding of g′ in h ⋄xf e or h ⋄xb e. If I(h,D) = L(h, h ⋄xf e,D) or I(h,D) =
L(h, h ⋄xb e,D), then one of the following statements must be true: (1) ∀G ∈ D, if h ⊂ G,
then h ⋄xf e ⊆ G; or (2) ∀G ∈ D, if h ⊂ G, then h ⋄xb e ⊆ G. Therefore, either support(h) =
support(h ⋄xf e) or support(h) = support(h ⋄xb e). In each case, h is not closed. That is, for
any graph that is a supergraph of g, but not of g′, it must not be closed. Thus it is unnecessary
to extend g except g′.
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Figure 2.10: Crossing Situation
In Theorem 3, the new edge e is added in an embedding of g in h to form an embedding of
g′ in h ⋄x e. The addition can be categorized into two types: internal new edge and external
new edge. An internal new edge connects two existing vertices while an external new edge
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introduces a new vertex. Figure 2.10 depicts these two types of new edges. The condition
presented in Theorem 3 requires that at least one type of new edge is always associated with
graph h throughout the graph database. If the condition is broken, the frequency of h may
be different from the frequency of h ⋄xf e and the frequency of h ⋄xb e, and h may become a
closed graph. Graph h has the crossing situation and vertex v0 with edges e and ec is the
crossing point. Crossing means the two graphs shown in Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) (i.e., some
embeddings of these two graphs) exist in the data set exclusively. The crossing situation may
cause the loss of graph h if Early Termination is applied.
2.3.3 Detecting the Failure of Early Termination
A big issue in Theorem 3 is that the occurrence of graph h, the extended occurrence of h ⋄xf e
and h ⋄xb e have to be calculated for every such graph. In fact, the motivation of performing
Early Termination is to avoid enumerating h. It becomes a dilemma. Consider that h ⋄x e is
encountered during the enumeration of the supergraphs of g′. It is possible to first extend g′
only and delay checking the crossing situation of h until h ⋄x e is enumerated from g
′.
Suppose there is a crossing situation as shown in Figure 2.10. Let g′ be the graph formed
by g with a new edge e and have equivalent occurrence with g. Let ξ be an embedding of g
in h where ξ is extended to g′ with e. Assume that g′ contains edge ec. Since g
′ = g ⋄x e, g
must have edge ec. It means that ξ will contain vertex v0. Hence, g
′ will either appear with
ξ in Figure 2.10(a), where g′ = g ⋄xb e, or Figure 2.10(b), where g
′ = g ⋄xf e, but not both.
It is contradictory to the equivalent occurrence of g and g′, which says wherever g occurs, g′
must occur. Therefore, the assumption is wrong. g′ should not contain ec. Edge ec will be
later introduced to g′ in order to construct h ⋄x e. At that time, the crossing situation will be
detected. Once a crossing situation is detected during the extensions of g′, the process has to
roll back and extend g separately.
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Example 5 Figure 2.11 shows how to detect the crossing situation for graphs shown in Figures
2.9(1) and 2.9(2). Let g be x a y and g′ be x a y b x. We first assume there is no violation
of the condition in Theorem 3 and commit to extending g′ only. In the first round, graph g′ is
extended to g1 shown in Figure 2.11 with one more edge. In this round of extension, no crossing
situation is found. Thus we continue extending g′. Graph g1 is then extended to g2 and g3. In
this round, edge z d x exhibits a crossing situation. The occurrence of g1 in Figure 2.11 is 2
(for the data set shown in Figures 2.9(1) and 2.9(2)). The extended occurrence of g2 (or g3)
with respect to g1 is 1. Thus, the condition of Theorem 3 is violated. Instead of extending g
′
only, we have to extend g individually. It will help find a new graph shown in Figure 2.9(3)
that would have been lost.
2.3.4 CloseGraph
This subsection formulates CloseGraph for closed frequent graph mining. CloseGraph is built
upon gSpan. When gSpan extends a graph g by adding a new edge, it would enumerate each
embedding of g in a graph data set. Thus, one counter is set to calculate the occurrence of g,
I(g,D) and another to calculate the extended occurrence of g′, L(g, g′, D).
The advantage of gSpan is its right-most extension approach in graph pattern growth, which
reduces the generation of duplicate graphs. gSpan performs depth-first search and generates
DFS codes in DFS lexicographic order. It only conducts right-most extension on vertices in
the right-most path. If there exists a supergraph g′ that cannot be right-most extended from
g in gSpan, the trace of L(g, g′, D) is lost for this supergraph, which, to some extent, will lose
some chances of applying the early termination technique. Since graphs are generated in DFS
lexicographic order, we may not fully apply the early termination technique for each graph.
Figure 2.12 shows an example. Suppose graphs g1, g2, g3, and g4 are generated in that order
and I(g1, D) = L(g1, g4, D). Assume g1 and g4 have equivalent occurrence. If we stop right-
most extending g1 and only extend g4, we may lose g3 and some of its supergraphs since g3
cannot be generated from g4. Therefore, early termination cannot be applied in this example if
we strictly follow DFS lexicographic order to extend graphs. However, for a graph g′ such that
g′ = g ⋄x e, g > g
′, and I(g,D) = L(g, g′, D), we can use Early Termination.
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Besides using Early Termination to remove some non-closed frequent graphs, we also need
to get rid of those remaining non-closed frequent graphs. One approach is to compare the newly
discovered graph with the previously discovered graph patterns. This approach is adopted by
CloSpan[125]. CloseGraph proposes another approach.
Lemma 4 Given graphs g and h, if g ⊂ h and support(g) = support(h), then there exists a
graph g′ and an edge e, g′ = g ⋄x e and g
′ ⊆ h, such that support(g) = support(g′).
Proof. If g ⊂ h, we can always construct a graph g′ with an edge e such that g′ = g ⋄x e
and g′ ⊆ h. We have support(g′) > support(h) and support(g′) 6 support(g). If support(g) =
support(h), then support(g) = support(g′).
Lemma 4 shows that if we want to determine whether a graph is closed, we only need to
check the support of its supergraphs that have one more edge. If there exists a graph g′ such
that g′ = g ⋄x e and support(g) = support(g
′), then g is not closed.
CloseGraph works recursively in iterating three major procedures: (1) generate a frequent
graph; (2) check whether this graph is closed; and (3) check the condition of equivalent occur-
rence and determine whether the extension of the graph can be stopped.
We replace gSpan(s, min support, Ds, S) with CloseGraph(s, null, min support, Ds, S) in
Algorithm 3, which will work as the main loop to call CloseGraph.
Algorithm 5 CloseGraph(s, p, min support, D, S)
Input: A DFS code s, its parent p, a graph data set D, and min support.
Output: The closed frequent graph set S.
1: if s 6= dfs(s), then
2: return;
3: if there exists a graph g′ such that g′ = gp ⋄x e , g
′ < gs, I(gp, D) = L(gp, g
′, D),
and g′ does not have the crossing point on e then
4: return;
5: check the crossing situation in gs;
6: insert s to S if it is closed;
12: for each frequent graph s ⋄r e do
13: Call CloseGraph(s ⋄r e, s, D, min support, S);
14: return;
Algorithm 5 outlines the pseudo-code of CloseGraph. The framework of CloseGraph is
similar to gSpan. However, it performs a major improvement using the search space pruning
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technique developed above. Before conducting a right-most extension on a discovered graph,
CloseGraph first checks whether we can perform Early Termination (Lines 3-4). If the condition
is satisfied and g′ does not have the crossing situation, it is unnecessary to continue extending
gs since gs and all its possible descendants must not be closed. Line 5 checks whether the newly
added edge in gs forms a crossing situation. Such information will be used to facilitate the
operations of Line 3.
2.3.5 Experiments
We compare the performance of CloseGraph with gSpan and FSG[67]. The real data set used in
the experiments is an AIDS antiviral screen chemical compound data set (http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/
docs/aids/aids data.html). The synthetic data generator is provided by Kuramochi et al. [67].
AIDS Antiviral Screen Compound Dataset is available publicly from Developmental
Therapeutics Program in NCI/NIH. We select the most up-to-date release, March 2002 Re-
lease. The dataset contains 43,905 chemical compounds. The screening tests categorized the
compounds into three classes: CA (confirmed active), CM (confirmed moderately active), and
CI (confirmed inactive). Among these 43,905 compounds, 423 of them belong to CA, 1083
are of CM, and the rest is in class CI. All the hydrogens in these compounds are removed.
There are 21 kinds of atoms in class CA compounds and three popular bonds: single-bond,
double-bond, and aromatic-bond. The maximal graph has 188 vertices and 196 edges.
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Figure 2.13: Mining Performance in Class CA Compounds
Figure 2.13(a) shows the runtime with frequency threshold varying from 5% to 10%. Figure
2.13(b) shows the memory consumption of these three algorithms. CloseGraph and gSpan
consume less main memory than FSG. The reduction is between 1-2 orders of magnitude. The
number of frequent graphs and frequent closed graphs is shown in Figure 2.13(c). CloseGraph
generates fewer patterns than gSpan and FSG. The ratio between the number of frequent
graphs and closed ones is close to 100 : 1. It demonstrates that closed graph mining can deliver
compact mining results.
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Figure 2.14: Discovered Patterns in Class CA Compounds
Figure 2.14 shows the largest graph patterns discovered in three different minimum support
thresholds: 20% in Figure 2.14(a) (14 edges), 10% in Figure 2.14(b) (21 edges), and 5% in
Figure 2.14(c) (42 edges). The second structure in Figure 2.14 is a compound of class Azido
Pyrimidines, a known inhibitor of HIV-1, as reported by Borgelt and Berthold [12].
Synthetic Graph Datasets [67] The synthetic data generator works as follows: First, it
generates a set of L potential frequent graphs as seeds, whose size is determined by a Poisson
distribution with mean I. Then, it randomly picks several seeds and merges them (overlaps these
seeds as much as possible) to construct a new graph in the dataset. The size of the new graph
is a Poisson random variable with mean T . A user can set parameters to decide the number of
graphs (D) wanted and their average size (T ). For example, we may have the following setting
in a synthetic data set: It has 10,000 graphs, each graph has 20 edges on average, each potential
frequent graph has 10 edges on average, and there are in total 200 potential frequent graphs
and 40 available labels. We denote this dataset by D10kN40I10T20L200. Table 2.2 shows the
major parameters and their meanings, as described in [67].
Notation Description
D The total number of graphs in a data set
N The number of possible labels
T The average size of graphs in terms of edges
I The average size of potentially frequent graphs
L The number of potentially frequent graphs
Table 2.2: Parameters of Synthetic Graph Generator
Figure 2.15 shows the experimental results with one varied parameter, where FSG was
aborted when I ≥ 12 or T ≥ 40 because it used up the one-gigabyte main memory.
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2.4 Variant Graph Patterns
Besides frequent and closed frequent graph patterns, there exist more sophisticated graph pat-
terns in real applications.
2.4.1 Contrast Graph Pattern
Between two predefined sets of graphs, contrast patterns are substructures that are frequent in
one set but infrequent in the other. The search for contrast patterns requires two parameters:
the minimum support of a subgraph in the positive set and the maximum support in the negative
set. Borgelt and Berthold discussed the mining of contrast graphs using their MoFa algorithm
[12]. The mining is carried out using a pattern-growth approach. The pruning is done on the
search of subgraphs in the positive set while the maximum support in the negative set is used
to filter out unqualified subgraphs.
2.4.2 Coherent Graph Pattern
A frequent graph G is a coherent subgraph if the mutual information between G and each of
its subgraphs is above a certain threshold. Let XG be the random variable for the appearance
of pattern G. The mutual information between G and its subgraph G′ is defined as follows,
I(G,G′) =
∑
XG,XG′
p(XG, XG′)log
p(XG, XG′)
p(XG)p(XG′)
,
where p(XG, XG′) is the joint distribution of XG and XG′ .
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p(XG, XG′) =

support(G), if XG = 1, XG′ = 1,
0, if XG = 1, XG′ = 0,
support(G′)− support(G), if XG = 0, XG′ = 1,
1− support(G′), if XG = 0, X
′
G = 0
(2.1)
The number of coherent graphs is significantly smaller than that of frequent graphs. Thus,
mining coherent graphs can efficiently prune redundant patterns—the patterns that are similar
to each other and have similar supports. Furthermore, as demonstrated by Huan et al. [55] in
mining spatial motifs from protein structure graphs, the discovered coherent graphs are usually
statistically significant. Their experimental study shows that coherent graph mining selects a
small subset of features which have high distinguishing power between protein classes.
2.4.3 Discriminative Graph Pattern
Given a graph query, it is desirable to retrieve graphs quickly from a large graph database via
graph-based indices. We investigated a frequent structure-based graph index method, called
gIndex, which is significantly different from the existing path-based methods. Frequent graphs
are ideal candidates since they explore the shared structures in the data and are relatively
stable to database updates. In order to reduce the index size, i.e., the number of frequent
graphs that are used in the indices, a new concept called discriminative frequent graph was
developed. A frequent graph is discriminative if its support cannot be approximated well by
its subgraphs that are being indexed. For the AIDS antiviral dataset we tested, the index
built on discriminative frequent graphs is 10 times smaller, but achieves similar performance
in comparison with the index built on frequent graphs directly. The concept of discriminative
frequent graphs and their usage in graph indexing will be examined in depth in Chapter 4.
2.4.4 Dense Graph Pattern
There exists a specific kind of graph structure, called relational graph, where each node label
is used only once per graph. Relational graphs are widely used in modeling and analyzing
massive networks, e.g., biological networks, social networks, transportation networks, and the
world wide web. In biological networks, nodes represent objects like genes, proteins and enzymes
whereas edges encode the relationships, such as control, reaction, and correlation between these
objects. In social networks, each node represents a unique entity, and an edge describes a kind
of relationship between entities. One kind of interesting pattern is frequent highly-connected
or dense subgraph in large relational graphs. In social networks, this kind of pattern can
help identify groups where people are strongly associated. In computational biology, a highly
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connected subgraph could represent a set of genes within the same functional module, i.e., a set
of genes participating in the same biological pathways. The concept and the mining of dense
and highly connected graphs will be examined in depth in Chapter 3.
2.4.5 Approximate Graph Pattern
Since real data is typically subject to noise and measurement error, it is demonstrated through
theoretical results that, in the presence of even low levels of noise, large frequent patterns are
broken into fragments of logarithmic size; thus the graph patterns cannot be recovered by a
routine application of frequent graph mining, while approximate graph pattern mining might
be the only solution.
Approximate graph pattern mining involves similarity measure between graphs, which can
be roughly classified into three categories: (1) physical property-based, e.g., the weight of a
protein; (2) feature-based; and (3) structure-based. For the feature-based measure, domain-
specific elementary structures are first extracted as features. Whether two graphs are similar is
determined by the number of common elementary structures they have. For example, we can
compare two compounds based on the number of benzene rings they have. Under this similarity
definition, each graph is represented as a feature vector, x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
T , where xi is the
frequency of feature fi. The distance between two graphs is measured between their feature
vectors.
In contrast, the structure-based similarity measure directly compares the topology of two
graphs, which is often costly to compute. However, since this measure takes structure con-
nectivity fully into consideration, it is more accurate than the feature-based measure. Bunke
and Shearer [16] used the maximum common subgraph to measure the full structure similarity.
Researchers also developed graph edit-distance by simulating the graph matching process in
a way similar to the string matching process (a.k.a to string edit distance). The matching of
two graphs is regarded as a result of three edit operations: insertion, deletion and relabeling.
The distance is then defined by the minimum number of edit operations which are necessary to
transform one graph into another.
Considering the computational complexity of approximate graph matching, the mining of
approximate graph patterns should be more expensive than the mining of exact patterns.
2.5 Pattern Summarization
The scalability of graph pattern mining is not the only issue a user has to face when graph
patterns are put into practice. The huge number of redundant patterns, often in the millions, or
even billions, makes them difficult to explore, which prohibits their interpretation and eventual
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utilization in many fields that could potentially benefit from them. This issue not only exists for
complex patterns, but also for simple patterns, e.g., frequent itemsets and sequential patterns.
Furthermore, without patten post processing, it might be infeasible to construct advanced data
mining tools, such as classification and clustering, on a large set of graph patterns.
There are two sources related to the redundancy issue. First, the Apriori property (Lemma
1) implies an explosive number of frequent patterns when large patterns appear. The introduc-
tion of closed patterns and maximal patterns (Chapter 2.3) can partially eliminate redundancy.
Unfortunately, for any pattern, as long as there is a small disturbance in the data, it may
generate hundreds of subpatterns with different supports.
Secondly, as long as the number of discovered patterns is beyond tens or hundreds, it
becomes difficult for a user to examine them directly. A user-friendly program should present a
summarization of discovered patterns first and arrange the rest of patterns in a tree structure
so that a user can start quickly from a small set of representative patterns.
Pattern summarization intends to solve the redundancy issue by summarizing patterns
using K representatives, which should not only be significant, but also distinctive. It can be
performed according to the following criteria: (1) significance, (2) relevance, or (3) relevance-
aware significance.
Definition 12 (Pattern Significance) A significance measure S is a function, S : P → R,
such that S(α) is the degree of interestingness (or usefulness) of a pattern α.
Definition 13 (Combined and Relative Significance) A significance measure S is a func-
tion, S : 2P → R, such that S(P ) is the degree of combined interestingness (or usefulness) of
a pattern set P . Let S(α, β) be the combined significance of patterns α and β, and S(β|α) =
S(α, β)− S(α) be the relative significance of β given α.
Definition 14 (Pattern Redundancy) Given a significance measure S, the redundancy L
between two patterns α and β is defined as L(α, β) = S(α) + S(β) − S(α, β). Subsequently,
S(β|α) = S(α)− L(α, β).
Intuitively, the combined significance of two patterns should be no less than the significance
of any individual pattern (since it is a collective significance of two patterns) and does not
exceed the sum of individual significance (since there exists redundancy). This implies that the
redundancy between two patterns should satisfy
0 ≤ L(α, β) ≤ min(S(α), S(β)). (2.2)
The ideal redundancy measure L(α, β) depends on applications. For example, one may use
distance between patterns to measure redundancy. Specifically, the distance d(α, β), including
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edit distance, Jaccard distance, and Kullback- Leibler divergence introduced in the next section,
can weigh users’ preference on penalizing redundancy. Since distance is complementary to
redundancy, the following formula is one way to approximate L,
L(α, β) = (1− d(α, β))×min(S(α), S(β)), (2.3)
where 0 ≤ d(α, β) ≤ 1. This formula indicates that the value of L(α, β) is bounded between 0
and min(S(α), S(β)).
Definition 15 (Pattern Relevance) A distance measure R is a function, R : P×P→ [0, 1],
such that R(α, β) = 1 means α, β are completely relevant and R(α, β) = 0 means α, β are totally
independent.
Figure 2.16(a) shows a set of frequent patterns where each circle represents one pattern
whose significance is colored in gray scale, and the distance between two circles reflects their
relevance. The significance of a pattern is user-specific, which could be defined in several
avenues, for example, frequency, statistical significance, or interestingness measure.
significance
(a) patterns
significance
(b) top-k
relevance
(c) clustering
significance + relevance
(d) relevance-aware top-k
Figure 2.16: Pattern Summarization: Top-k, Clustering, and Relevance-aware Top-k
Significance related pattern summarization only considers the most significant patterns, e.g.,
top-k frequent patterns [48]. Relevance related summarization is closer to a clustering scenario:
patterns are clustered according to their relevance; the centers of clusters are selected as a
summarization. Relevance-aware top-k summarization makes a trade-off between significance
and relevance related summarization. The three patterns pointed by arrow in Figure 2.16(d)
have high significance and low relevance. On the other hand, the traditional top-k approach
picks patterns based on significance solely (Figure 2.16(b)) and a relevance related approach
picks patterns based on relevance solely (Figure 2.16(c)).
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2.5.1 Clustering
Given a set of patterns P , relevance related summarization is to partition the pattern set into
K groups such that the similarity within each group is maximized and the similarity between
groups is minimized. Afrati, Gionis, and Mannila [1] proposed a pattern set cover approach to
select a subset that could maximize its coverage in the pattern space.
Definition 16 (Pattern Set Cover) Given a frequent pattern set P , find a subset Po (Po ⊆
P , |Po| = k) that maximizes
| ∪α∈Po P(α)|
|P |
,
where P(α) = {β|β ⊆ α, β ∈ P}.
From a clustering perspective, pattern set cover sets the distance between α and β to 0 when
β ⊆ α. It is going to find the best k patterns that contain the maximum number of patterns.
Pattern set cover requires the k patterns have to be selected within the pattern space, which
limits their coverage. Afrati et al. [1] relaxed this requirement by selecting candidates outside
the frequent pattern set. It seems intuitive to consider a candidate α that is not in P , only if
α covers a large part of P while it does not introduce many additional infrequent graphs. The
idea is to find a set of patterns that could minimize the false-positive ratio function f+(P+),
which is the ratio of the number of infrequent patterns not in P over the number of frequent
patterns in P covered by P+.
Definition 17 (Relaxed Pattern Set Cover) Given a frequent pattern set P , find a set P+
(|P+| = k) that minimizes
f+(P+) =
| ∪α∈P+ P(α)\P |
| ∪α∈P+ P(α) ∩ P |
.
However, frequent patterns are distinguished from each other not only because they have
different composition, but also because they have different supports. The solutions provided
by pattern set cover and relaxed pattern set cover have not taken the support information into
consideration so far. Suppose two patterns α and β exhibit strong similarity on composition
and support. Likely they share a similar supporting data set. Intuitively, the distance between
two patterns can be measured by the distance between their corresponding supporting data
sets,
d(α, β) ∼ d(Dα, Dβ). (2.4)
There are various measures that could define the distance between two data sets, among
which is the Jaccard distance,
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Definition 18 (Jaccard Distance) Given two patterns α and β, their Jaccard distance is
defined as follows,
1−
|Dα
⋂
Dβ|
|Dα
⋃
Dβ|
. (2.5)
Since the Jaccard distance does not measure Dα
⋃
Dβ\Dα
⋂
Dβ, an alternative approach is to
build a model to measure the content similarity between supporting data sets. Let Mα and Mβ
be the model of Dα and Dβ, respectively,
d(α, β) ∼ d(Dα, Dβ) ∼ d(Mα,Mβ). (2.6)
Take relational graph as example (Chapter 2). Given a support set Dα, a generative model
M is estimated such that
P (D|ϑ) =
∏
gj∈D
d∏
i=1
p(xi = g
i
j), (2.7)
where gij is an indicator showing whether ei appears in graph gj and ϑ is a set of probability
{p(xi)} in M . When g
i
j = 1, it means that the jth graph has edge ei.
According to maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), the “best” generative model should
maximize the log likelihood L(ϑ|D) = logP (D|ϑ), which leads to
∂L(ϑ|D)
∂ϑ
= 0. (2.8)
The well-known result is
p(xi = 1) =
∑
gj∈D
gij
|D|
. (2.9)
That is, p(xi = 1) is the frequency of edge ei in D.
Given two supporting data sets Dα and Dβ, we can derive two generative models Mα and
Mβ . Their distance, e.g., KL divergence, could be regarded as the distance between Dα and
Dβ.
Definition 19 (Kullback-Leibler Divergence [29]) Given two patterns α and β,
KL(p||q) =
d∑
i=1
∑
xi∈{0,1}
p(xi) log
p(xi)
q(xi)
, (2.10)
where p and q is the edge distribution in models Mα and Mβ, respectively.
When p(xi) and q(xi) have zero probability, KL(p||q) = ∞. In order to avoid this situation,
a smoothing of p(xi) (and q(xi)) with a background prior may be necessary,
p¯(xi) = λu+ (1− λ)p(xi),
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where λ is a smoothing parameter, 0 < λ < 1, and u could be the background distribution of
edge ei.
Once the distance between each pair of patterns is defined, the patterns can be partitioned
using existing clustering algorithms.
2.5.2 Relevance-Aware Top-K
Relevance-aware top-K summarization not only considers significance, but relevance as well. Let
J be an evaluation function measuring the significance of a set of k patterns, P = {α1, α2, . . . , αk}.
If we assume patterns in P are all independent, we have:
Jˆ(P ) =
k∑
i=1
S(αi),
where S is the significance measure. Considering the relevance between patterns, the total
significance should be adjusted,
J(P ) = Jˆ(P )− L(P ),
where L is a function returning redundancies among P . Since L is hard to formulate, two heuris-
tic evaluation functions Ja (average significance) and Jm (marginal significance) are developed,
which are more practical for computation and search.
Definition 20 (Redundancy Graph) Given a significance measure S and redundancy mea-
sure L, a relevance graph of a set of patterns P is a weighted graph W (P ) where each node
corresponds to a pattern. The weight on node vi is pattern significance S(αi) and the weight on
edge (vi, vj) is the redundancy L(αi, αj).
Let the redundancy subgraph induced by a set of patterns be W (P ). The natural formula-
tion of L is to consider all pair-wise redundancy by summing the edge weights of W (P ). Since
there are k patterns and k(k−1)2 edges, we further normalize it by taking average edge weight.
Typically, the average weight associated with a pattern αi is:
w(αi) =
1
k − 1
k∑
j=1,j 6=i
L(αi, αj).
The evaluation function Ja is defined as below:
Ja(P ) =
k∑
i=1
S(αi)−
1
2
k∑
i=1
w(αi), (2.11)
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where 12 is introduced because every redundancy L(αi, αj) is counted twice by both αi and αj .
Substitute w(pi) in Eq. (2.11),
Ja(P ) =
k∑
i=1
S(pi)−
1
k − 1
k∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=1
L(αi, αj). (2.12)
This formulation is referred as average significance.
An alternative formulation for L is to compute the maximum spanning tree of W (P ). Let
the sum of edge weights on the maximum spanning tree be w(MSTP ). The evaluation function
Jm is defined as below:
Jm(P ) =
k∑
i=1
S(pi)− w(MSTP ). (2.13)
Note that the Jm formulation is a generalization of maximal marginal relevance (MMR) heuristic
in information retrieval [21], where a document has high marginal relevance if it is both relevant
to the query and contains minimal marginal similarity to previously selected documents. The
marginal similarity is computed by choosing the most relevant selected document. Different
from Jm, this definition gives a procedural way to evaluate a set of documents. Apply this
concept to the score computation of a set of patterns P (by adding patterns α1, α2, . . . , αk
incrementally), we have
MMR(P ) = S(α1) +
k∑
i=2
(
i−1
min
j=1
S(αi|αj)).
MMR approximates L by computing a spanning tree on W (P ). However, the score of MMR
depends on the order on which patterns are selected. Jm is the minimum score over all possible
MMR scores. Jm formulation is referred as marginal significance.
With the definition of MAS and MMS, the problems of finding redundancy-aware top-k
patterns are as follows:
Definition 21 (Maximal Average Significance) Given a set of frequent patterns P , the
problem of Maximal Average Significance (Ja) is to find k-pattern set Pk such that Ja(Pk) is
maximized.
Definition 22 (Maximal Marginal Significance) Given a set of frequent patterns P , the
problem of Maximal Marginal Significance (MMS) is to find k-pattern set Pk such that Jm(Pk)
is maximized.
Consider a special case of the redundancy graph where all patterns have the same significance
score. The problem of MAS is equivalent to find a k-pattern set where the sum of edge weights
is minimized. This problem is the same to the k-dense subgraph problem, which is known to
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be NP-hard [35]. The problem of MMS is to find a k-maximum spanning tree whose overall
weight is minimized. Holldorsson et al. [53] show that this problem is NP-hard too.
Theorem 4 (Hardness of MAS) Given a pattern set P , the problem of finding a k-pattern
set Pk such that Ja(Pk) is maximized is NP-Hard.
Theorem 5 (Hardness of MMS) Given a pattern set P , the problem of finding a k-pattern
set Pk such that Jm(pk) is maximized is NP-Hard.
Since it is computationally expensive to find the optimal solutions, a greedy algorithm is
adopted to leverage MAS and MMS. The algorithm incrementally selects patterns from P with
an estimated gain g. A pattern is selected if it has the maximum gain among the rest of
patterns. Given a set of selected patterns Pk, the gain of a pattern α ∈ P \ Pk is:
g(α) =
{
S(α)− 1k
∑
β∈Pk
L(α, β), for MAS,
S(α)−maxβ∈Pk L(α, β), for MMS.
At beginning, the result set Pk is empty. The algorithm iteratively picks the most significant
pattern and inserts it to Pk.
The naive implementation of the above algorithm takes time O(k2n). An alternative ap-
proach with time complexity O(kn) is available. For each remaining pattern, its gain is recorded
and its new gain is updated with the last pattern added to Pk. Assume at the ith iteration,
the pattern αi is selected, and for each pattern β ∈ P \ Pk, g
i(β) is computed with respect to
Pk \{αi}. To search for the next candidate pattern, g(β) is updated by incorporating the newly
selected pattern αi. One can verify the following formula for updating MAS and MMS:
gi+1(β) =
{
S(β)− 1i
(
(i− 1)(S(β)− gi(β)) + L(β, αi)
)
,
S(β)−max
(
(S(β)− gi(β)), L(β, αi)
)
.
The execution of update functions takes constant time. Finding the most significant pattern
takes time O(n). At each iteration, one needs to compute gain g(α) for each pattern α ∈ P \Pk,
and select the one with the maximum value. Using the update functions, each iteration also
takes time O(n). The total time complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(kn).
2.6 Pattern-Based Classification
Frequent patterns reflect strong associations and carry the underlying semantics of the data.
They are potentially useful features for classification. The idea of frequent pattern-based clas-
sification has been exploited by previous studies in different domains, including: (1) associative
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classification [72, 70, 132, 25], where association rules are generated and analyzed for classifi-
cation; and (2) graph classification [31], text categorization [76] and protein classification [69],
where subgraphs, phrases, or substrings are used as classification features.
Although it is known that frequent patterns are useful, there is a lack of theoretical analysis
on their principles in classification. The following critical questions remain unexplored.
• Why are frequent patterns useful for classification? Why do frequent patterns provide a
good substitute for the complete pattern set?
• How does frequent pattern-based classification achieve both high scalability and accuracy
for the classification of large data sets?
• What is the strategy for setting minimum support?
• Given a set of frequent patterns, how should we select high quality ones for effective
classification?
Given a graph data set D, one can easily enumerate an exponential number of subgraphs
and use them in classification. However, there are two significant drawbacks for this approach.
First, since the number of features is exponential to the number of single features (such as
nodes and edges), it is computationally intractable (the scalability issue). Secondly, inclusion
of subgraphs that appear rarely could worsen the classification accuracy due to the “overfitting”
issue—features are not representative. The first problem can be partially solved by the kernel
tricks which derive a subset of combined features based on parameter tuning. However, it
requires an intensive search for good parameters to avoid the overfitting problem.
It was found that the discriminative power of a pattern is closely related to its support.
Take information gain as an example. Assume a data set have two classes C = {c1, c2}. For a
pattern α represented by a random variable X, the information gain is
IG(C|X) = H(C)−H(C|X), (2.14)
where C is the class variable, H(C) is the entropy and H(C|X) is the conditional entropy.
Given a data set with a fixed class distribution, H(C) is a constant. The upper bound of the
information gain, IGub, is
IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X), (2.15)
where Hlb(C|X) is the lower bound of H(C|X). Let θ be the support of α. The following
discussion shows that IGub(C|X) is closely related to θ. When θ is small, IGub(C|X) is low.
That is, infrequent features have a low information gain.
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To simplify the analysis, assume X ∈ {0, 1} and C = {0, 1}. Let P (x = 1) = θ, P (c = 1) = p
and P (c = 1|x = 1) = q. Then
H(C|X) = −
∑
x∈{0,1}
P (x)
∑
c∈{0,1}
P (c|x) logP (c|x)
= −θq log q − θ(1− q) log(1− q)
+ (θq − p) log
p− θq
1− θ
+ (θ(1− q)− (1− p)) log
(1− p)− θ(1− q)
1− θ
H(C|X) is a function of p, q and θ. Given a data set, p is a fixed value. As H(C|X) is a concave
function, it reaches its lower bound w.r.t. q, for fixed p and θ at the following conditions. If
θ ≤ p, H(C|X) reaches its lower bound when q = 0 or 1. If θ > p, H(C|X) reaches its lower
bound when q = p/θ or 1− (1− p)/θ. The cases of θ ≤ p and θ ≥ p are symmetric. Thus only
the case when θ ≤ p is presented .
Since q = 0 and q = 1 are symmetric for θ ≤ p, we only discuss the case when q = 1. In
that case, the lower bound Hlb(C|X) is
Hlb(C|X)|q=1 = (θ − 1)(
p− θ
1− θ
log
p− θ
1− θ
+
1− p
1− θ
log
1− p
1− θ
). (2.16)
The partial derivative of Hlb(C|X)|q=1 is
∂Hlb(C|X)|q=1
∂θ
= log
p− θ
1− θ
− (p− θ)
1− θ
p− θ
−(1− θ) + (p− θ)
(1− θ)2
− (1− p)
1− θ
1− p
1− p
(1− θ)2
= log
p− θ
1− θ
−
p− 1
1− θ
−
1− p
1− θ
= log
p− θ
1− θ
≤ log 1
≤ 0.
The above analysis demonstrates that the information gain upper bound IGub(C|X) is a
function of support θ. Since Hlb(C|X)|q=1 is monotonically decreasing with θ. The smaller θ
is, the larger Hlb(C|X), and the smaller IGub(C|X). When θ is small, IGub(C|X) is small.
Therefore, the discriminative power of low-frequency patterns is bounded by a small value. For
the symmetric case θ ≥ p, a similar conclusion could be drawn: The discriminative power of
very high-frequency patterns is bounded by a small value, according to the similar rationale.
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Besides information gain, other discriminative measures, such as Fisher score [32], have
similar results. Fisher score is defined as
Fr =
∑c
i=1 ni(µi − µ)
2∑c
i=1 niσ
2
i
, (2.17)
where ni is the number of data samples in class Ci, µi is the average feature value in class Ci,
σi is the standard deviation of the feature value in class Ci, and µ is the average feature value
in the whole dataset.
We use the notation of p, q and θ as defined before and assume we only have two classes.
Assume θ ≤ p (the analysis is the same for θ > p),
Fr =
θ(p− q)2
p(1− p)(1− θ)− θ(p− q)2
(2.18)
For Eq. (2.18), the partial derivative of Fr w.r.t. θ is
∂Fr
∂θ
=
(p− q)2p(1− p)
(p− p2 − θq2 − θp+ 2θpq)2
≥ 0. (2.19)
The inequality holds since p ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, Fr monotonically increases with θ, for fixed
p and q. The result shows that, Fisher score of a high-frequency feature is larger than that of
a low-frequency one, if p and q are fixed.
The above analysis clearly demonstrates that the discriminative power of a low-support
feature is bounded by a low value due to its limited coverage in the data set; hence the contri-
bution of low-support features in classification is limited, which justifies the usage of frequent
patterns in classification. Furthermore, existing frequent pattern mining algorithms can fa-
cilitate pattern generation, thus solving the scalability issue in the classification of large data
sets.
In a commonly used feature selection approach, a subset of high quality features is selected
for classification. Suppose the selection criteria is an information gain threshold IG0 (or a
Fisher score threshold), according to the above analysis, one can always find a minimum support
threshold θ∗, which satisfies:
θ∗ = arg max
θ
(IGub(θ) ≤ IG0) , (2.20)
where IGub(θ) is the information gain upper bound at support θ. That is, θ
∗ is the maximum
support threshold where the information gain upper bound at this point is no greater than IG0.
A feature selection approach could filter all the patterns whose information gain is less than
IG0. Accordingly, patterns with support θ ≤ θ
∗ can be safely dropped since IG(θ) ≤ IGub(θ) ≤
IGub(θ
∗) ≤ IG0. Compared with the information gain-based approach, it is equivalent to gen-
erate the feature candidates with min support=θ∗, then apply feature selection on the frequent
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patterns only. The latter is a frequent pattern-based classification approach. The choice of
the information gain threshold IG0 corresponds to the setting of the min support parameter in
frequent pattern mining. This result can be used to set the minimum support threshold.
Although frequent patterns are shown to be useful for classification, not every frequent
pattern is equally useful. The use of frequent patterns without feature selection will still result
in a huge feature space. This might not only slow down the model learning process, but even
worsen the classification accuracy (another kind of overfitting issue—features are too many).
Therefore, feature selection is necessary to single out a small set of discriminative frequent
patterns, which is essential for high quality classifiers. The pattern summarization techniques
described in the previous section could be used to overcome the overfitting problem. Defining the
significance of a pattern as its discriminative power (information gain, Fisher score, etc.) w.r.t.
the class label, relevance-aware summarization is able to select a set of highly discriminative,
but distinctive patterns.
An interesting question arises: How many frequent patterns should be selected for effective
classification? One solution is a trial approach, a user can test a series of k’s. Another promising
alternative is to add features such that a database is covered by selected features N times, as
in [70]. In this way, the number of features selected is automatically determined, given a
user-specified parameter N . Algorithm 6 illustrates this approach.
Algorithm 6 Feature Selection
Input: Frequent pattern set P , Coverage threshold N ,
Discriminative measure S, Redundancy L.
Output: A selected pattern set Ps.
1: Let α∗ be the most discriminative pattern;
2: Ps = {α
∗};
3: while (true)
4: Find a pattern α such that the gain g(α) is the
maximum among the set of patterns in P \ Ps;
5: If α can correctly cover at least one instance then
6: Ps = Ps ∪ {α};
7: P = P \ {α};
8: If all instances are covered N times or P = ∅ then
9: break;
10: return Ps;
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Coupled with feature selection, frequent pattern-based classification is able to solve the
scalability issue and the overfitting issue smoothly and achieve excellent classification accuracy.
The next section will describe an application of graph classification in software engineering.
2.7 Automated Software Bug Isolation
As well known in software engineering, better understanding of program behavior can be invalu-
able to build reliable systems. From a data mining point of view, the analysis of executions of a
buggy program is essentially a data mining process—tracing the data generated during program
executions may disclose important patterns and outliers that could help the isolation of software
bugs. Software bugs can be classified into two categories: crashing bugs and noncrashing bugs.
The former refers to the bugs that crash programs, such as core dumps or segmentation faults.
One can trace back the function call stack from the crashing point for debugging. The latter
refers to the bugs that do not incur crashes, such as logic bugs, which are difficult to locate
since no crashing point, hence no backtrace, is available. We are interested in the localization
of noncrashing bugs through analyzing program behavior graphs.
A software execution can be summarized into a behavior graph, which consists of its call
graph and transition graph. A call graph Gc(α) is a directed graph displaying the function
calling relationship in a program run α. The vertex set V (Gc(α)) includes all the functions
involved in α. Edge (vi, vj) belongs to E(Gc(α)) if and only if function i calls function j in α.
A transition graph Gt(α) is also a directed graph, but exhibits the transition relationships in α.
Edge (vi, vj) belongs to E(Gt(α)) if and only if function j is called immediately after function
i returns. It is also required that functions i and j are called by the same caller function. The
superposition of Gc(α) and Gt(α) forms the behavior graph G(α) of run α.
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Figure 2.17: Software Behavior Graphs
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Figure 2.17 shows an example of software behavior graphs, which is excerpted from two
different runs of ccrypt-1.2, a utility program for encrypting and decrypting files. Behavior
graphs summarize program execution at function level with each node for one function. Solid
arrows represent the calling relationship and dashed ones for transitions. Figure 2.17(a) is a
behavior graph from a correct execution of ccrypt-1.2, while Figure 2.17(b) is derived from an
incorrect execution.
We use behavior graphs to model program executions. Call graphs represent the task-
subtask relationship, while transition graphs record the sequential order of the subtasks. Be-
havior graph only preserves the first-order transition and is thus succinct compared with the
entire execution sequences. This is necessary for a scalable mining and classification method.
Behavior graphs can manifest the behavior abnormities corresponding to incorrect runs. For
example, ccrypt-1.2 has one bug that is triggered when a user corresponds to the prompt for
overwriting an existing file with EOF, rather than as expected ‘Y(es)’ or ‘N(o)’. As shown in
Figure 2.17, the correct and incorrect runs diverge at the transition edges emitted from function
file exists, which is a strong indicator for bug locations.
2.7.1 Uncover “Backtrace” for Noncrashing Bugs
Based on the behavior graph representation of program runs, the classification of program runs
can be formulated as a graph classification problem. Section 2.6 has discussed a pattern-based
classification approach. The rest issue is to recover the “backtrace” for noncrashing bugs. Recall
that backtrace usually refers to the function call stack at the time a program crashes (i.e., core
dump or segmentation fault), based on which debugging can be easy to start.
Crashing bugs often terminate the program execution abnormally with segmentation faults.
For instance, illegal memory access and dereference to null pointers are two typical cases. At
the crashing point, developers can obtain the backtrace, the snapshot of function call stack,
based on which tracing back is straightforward. For example, in Figure 2.17(b), the program
crashes in prompt, then we have a function call stack, traverse file → file action →
prompt. Programmers may carefully check the logic in these functions first. On the other
hand, noncrashing bugs do not incur program crashes. Specifically, when a set of test suites are
applied, some of outputs fail to match the expected. For noncrashing bugs, such backtrace is
no longer available. To help locate such bugs, we attempt to uncover a virtual “backtrace” for
noncrashing bugs, which is essentially a series of bug-relevant functions. Note that the functions,
whose execution behavior promotes the classification accuracy of distinguishing incorrect runs
from correct runs, are likely suspicious functions. Taking Figure 2.17 as an example, a classifier
can be trained at the return of function file exist, but its accuracy cannot be high because
behavior graphs up to this point (i.e., the subgraph within region R) are almost identical
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for both incorrect and correct runs. However, if we train another classifier at the return of
file action (recall that file action returns later than file exist), the accuracy will be
much higher since the training behavior graphs do include the traces that differentiate correct
and incorrect runs. Therefore, the challenging task is to identify suspicious functions that are
relevant to incorrect runs. These functions may provide information to programmers in a way
similar to “backtrace”.
Component   A
Classifier A trained here
Component   B
Classifier B trained here
BUG hides here
Component C
Figure 2.18: Classification Accuracy Boost
Generally speaking, classification accuracy should not decrease while more and more trace
data become available; especially, accuracy will improve once the execution data contain buggy
behaviors. This is illustrated in Figure 2.18. Suppose a program runs through components
A,B and C in sequence and a noncrashing bug resides in component B as shown. Classifier
fA is trained at the end of execution of component A. As expected, its accuracy cannot be
high since it knows little about the behavior induced by the bug. In contrast, classifier fB that
is trained after component B, is expected to have a much higher accuracy than fA because
it does have behavior graphs induced by the bug in incorrect runs. Therefore, as long as fB
has a classification accuracy boost in comparison with fA, it is more likely that the bug is
located in Component B rather than Component A. This inspires us to uncover “backtrace”
for noncrashing bugs by detecting the accuracy change in a series of classifiers incrementally
trained along program execution.
Specifically, for each function, Fi, two checkpoints B
i
in and B
i
out are placed at the entrance
and the exit of Fi respectively. At each checkpoint, a set of behavior graphs are collected, each of
which corresponds to one test case running up to this checkpoint. Then using the classification
technique developed in Section 2.6, a classifier can be trained at each checkpoint with accuracy
(precision and recall) evaluated through cross-validation. In this way, each function is attached
with a precision pair [P iin, P
i
out]. If there is a significant precision boost from P
i
in to P
i
out, function
Fi is regarded as bug-relevant.
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Definition 23 (Bug-relevant) Given a significance level of precision boost δ (0 < δ ≤ 1), a
function Fi is bug-relevant if P
i
out − P
i
in ≥ δ.
Consequently, a bug-relevant function set (BRFS) refers to the set of functions that are
bug-relevant with respect to a significance level δ.
2.7.2 Case Study
The buggy code shown in Program 1, comes from Version 3 of the “replace” program in Siemens
Programs, which are widely used in software research [57, 100] . Within the if-statement at line
9, the subclause “(lastm != m)” is missed for some reason. This “miss of corner case” logic
bug causes more than expected runs fall into the condition block between Lines 9 and 12, which
in consequence induces incorrect outputs.
Program 1 Buggy Code - Subline Function
1 void
2 subline(char *lin, char *pat, char *sub)
3 {
4 int i, lastm, m;
5 lastm = -1;
6 i = 0;
7 while ((lin[i] != ENDSTR)) {
8 m= amatch(lin, i, pat, 0);
9 if (m >=0) /* && (lastm != m) BUG!!!*/{
10 putsub(lin, i, m, sub);
11 lastm = m;
12 }
13 if ((m == -1) || (m == i)){
14 fputc(lin[i],stdout);
15 i = i + 1;
16 } else
17 i = m;
18 }
19 }
Figure 2.19 shows the experimental results using our approach that helps narrow down the
suspicious bug region. The classifiers are trained on behavior graphs from various program
runs. Our classification method is applied at the entrance and the exit of each function. So
each function has two precision values (with recall at least 95%) – entrance precision and exit
precision. Functions are sorted in increasing order of precision boosts in Figure 2.20.
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main
[0, 58.462]
getpat
[0, 33.808]
getsub
[29.336, 33.928]
change
[33.886, 58.462]
makepat
[0, 33.808]
makesub
[29.368, 33.928]
addstr
[0, 0]
in_set_2
[25.390, 25.390]
stclose
[28.212, 28.212]
esc
[29.368, 33.928]
subline
[38.356, 56.138]
getline
[33.886, 33.886]
amatch
[38.356, 56.632]
putsub
[57.708, 57.708]
omatch
[56.632, 56.632]
patsize
[56.632, 56.632]
in_pat_set
[56.632, 56.632]
Figure 2.19: Entrance Precision and Exit Precision
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Figure 2.20: Precision Boost of Functions
According to the method laid out in Section 2.7.1, the first task is to choose a proper
significance level δ to identify bug-relevant functions. As shown in Figure 2.20, eight functions
induce no precision boost while another three only cause less than 5% precision increase. In
contrast, the remaining six functions possess more than 17% boost. The wide range of cutoffs
clearly shows that bug relevance is an objective fact, rather than a subjective judgement. As a
result, 6 out of the entire 17 functions are identified as bug-relevant. The result is summarized
in Table 2.3.
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function name Precisionin Precisionout
main 0 58.462
getpat 0 33.808
makepat 0 33.808
change 33.886 58.462
subline 38.356 56.318
amatch 38.356 56.632
Table 2.3: Bug-Relevant Functions with δ = 20%
Table 2.3 together with Figure 2.20 exposes the following interesting results. Bug-relevant
functions tend to line up to form a backtrace. As shown in Figure 2.19, the identified bug-
relevant functions, namely main, change, subline and amatch, form the backtrace for this
noncrashing bug. This property should hold in general because the nested calling structure
is typical in program executions. For instance, if function A calls B and B is regarded as
bug-relevant, A would also be bug-relevant because A exits later than B and hence has more
bug-relevant information.
Through the above analysis, the “backtrace” for this noncrashing bug has been uncovered.
Taking this “backtrace” as clues, a programmer can start debugging in a similar way as facing
the real backtrace.
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Chapter 3
Graph Patterns with Constraints
Frequent graphs are capable of characterizing graph sets, detecting network motifs, discrimi-
nating between different groups of graphs, classifying and clustering graphs, and building graph
indices. Unfortunately, the general-purpose graph mining algorithms developed so far cannot
fully meet users’ demands for mining patterns with user-specific constraints. For example, in
computational biology, a highly connected subgraph could represent a set of genes within the
same functional module, i.e., a set of genes participating in the same biological pathways [19]. In
chem-informatics, scientists are often interested in frequent graphs that contain a specific func-
tional fragment, e.g., a benzene ring. In both examples, users have control on certain properties
of the mining results. When the mining of general frequent patterns becomes very costly, the
best way of finding constrained patterns is to push constraints deeply into the mining process.
The challenge is in finding the optimal degree of integration which could vary dramatically for
different structural constraints. A systematic investigation of possible integration mechanisms
could revolutionize the constraint-based graph mining and outline a general constraint mining
framework.
Definition 24 (Constraint) A constraint C is a boolean predicate, C : P → {0, 1}, which
maps a pattern α to a Boolean value. A pattern α satisfies constraint C if C(α) = 1.
Constraint-based frequent graph pattern mining is going to find graph patterns satisfying
one or more constraints, including size, degree, diameter, density, connectivity, and aggregation
functions such as min, max, avg, etc.
Definition 25 (Constraint-based Frequent Graph Pattern Mining) Given a set of graphs
D, a support threshold θ0, and a constraint C, constraint-based frequent graph pattern mining
is to find graph g such that
|Dg |
|D| ≥ θ0 and C(g) = 1.
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We are going to take connectivity constraint as an example and introduce two constraint-
based mining algorithm in Section 3.1. A general constraint-based graph pattern mining frame-
work is given in Section 3.2, followed by a case study of gene relevance network analysis for
functional annotation in Section 3.3.
3.1 Highly Connected Graph Patterns
Frequent highly connected subgraph is one kind of constrained graph patterns with applications
in social science and computational biology. In social networks, highly connected subgraphs can
help identify groups where people are strongly associated. In computational biology, it could
represent a set of genes within the same functional module, i.e., a set of genes participating
in the same biological pathways [19, 105]. Butte et al. [19] calculates the pair-wise similar-
ity between gene expressions to construct co-expressed networks (gene relevance network) in
order to discover functional relationships between genes. Since a functional module shall be
active under multiple relevance networks, a challenging problem is “can we discover highly
connected subgraphs conserved in multiple relevance networks?” The common problem in the
above application scenarios is to find not only frequent graphs, but also graphs that satisfy
the connectivity constraint. Figure 3.1 depicts this new problem setting: mine frequent highly
connected subgraphs in a set of relational graphs (see Definition 2 about relational graph).
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Figure 3.1: Mining Relational Graphs
This problem setting has three major characteristics different from the frequent graph min-
ing problem defined in Chapter 2. First, in relational graphs each node represents a distinct
object. No two nodes share the same label. In biological networks, nodes often represent unique
objects like genes and enzymes. Secondly, relational graphs may be very large. For example,
gene relevance networks often have thousands of nodes and millions of edges. Thirdly, the inter-
esting patterns should not only be frequent but also satisfy the connectivity constraint. Previous
studies usually interpret a frequent graph as an object and ignore its internal properties such
as connectivity.
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Since relational graphs can be represented as sets of distinct edges, we can adopt the fre-
quent itemset mining technique. However, we cannot directly cast this problem into a standard
frequent itemset mining problem due to two reasons. First, the solution should assure the dis-
covered graphs connected. Second, we have connectivity constraints. Simply applying frequent
itemset mining may immediately explode the pattern space. Therefore, a constraint-based
mining algorithm is needed, which can push the connectivity constraint deeply into the mining
process.
Definition 26 (Edge Connectivity) Given a graph G, an edge cut is a set of edges Ec such
that E(G) \ Ec is disconnected. A minimum cut is the smallest set in all edge cuts. The edge
connectivity of G, written κ(G), is the size of a minimum cut.
A cut Ec separates V (G) into two vertex sets, V and V˜ , such that all the edges in Ec are
only edges between V and V˜ , where V ∩V˜ = ∅ and V ∪V˜ = V (G). Ec is also written as V → V˜
to show that edges in Ec connect V and V˜ . Edge connectivity/minimum cut is popularly used
to cluster objects in a graph [119, 103, 38].
Claim 1 (No Downward Closure Property) Given two graphs G and G′, G ⊂ G′ and
κ(G) ≤ κ(G′) do not imply each other.
Claim 1 says that the high connectivity of a graph does not imply the high connectivity of
its supergraph, and vice versa. There is no downward closure property for edge connectivity.
However, two specific kinds of graphs, clique and tree, have the downward closure property.
If a graph is a clique or a tree, then all its induced connected subgraphs are cliques or trees.
As one can see, cliques and trees are either too strict or too sparse, which might not be that
interesting.
Wu and Leahy [119] examined the properties of edge connectivity. The following two corol-
laries are derived from Theorem 4 in [119].
Corollary 1 (Condensation) Let G be a subgraph of G′, and G∗ be the graph formed from
G′ with all vertices in G condensed into a single vertex. If κ(G) > κ(G′), then κ(G∗) = κ(G′).
Proof. Let Vm → V˜m be the minimum cut of G
′. Since κ(G) > κ(G′), then V (G) must be
a subset of Vm or a subset of V˜m; otherwise, κ(G
′) ≥ κ(G). In either case, Vm → V˜m is an edge
cut of G∗. Therefore, κ(G∗) ≤ κ(G′). Let V ∗m → V˜
∗
m be the minimum edge cut of G
∗. V ∗m → V˜
∗
m
is an edge cut of G′. Thus, κ(G∗) ≥ κ(G′). Hence, κ(G∗) = κ(G′).
Corollary 1 shows that one may reduce the cost of calculating edge connectivity if the
connectivity of its subgraph is known. For example, a highly connected graph pattern g is
extended to a new candidate pattern g′. We can form a new graph g∗ by condensing all the
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vertices of g into a single vertex in g′. If we want to know the edge connectivity of g′, we only
need to check the connectivity of g∗. Note that g∗ is not a simple graph any more. It may have
multiple edges between two vertices. Corollary 1, as well as Corollary 2, is valid for graphs with
multiple edges.
Corollary 2 (Exclusion) Let G be a subgraph of G′ and Ec be an edge cut of G
′ such that
|Ec| < K. If κ(G) ≥ K, then Ec
⋂
E(G) = ∅.
Proof. Let V → V˜ be the edge cut Ec in G
′. Since κ(G) > |Ec|, then V (G) must be a
subset of V or a subset of V˜ ; otherwise, Ec becomes a superset of an edge cut of G, |Ec| ≥ κ(G).
In either case, ∀e ∈ Ec, e 6∈ E(G). Hence, Ec
⋂
E(G) = ∅.
Corollary 2 shows if a graph has an edge cut whose size is less than K, then none of its
subgraphs with edge connectivity at least K will contain the edges in this cut.
If the edge connectivity of a frequent graph is less than K, we have to find its subgraphs
that have edge connectivity at least K. Actually, each of them is a subgraph defined in the
maximum K-decomposition (Definition 27), a variant of K-partition introduced in [119]. K-
decomposition breaks a graph into non-overlapping subgraphs such that their connectivity is at
least K. According to Corollary 3.2 in [119], we can prove that the maximum K-decomposition
is unique.
Definition 27 (K-decomposition) The K- decomposition of an undirected graph G is a set
of subgraphs {gi}, gi ⊆ G, s.t., κ(gi) ≥ K and gi ∩ gj = ∅. The maximum K-decomposition is
a K-decomposition that maximizes
∑
|E(gi)|.
K-decomposition can be built in a divide-and-conquer manner: (1) select an edge cut whose
size is less than K in graph G (if there is such a cut); (2) decompose G into two subgraphs by
removing the cut edges; (3) recursively call Steps 1 and 2 on every decomposed subgraph until
its edge connectivity is at least K or it becomes a single vertex. The K-decomposition obtained
in this way must be the maximum K-decomposition and the only maximum K-decomposition
that G has.
The mining task is to discover all closed frequent graphs with edge connectivity (minimum cut
size) at least K, where K is a natural number. Two mining approaches, CloseCut (a pattern-
growth approach) and Splat (a pattern-reduction approach) are proposed with application of
graph condensation and decomposition techniques. These two algorithms are targeted to handle
different mining requests.
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3.1.1 CloseCut: A Pattern Growth Approach
CloseCut adopts a pattern-growth approach: It first finds a frequent candidate graph and
decomposes it to extract the subgraphs satisfying the connectivity constraint. After that,
CloseCut extends the candidate graph by adding new edges and repeats the above operations.
The following discussion examines an issue arising from the edge connectivity constraint,
which also exists for other graph constraints when a pattern-growth mining methodology is
adopted.
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Figure 3.2: Search Space: Record or Discard
Suppose a closed frequent graph G is found that does not satisfy the connectivity constraint
during mining, should we record it or not? The answer depends on what we want to optimize:
space or time. Figure 3.2 shows an example of this issue. Assume G has an exponential number
of subgraphs g1, g2, . . . , gn such that gi 6⊆ gj for any i and j. Suppose G and {gi} have the same
support and some graphs in {gi} satisfy the connectivity constraint. After we extract the highly
connected graphs from G, we can choose to record G or discard G. Assume g2 is expanded
from g′2 and they have the same support. If G is recorded, as shown in Figure 3.2(a), it is not
necessary to search any supergraph of g′2 since g
′
2 is a subgraph of G and they have the same
support. However, if G is discarded, one has to grow g2 from g
′
2 because there is no clue that
the supergraphs of g′2 have already been checked. Considering a lot of graphs have the similar
condition as g2, it is inefficient to generate them separately. It takes more time (by orders of
magnitude) to complete the mining. Therefore, CloseCut chooses to record closed graphs that
do not satisfy the connectivity constraint. Although it incurs additional space cost, we believe
the shorter computation time is the key issue in our applications.
Algorithm 7 sketches the framework of CloseCut, which consists of four steps: (Step 1) find
the closed graph of a newly discovered graph (Lines 2-3); (Step 2) condense and decompose
graphs for highly connected subgraphs (Lines 5-7); (Step 3) remove frequent edges of unpromis-
ing vertices (Lines 8-9); and (Step 4) recursively search new graphs (Lines 10-11). According
to the discussion in the previous section, we record the intermediate mining results in a set (set
C in Algorithm 7). These intermediate results are used to avoid extending the same frequent
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Algorithm 7 CloseCut(g, D, min support, K, C, P )
Input: A graph g, a graph data set D, a minimum support
threshold min support, connectivity constraint K,
the previously discovered frequent graph set C.
Output: The result set P .
1: if ∃g′ ∈ C, g ⊂ g′ and support(g) = support(g′) then
return;
2: extend g to g′ as much as possible s.t.
support(g) = support(g′);
3: insert g′ to C;
4: g∗ = g′;
5: if ∃go ∈ S, g
′ is extended from go then
condense the vertices of go into a single vertex in g
∗;
6: decompose(g∗, K, P );
7: scan D once, find frequent edge set X, s.t. ∀e ∈ X
graph g′ ∪ {e} is frequent;
8: for each vertex v in g′, d̂eg(v) ≤ K do
9: remove all edges of v in X;
10: for each frequent graph g′ ∪ {e}, e ∈ X do
11: CloseCut(g′ ∪ {e}, D, min support, K, C, P );
12: return;
graph twice. Duplicate extensions are blocked by Line 1 in Algorithm 7. Corollary 1 is used
to accelerate the computation of edge connectivity in the second step, shown in Line 5. The
following discussion will show how to decompose graphs efficiently in the second step and how
to apply the minimum degree constraint in the third step.
For any graph, its edge connectivity must be less than or equal to its minimum degree.
This property shows that if a graph satisfies the edge connectivity constraint, it must satisfy
the minimum degree constraint first. Suppose a newly discovered frequent graph g has its
minimum degree less than K. If the maximum degree of vertex v (v ∈ V (g)) in the largest
possible frequent supergraph that may be extended from g is less than K, v could safely be
excluded from g.
Definition 28 (Shadow Graph) Let G be a frequent graph and X be a set of edges which
can be added to G such that G ∪ {e} (e ∈ X) is connected and frequent. Graph G ∪X is called
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the shadow graph of G, written as Ĝ. The degree of v (v ∈ V (G)) in the shadow graph of G is
written d̂eg(v).
For any vertex v in V (g), d̂eg(v) is the maximum number of edges that v may have for
any potential frequent supergraph of g. d̂eg(v) monotonically decreases when g is extended. If
d̂eg(v) is less than K, v can be excluded from g when we extend g.
Once a frequent graph is generated in Line 2, Algorithm 7, its highly connected subgraphs
are extracted (Line 6, Algorithm 7). Algorithm 8 outlines the extraction procedure. Line 1
gives a termination condition to avoid duplicate decomposition. If the discovered frequent graph
does not satisfy the constraint, it is recursively decomposed (Lines 6–9) until it meets the stop
condition.
Algorithm 8 decompose(g, K, P )
Input: A graph g and connectivity threshold K.
Output: The result set P .
1: if (stopDecompose(g)) then
2: return;
3: if (κ(g) ≥ K) then
4: insert g into P ;
5: return;
6: while there exists a cut in g whose size is less than K
7: break g into two parts g1 and g2;
8: decompose(g1, K, P );
9: decompose(g2, K, P );
10: return;
When one graph is broken into two pieces, one or both of them may be decomposed some-
where else. Thus, a termination condition (Line 1, Algorithm 8) is set up so that the same
graph is not decomposed repeatedly. A naive solution is to maintain a database of frequent
graphs that were decomposed, which is then checked to verify whether a newly discovered
graph has been decomposed. Unfortunately, this approach is costly provided that there are a
lot of frequent graphs in the data set. CloseCut adopts a better solution to detect duplicate
decomposition.
Theorem 6 (Termination Condition) Let go be a subgraph of g. If support(go) 6= support(g),
one can stop decomposing go.
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Proof. If the support of go is different from g, there must be another closed graph containing
go. Thus, go can be decomposed when we process that graph.
Theorem 6 forms a termination condition of decomposition (Line 1, Algorithm 8). Given a
relational graph g, there is one and only one closed graph which is a supergraph of g and has
the same support. Therefore, any graph will be decomposed at most once in CloseCut.
3.1.2 SPLAT: A Pattern Reduction Approach
CloseCut extends a candidate graph by inserting new edges until the candidate graph is not
frequent any more. Inspired by recent work on row enumeration-based approaches [90] and
intersection methods [81], a pattern-reduction approach, Splat, is proposed. Instead of enu-
merating graphs from small ones to large ones, Splat directly intersects relational graphs and
decomposes them to obtain highly connected graphs.
Let pattern g be a highly connected graph in relational graphs Gi1 , Gi2 , . . ., and Gil (i1 <
i2 < . . . < il). In order to mine patterns in a larger set {Gi1 , Gi2 , . . ., Gil , Gil+1}, Splat intersects
g with graph Gil+1 . Let g
′ = g ∩ Gil+1 . The intersection will remove some edges in g that do
not exist in Gil+1 . Thus, the connectivity of the new graph g
′ may not satisfy the constraint
anymore. If so, Splat needs to decompose g′ into smaller highly connected subgraphs. Splat
progressively reduces the size of candidate graphs by intersection and decomposition, which
eventually may become zero. We call this approach a pattern-reduction approach.
...
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Figure 3.3: Splat: A Pattern Reduction Approach
Figure 3.3 depicts the concept of Splat. Imagine there is a parallel light casting from the
right perpendicularly to relational graphs and each edge blocks some light. The frequent edges
will be very dark on the projection plane. Since we are only concerned about highly connected
graphs, frequent edges with low connectivity will be removed from the plane. By inserting and
deleting different relational graphs between the light and the projection plane, Splat is able to
discover all the graph patterns satisfying the connectivity constraint. When the size of patterns
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on the projection plane is smaller than K, Splat stops intersection with new relational graphs
since it will not produce new patterns.
Algorithm 9 Splat(g, D, l, min support, K, P )
Input: A graph g, a graph data set D, an index l, a minimum
support threshold min support, connectivity constraint K.
Output: The result set P .
1: check whether a discovered graph g′ exists s.t. g = g′;
2: if such pattern exists then return;
3. if support(g) ≥ min support then insert g into S;
4: for each Gm ∈ D, l < m ≤ n do
5: g′ = g ∩Gm;
6: K-decompose g′, put highly connected subgraphs in Q;
7: for each graph q ∈ Q do
8: Splat(q, D, m, min support, K, P );
9: return;
Algorithm 9 describes the framework of Splat. Line 1 checks whether a discovered graph
g exists in the result set. If g exists, Splat need not work on it since g will not generate new
closed highly connected graphs, which can be proved using a similar framework in [90]. Lines
4-8 intersect the graph with the mth relational graph and perform K-decomposition on it. For
each newly discovered graph, the above procedure is repeated until all the relational graphs are
intersected or there is no new frequent highly connected graphs.
When the edge connectivity is higher, Splat will perform better. In that case, Splat shrinks
the candidate graphs quickly by removing lots of low cut edges. However, the performance
of Splat may deteriorate when the number of relational graphs increases because it has to
enumerate the combination of relational graphs.
3.1.3 Experiments
CloseCut and Splat have pros and cons according to different mining needs. We use a series of
synthetic data to test the performance under different conditions.
The Synthetic Relational Data Generator has a set of parameters for users to specify: the
number of relational graphs (N), the number of objects (O), the number of seed graphs (S), the
average size of seed graphs (I), the average number of seed graphs in relational graphs (T ), the
average density of seed graphs (D), and the average density of noise edges in relational graphs
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Notation Parameter
N Number of relational graphs
O Number of objects
S Number of seed graphs
I Maximum size of seed graphs (in vertices)
T Average number of seed graphs
D Average density in seed graphs
d Average density of noise edges
Table 3.1: Parameters of Synthetic Relational Graph Generator
(d). Density is the average degree divided by the number of vertices. Table 3.1 summarizes
these parameters.
A synthetic relational data set is generated as follows. First, a set of seed graphs is generated
randomly. Seed graphs are used later to form the relational graphs. The total number of seed
graphs is S. Their size (the number of vertices) is randomly selected between 1 and I. Let
V be the number of vertices in a seed graph. We randomly label its vertices and assign kV/2
edges to it. The seed graph does not necessarily have exactly k edges for each vertex. Variable
k is a gaussian random variable with mean D. Next, we generate the relational graphs. The
numbers of objects in relational graphs are the same, specified by O. We randomly select seed
graphs and embed them in the relational graphs. The number of seed graphs per relational
graph is determined by a normal distribution with mean T . Finally, we randomly assign a set
of noise edges to each relational graph. The number of noise edges per graph also follows a
normal distribution with mean d × O. When we increase the average number of seed graphs
per graph, these seed graphs will be merged together to form larger frequent graphs.
For a data set that has 30 relational graphs of 10,000 distinct objects, 1,000 seed graphs
(each seed graph has at most 40 vertices and an average density 0.6), 500 seed graphs per
relational graph, and 100 noise edges per object (0.005 × 10, 000 × 2), we represent it as
N30O10kS1kT500I40 D0.6d0.005. In the following tests, some major parameters are changed
including minimum support, the number of seed graphs, and average density to show the per-
formance of CloseCut and Splat.
Figure 3.4 shows the runtime of CloseCut and Splat on dataset N30O10kS1kT500I40D0.6d0.005
with varied minimum supports. As shown in the figure, CloseCut and Splat have the similar
performance when the support is very high. The high support threshold filters out lots of in-
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Figure 3.4: CloseCut vs. Splat: Runtime
frequent edges and noise edges. Thus, both algorithms complete very fast. When the support
is lowered down, CloseCut outperforms Splat because Splat has to enumerate lots of infrequent
highly connected subgraphs, which will eventually be discarded. However, when the support
is very low, the situation is reversed. CloseCut cannot prune effectively using the minimum
degree constraint. On the contrary, Splat can use the connectivity constraint to remove many
frequent, but low minimum cut edges. Therefore, Splat outperforms CloseCut, although both
of them take a long time to finish. This explanation is also justified by the fact that the runtime
difference of K = 10 and K = 20 in Splat is greater than that in CloseCut. That means Splat
takes more advantage of the connectivity constraint than CloseCut.
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Figure 3.5: CloseCut vs. Splat: Scalability
Figure 3.5(a) shows the runtime of these two algorithms for dataset N30O10kI40D0.6d0.005
over the varying number of seeds. The increment of this parameter, together with the average
number of seeds per graph, will add more highly connected graphs into the dataset, thus making
the mining more challenging. The support threshold is 10. As shown in the figure, CloseCut
and Splat are scalable to the number of seed graphs. Figure 3.5(b) shows the scalability of
these two algorithms with different density settings. When seed graphs become denser and
larger in terms of edges, the number of patterns will increase and more graphs will satisfy the
connectivity constraint. Both CloseCut and Splat scale well in this case.
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3.2 General Framework
The previous section discussed heuristics of integrating the connectivity constraint with the
mining process. It leaves open the problem of pushing general structural constraints deep into
the mining process. There are various kinds of graph constraints, some of which are listed
below.
1. Density Ratio: The density ratio of a graphG is defined to be the ratio between |E(G)| and
the number of edges in a complete graph with |V (G)| vertices, i.e., Density Ratio(G) =
|E(G)|
|V (G)|(|V (G)|−1)/2 .
2. Density : The density of a graph G is defined as Density(G) = |E(G)||V (G)| .
3. Diameter : The diameter of a graph G is the maximum of the shortest path between any
two vertices of G.
4. Edge Connectivity : EdgeConnectivity(G) is the minimum number of edges whose deletion
from G disconnects G.
5. Vertex Connectivity : V ertexConnectivity(G) is the minimum number of vertices whose
deletion from G disconnects G.
The mining cost for a constraint-based frequent pattern mining algorithm is the total fre-
quency checking time summed over all enumerated pattern candidates. The frequency checking
time is linear in the size of patterns’ supporting data set since checking is limited to this space.
The total cost is
Ttotal ∝
∑
α
|Dα|.
Definition 29 (Search Space) Given a graph data set D, a pattern search space of a graph
α is Pα = {β|α ⊆ β,∃G ∈ D s.t. β ⊆ G}. A data search space of a patten α is its supporting
data set, Dα = {G|α ⊆ G,G ∈ D}.
In principle there are two ways to save mining time.
1. Pruning patterns. To prune a pattern α means to discard an enumerated pattern
candidate before performing frequency checking in the corresponding search space. As
such, no data search space will be constructed for α and no time will be spent in frequency
checking. Moreover, no super-patterns will grow out of such a discarded pattern.
2. Pruning data. To prune data means to discard a graph for a current pattern from the
data search space. As a result, this graph will not appear in the search space for any
pattern that grows from the current pattern.
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Figure 3.6: Pattern vs. Data Antimonotonicity
The general constraint-based mining problem, in the context of association rule mining, has
been studied by Ng et.al. [85], which identifies three important classes of constraints: mono-
tonicity, antimonotonicity and succinctness and develops efficient constraint-based frequent
itemset mining algorithms for single type of constraints. Pei et.al. [94] discovered another class
of constraint convertible constraints and its pushing methods. Bucila et.al. [15] introduced a
DualMiner framework that simultaneously prunes the search space using monotonicity and an-
timonotonicity. Although this is effective in many cases, an important aspect has been missed
in those studies: pruning data search space. That is, constraint-based frequent pattern mining
should strive to prune not only the pattern search space but also the data search space.
The relationship between pattern-pruning and data-pruning is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Let
D be the entire graph database, Dα be the data search space of pattern α, and ST,α be the subset
of graphs in Dα that can be pruned by data-pruning. Both pruning strategies aim eventually
to prune the search space in D to achieve minimum frequency checking cost. Pattern-pruning
tests constraints on α to see if Dα can be pruned as a whole. Data-pruning considers both
the pattern α and a graph G ∈ Dα. If the constraints cannot be satisfied for α and any of its
supergraphs in G, G is pruned. In general, it is more effective to prune patterns than to prune
data. Pruning a pattern saves the mining time associated with all patterns that grow from this
pattern, while pruning data only saves a portion of the search space. However, data-pruning
applies to more general classes of constraints. Pruning properties which enable the pruning of
patterns are called P-antimonotonicity, and those that enable the pruning of data are called
D-antimonotonicity.
3.2.1 Pruning Patterns
In order to prune a pattern space Pα, we have to be able to conclude not only that α does not
satisfy the constraint, but also that all superpatterns β, α ⊆ β will not satisfy the constraint.
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3.2.1.1 Strong P-antimonotonicity
Definition 30 (Strong P-antimonotone) A constraint C is strong P-antimonotone if C(β) =
1 → C(α) = 1 for all α ⊆ β.
Strong P-antimonotonicity is simply the antimonotone property which has been known long
since [85]. For strong P-antimonotone constraints, a pattern does not grow further if the pattern
itself already violates the constraint. For example, suppose the constraint is acyclicity, then a
pattern with a cycle should never grow further. Unfortunately, most complicated constraints
are not strong P-antimonotone.
3.2.1.2 Weak P-antimonotonicity
It is clear that a constraint like “Density Ratio(G) ≥ 0.1” is not strong P-antimonotone.
Growing a graph G could make Density Ratio(G) go either up or down.
If a constraint C is not strong P-antimonotone, then there must exist a pattern α violating
C and a supergraph of α, say β, that satisfies C. In this case, we cannot prune pattern α even
if α violates C because β might be missed if β can only be grown out of α. However, if we can
guarantee that β can always be grown from some other subgraph α′ such that α′ satisfies C,
we can then safely prune α.
Definition 31 (Weak P-antimonotone) A constraint C is weak P-antimonotone if for a
pattern β where |V (β)| ≥ k for some constant k, C(β) = 1 → C(α) = 1 for some α ⊂ β, such
that |V (α)| = |V (β)| − 1, where k is the size of the minimum instance to satisfy the constraint.
Note that similar definition of weak P-antimonotonicity can be derived with the chain of sub-
structures decreasing in number of edges. When mining for weak P-antimonotone constraints,
since we are sure that, for any constraint-satisfying pattern β, there is a chain of substructures
g1 ⊂ g2 ⊂ ... ⊂ gn = β such that gi satisfies the constraint for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n , we can drop
a current pattern α if it violates the constraint, even if some supergraph of α might satisfy
the constraint. Weak P-antimonotonicity allows pattern pruning without compromising the
completeness of the mining result. Notice that if a constraint is strong P-antimonotone, it
is automatically weak P-antimonotone; but not vice versa. Take graph density ratio as an
example.
Theorem 7 Given a graph β, if Density Ratio(β) > δ, then for any integer k (2 < k ≤
|V (β)|), there exists at least one subgraph α such that |V (α)| = k and Density Ratio(α) > δ.
Proof. We enumerate all the induced subgraphs with k vertices in β and sum the number
of edges in these induced subgraphs. Let n be the number of vertices in β. The number of
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subgraphs with k vertices chosen from vertices in β is Ckn =
n!
k!(n−k)! . Suppose the maximum
density of these subgraphs is σ′, we have∑
|V (α)|=k,α⊆β
E(α) ≤ Ckn · σ
′ ·
k(k − 1)
2
The counting shown above can be reformulated by the following process. We first select an
edge in β. The number of subgraphs with k vertices that contain this edge is Ck−2n−2.∑
E(α) = |E| · Ck−2n−2
Combine the above equations, we have
σ ·
n(n− 1)
2
· Ck−2n−2 ≤ C
k
n · σ
′ ·
k(k − 1)
2
σ ·
n(n− 1)
2
·
(n− 2)!
(k − 2)!(n− k)!
≤
n!
k!(n− k)!
· σ′ ·
k(k − 1)
2
σ ·
1
(k − 2)!
≤
1
k!
· σ′ · k(k − 1)
σ ≤ σ′
Corollary 3 Given a graph β, if Density Ratio(β) > δ, then there exists a sequence of
subgraphs g3, g4, . . . , gn, |V (gi)| = i (3 ≤ i ≤ n) such that g3 ⊂ g4 ⊂ . . . gn = β and
Density Ratio(gi) > δ.
Corollary 3 shows that a densely connected graph can always be grown from a smaller
densely connected graph with one vertex less. As shown in graph density ratio, even for
constraints that are not strong P-antimonotone, there is still pruning power to tap if weak
P-antimonotonicity is available.
3.2.2 Pruning Data
Although weak P-antimonotonicity has extended pruning power to some constraints which are
previously hard to exploit, it is still not general enough to cover most structural constraints. For-
tunately, there exists pruning in data search space according to D-antimonotonicities, pattern-
separable and pattern-inseparable, to bridge the gap.
3.2.2.1 Pattern-separable D-antimonotonicity
Definition 32 (Pattern-separable D-antimonotone) A constraint C is pattern-separable
D-antimonotone if for a pattern α and a graph G ∈ Dα, C(G) = 0 → C(β) = 0 for all
α ⊆ β ⊆ G.
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For constraints with pattern-separable D-antimonotonicity, mining cost can be reduced by
checking the constraints only on the entire graphs in the pattern’s data search space, as the
exact embeddings of the pattern are irrelevant, and that is why it is pattern-separable. If an
entire graph fails the constraint, it can be safely dropped, thus pruning the data space.
Pattern-separable D-antimonotone constraints admit constraint-testing on each graph in
the data search space only. For some other constraints, we might need to consider both the
graphs and the exact embeddings of the pattern to perform data pruning.
3.2.2.2 Pattern-inseparable D-antimonotonicity
In practice, many constraints are not pattern-separable D-antimonotone. V ertexConnectivity(α)
> 10 is such a case. The exact embedding of the pattern is critical in deciding whether it is
safe to drop a graph in the data search space. These constraints are thus pattern-inseparable.
Definition 33 (Pattern-inseparable D-antimonotone) A constraint C is pattern-inseparable
D-antimonotone if for a pattern α and a graph G ∈ Dα, there exists a measure function
M : {α} × {G} → {0, 1} such that M(α,G) = 0 → C(β) = 0 for all α ⊆ β ⊆ G.
The idea of using pattern-inseparable D-antimonotone constraints to prune data is as follows.
After embedding the current pattern α into each G ∈ Dα, we compute by a measure function,
for all supergraphs β such that α ⊂ β ⊂ G, an upper/lower bound of the graph property. This
bound serves as a necessary condition for the existence of a constraint-satisfying supergragh
β. We discard G if this necessary condition is violated. For example, suppose the constraint
is V ertexConnectivity(α) > 10. If after embedding α in G, we find that the maximum vertex
connectivity of all the supergraphs of α is smaller than 10, then no future pattern growing out of
α in G will ever satisfy the constraint. As such G can be safely dropped. The measure function
used to compute the bounds depends on the particular constraint. For some constraints, the
computational cost might be prohibitively high and such a computation will not be performed.
Another cost issue associated with pruning based on pattern-inseparable D-antimonotonicity is
the maintenance of the pattern growth tree to track pattern embeddings. The mining algorithm
has to make a choice based on the cost of the pruning and the potential benefit. We use the
vertex connectivity as an example to show how to perform data pruning. The time cost is linear
in the pattern size for this constraint.
Let Neighbor(α) be the set of vertices adjacent to pattern α. For the vertex connectivity
constraint, the following lemma gives a necessary condition for the existence of a supergraph β
such that V ertexConnectivity(β) ≥ δ.
Lemma 5 If |Neighbor(α)| < δ, then there exists no β such that α ⊂ β ⊂ G and V ertexConnec-
tivity(β) > δ.
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Constraint strong weak pattern-separable pattern-inseparable
P-antimonotone P-antimonotone D-antimonotone D-antimonotone
Min Degree(α) ≥ δ No No No Yes
Min Degree(α) ≤ δ No Yes No Yes
Max Degree(α) ≥ δ No No Yes Yes
Max Degree(α) ≤ δ Yes Yes No Yes
Density Ratio(α) ≥ δ No Yes No Yes
Density Ratio(α) ≤ δ No Yes No Yes
Density(α) ≥ δ No No No Yes
Density(α) ≤ δ No Yes No Yes
Size(α) ≥ δ No Yes Yes Yes
Size(α) ≤ δ Yes Yes No Yes
Diameter(α) ≥ δ No Yes No Yes
Diameter(α) ≤ δ No No No Yes
EdgeConnectivity(α) ≥ δ No No No Yes
EdgeConnectivity(α) ≤ δ No Yes No Yes
V ertexConnectivity(α) ≥ δ No No No Yes
V ertexConnectivity(α) ≤ δ No Yes No Yes
α contains a benzene ring No Yes Yes Yes
α does not contain a benzene ring Yes Yes No Yes
Figure 3.7: Pruning Properties of Graph Constraints
Therefore, for each pair of pattern α and G ∈ Dα, the measure function M(α,G) could first
embed α in G, and then identify Neighbor(α). If |Neighbor(α)| is smaller than δ, returns 0.
This pruning check is computationally cheap and only takes time linear in |V (G \ α)|.
3.2.3 A Big Picture
The properties of several useful constraints are illustrated in Figure 3.7. We have the following
observations.
1. Strong P-antimonotonicity is not available for most of complicated yet important graph
constraints, which drives home the importance of pushing data pruning techniques into
the mining framework.
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2. Almost all the graph constraints we have encountered as yet are pattern-inseparable D-
antimonotone. This is not surprising in that pattern-inseparable D-antimonotonicity is
essentially an optimization technique. This means that, given a pattern α and a graph
G ∈ Dα, an algorithm to compute the bounds can always be found that would make the
data pruning work, for example, the most naive one that checks the constraint on all the
supergraphs of α. However, efficiency is only achieved when mining decisions are made
based on evaluating the cost of running the measuring algorithm and the cost of simply
leaving G in the search space.
3.3 Gene Relevance Network Analysis
The recent development of high-throughput technologies provide a range of opportunities to
systematically characterize diverse types of biological networks. The variety of biological net-
works can be classified into two categories: (1) physical networks, which represent physical in-
teractions among molecules, e.g. protein-interaction, protein-DNA interaction, and metabolic
reactions; and (2) conceptual networks, which represent functional associations of molecules
derived from genomic data, e.g., co-expression relationships extracted from microarray data,
and genetic interactions obtained from synthetic lethality experiments. While the physical net-
work data is as-yet very limited in size, the large amount of microarray data allows us to infer
conceptual functional associations under various conditions for many model organisms, thus
providing valuable information to study the functions and the dynamics of biological systems.
Studying the building principles of biological networks could potentially revolutionize our view
of biology and disease pathologies [8]. Due to the noisy nature of high-throughput data, a sig-
nificant number of spurious edges exist in biological networks, which may lead to the discovery
of false patterns. Since biological modules are expected to be active across multiple conditions
or measurements, we can easily filter out spurious edges by mining frequent patterns in multiple
biological networks simultaneously.
In computational biology, highly connected subgraph could represent a set of genes within
the same functional module, i.e., a set of genes participating in the same biological pathways
[19, 105]. Butte et al. [19] calculates the pair-wise similarity between gene expressions to
construct relevance networks in order to discover functional relationships between genes. Since a
functional module shall be active under multiple relevance networks, a challenging problem is to
discover highly connected subgraphs conserved in multiple relevance networks. The techniques
developed in Chapter 3.1 are able to find these highly connected frequent subgraphs.
We integrated 32 yeast microarray data sets, each comprising the expression profiles of 6,661
genes in at least 8 experiments, from Stanford Microarray Database and the NCBI Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (details of the data set are available at http://zhoulab.usc.edu/CODENSE).
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These microarray datasets measure yeast genome-wide expression profiles under different types
of perturbations, e.g., cell cycle, amino acid starvation, heat shock, and osmotic pressure. Each
dataset includes the expression values of 6661 yeast genes over multiple conditions. Since gene
expression values generated by different platforms are not comparable, we cannot calculate their
correlation across all the datasets directly. Instead, each microarray dataset is transformed to
a relational graph, where nodes represent genes, and two genes share an edge if they have
high correlation in their expression profiles [33, 107]. Specifically, two genes are connected if
they show strong similarity in their expression patterns measured by Pearson’s correlation. We
transform the Pearson’s correlation (denoted as r) into another quantity,
√
(n− 1)r2/(1− r2),
and model this quantity as a t-distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom, where n is the
number of measurements used in the computation of the Pearson’s correlation. P-value cutoff
was corrected using Bonferroni correction for the number of gene pairs tested such that the
family-wise error rate was controlled at =0.01. On average, each graph has around 600, 000
edges. We applied Splat in these microarray datasets and mined recurrent graphs with different
connectivity constraints.
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Figure 3.8: Number of Highly Connected Patterns
Figure 3.8 shows the number of highly connected closed graphs mined under different con-
nectivity constraints. As shown in the figure, the number of patterns is reduced significantly
when we change the connectivity threshold from 1 to 5.
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Figure 3.9: Size of the Largest Patterns
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Figure 3.9 shows the size of the largest patterns discovered for different connectivity thresh-
olds. We have small-size patterns when the connectivity constraint is enhanced. Figures 3.10-
3.13 depict examples of the most frequent graphs we discovered with edge connectivity equal
to 3. The support of these patterns is all above 19. These patterns have strong biological
meanings as verified by biologists.
YML132W YIR043C
YJR161C
YGR295C
YFL062W
YNL336W
YBR302C
YDL248W
Figure 3.10: Genes Related with Subtelomerically Encoded Proteins
Except that we have no knowledge about gene YIR043C in the pattern shown in Figure
3.10, all of the rest seven genes belong to a family of conserved, often subtelomerically encoded
proteins. These seven genes are located closely to each other in the chromosome. Below in
the parenthesis are the common names of these genes, and one can see that they differ only
in the last number: YML132W (COS3), YIR043C (unknown), YJR161C (COS5), YGR295C
(COS6), YFL062W (COS4), YDL248W (COS7), YBR302C (COS2), and YNL-336W (COS1).
YLR467W
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YDR545W
YJL225C
Figure 3.11: Genes Having Helicase Activity
All the five genes shown in Figure 3.11, YLR467W, YJL225C, YDR545W, YLL066C, and
YLL067C, have helicase activity. However, the exact biological pathways, in which these genes
are involved, are unknown so far.
The five genes in Figure 3.12 are mainly involved in ribosomal biogenesis. Genes YKL009W,
YNL182C, and YOL077C are involved in ribosomal large subunit assembly and maintenance;
YNL248C is involved in transcription of ribosomal DNA; and YDR496C has unknown function,
but is predicted to be involved in ribosomal RNA processing in our own study. All genes in
Figure 3.13 are involved in rRNA processing, except that YPL146C has unknown function.
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Figure 3.12: Genes Involved in Ribosomal Biogenesis
YLL011W
YLR222C
YLR276C
YML093W
YPL146C
YOR206W
YKL172W
Figure 3.13: Genes Involved in rRNA Processing
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Chapter 4
Graph Indexing
Development of scalable methods for the analysis of large graph data sets, including graphs built
from chemical structures and biological networks, poses great challenges to database research.
Due to the complexity of graph data and the diversity of their applications, graphs are generally
key entities in widely used databases in chem-informatics and bioinformatics, such as PDB [11]
and KEGG [61].
In chemistry, the structures and properties of newly discovered or synthesized chemical
molecules are studied, classified, and recorded for scientific and commercial purposes. ChemID-
plus1, a free data service offered by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), provides access
to structure and nomenclature information. Users can query molecules by their names, struc-
tures, toxicity, and even weight in a convenient way through its web interface. Given a query
structure, it can quickly identify a small subset of molecules for further analysis [46, 116], thus
shortening the discovery cycle in drug design and other scientific activities. Nevertheless, the
usage of a graph database as well as its query system is not confined to chemical informatics
only. In computer vision and pattern recognition [97, 80, 10], graphs are used to represent
complex structures such as hand-drawn symbols, fingerprints, 3D objects, and medical images.
Researchers extract graph models from various objects and compare them to identify unknown
objects and scenes. The developments in bioinformatics also call for efficient mechanisms in
querying a large number of biological pathways and protein interaction networks. These net-
works are usually very complex with multi-level structures embedded [61].
At the core of these graph-related applications, lies a common and critical problem: how
to efficiently process graph queries and retrieve related graphs. In some cases, the success of
an application directly relies on the efficiency of the query processing system. There are four
kinds of graph queries: (1) full structure search: find structures exactly the same as the query
graph [10]; (2) substructure search: find structures that contain the query graph, or vice versa
1http://chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus.
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[102, 106, 126]; and (3) full structure similarity search: find structures that are similar to the
query graph [97, 116, 99]. (4) substructure similarity search: find structures that approximately
contain the query graph.
This chapter discusses substructure search query processing: Given a graph database D =
{G1, G2, . . . , Gn} and a graph query Q, find all the graphs in which Q is a subgraph. It is
inefficient to perform a sequential scan on the graph database and check whether Q is a subgraph
of Gi. Sequential scan is costly because one has to not only access the whole graph database but
also check subgraph isomorphism. It is known that subgraph isomorphism is an NP-complete
problem [26]. High performance graph indexing mechanisms thus are needed to prune graphs
that obviously violate the query requirement.
Effective indexing is available for simple structures like relational tables and texts. In re-
lational database, system designers usually build primary and secondary indices on the major
attributes of tuples. By joining the indices of attributes in a query, a relational DBMS can
quickly return the query answer. However, there is one exception. When the indices are not
selective enough, it may cost a lot in joining the results returned by indices. For example, sup-
pose we only index atoms like carbon, oxygen and nitrogen in a chemical compound database.
If a user wants to find registered compounds that contain a newly discovered structure, such
indexing may return most of the compounds in the database since they all share the same kinds
of atoms in the new structure. It implies that the index on individual attributes is not sharp
at all.
In document retrieval, documents are first decomposed to a set of keywords and an inverted
index between each keyword and document ids is built and maintained in the system. Whenever
a query, a set of key words, is submitted to the system, the inverted id lists of these key words
are joined together to generate an id list where each document contains all the key words in
the query. This schema can be regarded as a special case of q-gram index. Q-gram index
builds an id list for a combination of key words, instead of one key word. These key words
could be composite words and phrases in texts. Q-gram is also applicable to sequence and
tree databases. For example, in approximate string searching, a query string is broken into a
set of q-length small consecutive substrings and is checked against the strings in the database.
In XML document search, q-length paths are used to merge shared branches in XML trees
[43, 83, 27, 62, 23, 102, 22].
We generalize the q-gram index approach and propose using discriminative frequent patterns
as indexing features. Frequent patterns are ideal candidates since they explore the shared char-
acteristics of the data and are relatively stable to database updates, thus facilitating sampling-
based index construction and incremental index maintenance. The details of frequent pattern
based indexing will be explored in this chapter.
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4.1 Graph Query Processing
This section introduces the preliminary concepts for graph query processing, outlines the query
processing framework, and presents the cost model.
Definition 34 (Graph Query Processing) Given a graph database D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn}
and a graph query Q, it returns the query answer set DQ = {G|M(Q,G) = 1, G ∈ D}, where
M is a boolean function, M : G×G→ {0, 1}.
The condition function M could be isomorphism (full structure search), subgraph isomor-
phism (substructure search), approximate match (full structure similarity search), and subgraph
approximate match (substructure similarity search). This chapter is focused on substructure
search. The corresponding graph query processing has the following characteristics:
1. Indexing on single attributes (vertex label or edge label) is not selective enough, but
an arbitrary combination of multiple attributes leads to an exponential number of index
entries,
2. query is relatively bulky, i.e., containing multiple edges, and
3. sequential scan and test are expensive.
The problem of graph query processing has been addressed in various fields since it is a
critical problem for many applications. In content-based image retrieval, Petrakis and Falout-
sos [97] represented each graph as a vector of features and index graphs in high dimensional
space using R-trees. Shokoufandeh et al. [104] indexed graphs by a signature computed from
the eigenvalues of adjacency matrix. Instead of casting a graph to a vector form, Berretti et
al. [10] proposed a metric indexing scheme which organizes graphs hierarchically according to
their mutual distances. The SUBDUE system developed by Holder et al. [52] uses minimum de-
scription length to discover substructures that compress the database and represent structural
concepts in the data. SUBDUE is a structural pattern mining software, not systematically opti-
mized for graph query processing. In 3D protein structure search, algorithms using hierarchical
alignments on secondary structure elements [77], or geometric hashing [117], have already been
developed. There are other literatures related to graph retrieval in these fields which we cannot
enumerate here. In short, these systems are not designed for substructure search. For example,
[97, 104, 10] address the exact or similar whole graph retrieval problem, and [77, 117] handle
3D geometric graph retrieval.
In semistructured/XML databases, query languages built on path expressions become pop-
ular. Efficient indexing techniques for path expression are initially shown in DataGuide [43]
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and 1-index [83]. A(k)-index [62] proposes k-bisimilarity to exploit local similarity existing in
semistructured databases. APEX [23] and D(k)-index [22] consider the adaptivity of index
structure to fit the query load. Index Fabric [27] represents every path in a tree as a string and
stores it in a Patricia trie. For more complicated graph queries, Shasha et al. [102] extended the
path-based technique to do full scale graph retrieval, which is also used in Daylight system [59].
Srinivasa et al. [106] built the index based on multiple vector spaces with different abstract
levels of graphs.
4.1.1 Framework
The general framework of feature-based substructure search can be divided into two major
steps:
1. Index construction, which is a preprocessing step, performed before real query processing.
It is done by a data mining procedure, essentially mining, evaluating, and selecting index-
ing substructures (named features) of graphs in a database. Features could be atom or
edge labels, paths, trees, or subgraphs in the database. We will show in the next section
what are the best features for graph indexing. The feature set2 is denoted by F . For any
feature f ∈ F , Df is the set of graphs containing f , Df = {G|f ⊆ G,G ∈ D}. In real
implementation, Df is an id list, i.e., the ids of graphs containing f . This structure is
similar to the inverted index in document retrieval.
2. Query processing, which consists of three substeps: (1) Search, which enumerates all the
features in a query graph, Q, to compute the candidate query answer set, CQ =
⋂
f Df
(f ⊆ Q and f ∈ F ); each graph in CQ contains all Q’s features in the feature set.
Therefore, DQ is a subset of CQ. (2) Fetching, which retrieves the graphs in the candidate
answer set from disks. (3) Verification, which checks the graphs in the candidate answer
set to verify whether they really satisfy the query. In a graph database, we have to verify
the candidate answer set to prune false positives.
4.1.2 Cost Model
The Query Response Time of the above framework is formulated as follows,
Tsearch + |CQ| ∗ (Tio + Tiso test), (4.1)
where Tsearch is the time spent in the search step, Tio is the average I/O time of fetching
a candidate graph from the disk, and Tiso test is the average time of checking a subgraph
isomorphism, which is conducted over query Q and graphs in the candidate answer set.
2A graph without any vertex and edge is denoted by f∅ .f∅ is regarded as a special feature, which is a subgraph
of any graph. For completeness, F must include f∅ .
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The candidate graphs are usually scattered around the entire disk. Thus, Tio is the I/O
time of fetching a block on a disk (assume a graph can be accommodated in one disk block).
The value of Tiso test does not change much for a given query. Therefore, the key to improve
the query response time is to minimize the size of the candidate answer set as much as possible.
When a database is large such that the index cannot be held in the memory, Tsearch will affect
the query response time.
Since all the features in the index contained by a query are enumerated, it is important
to maintain a compact feature set in the main memory. Otherwise, the cost of accessing the
index may be even greater than that of accessing the database itself. Notice that the id lists of
features will be kept on disk.
4.1.3 Problem Analysis
Obviously, the index built on vertex label is not effective for fast search in a large graph
database. Based on domain knowledge on chemical data sets, one may choose basic structures
like benzene ring, a ring with six carbons, as an indexing feature. However, for general graph
databases, this kind of priori knowledge is often unavailable beforehand. We propose using data
mining techniques to find structures valuable for indexing.
Since a user may submit various queries with arbitrary structures, it is space costly to index
all of them. Intuitively, the common structures of query graphs are more valuable to index
since they provide better indexing coverage. When the query log is not available, we can index
the common structures in a graph database.
The graph indexing problem could be defined broadly as a “subgraph cover” problem: given
a set of query graphs, find a small subset that covers all of them, in which each graph has at least
one subgraph in the cover. If the cover set is indexed, we can generate the candidate answer set
for a query graph by accessing its corresponding subgraph(s) in the index. Since small cover
sets are preferred due to their compact indices, the size of the cover set becomes an important
criterion in evaluating an indexing solution. A small cover set usually includes subgraphs with
high frequency.
In order to answer all kinds of queries through the framework outlined in Section 4.1.1,
the index needs to have the “downward-complete” property on subgraph containment. That
is, if a graph f of size larger than 1 is present in the index, at least one of its subgraphs will
be included in the index. Otherwise, a query formed by its subgraphs cannot be answered
through the index. Just having the frequency and downward-complete requirements admits
trivial solutions such as “index the common node labels”. However, such solution does not
provide the best performance. The reason is that node labels are not selective enough for
complex query graphs. In the next section, we introduce a measure to select discriminative
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fragments by comparing their selectivity with existing indexed fragments. Note that we refer
“fragment” to a small subgraph (i.e., structure) in graph databases and query graphs.
In summary, a good indexing solution should satisfy the following three requirements: (1)
the indexed fragments should have high frequency; (2) the index needs to have the “downward-
complete” property; (3) the indexed fragments should be discriminative.
4.2 Path-based Graph Indexing
One solution to substructure search is to index paths in graph databases. This approach has
been widely adopted in XML query processing. XML query is a simple kind of graph query,
which is usually built around path expressions. Various indexing methods [43, 83, 27, 62, 23,
102, 22] have been developed to process XML queries. These methods are optimized for path
expressions and tree-structured data. In order to answer arbitrary graph queries, GraphGrep
and Daylight systems are proposed in [102, 59]. Since all of these methods take path as the
basic indexing unit, we categorize them as path-based indexing approach. GraphGrep is a
representative of path-based indexing. Its general idea is as follows: Enumerate all the existing
paths in a database up to maxL length and use them as features to index, where a path is a
vertex sequence, v1, v2, . . . , vk, s.t., ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, (vi, vi+1) is an edge. It uses the index to
identify every graph Gi that contains all the paths (up to maxL length) in query Q.
The path-based approach has two advantages:
1. Paths are easier to manipulate than trees and graphs.
2. The index space is predefined: All the paths up to maxL length are selected.
In order to answer tree- or graph- structured queries, a path-based approach has to break
them into paths, search each path separately for the graphs containing the path, and join the
results. Since the structural information could be lost when breaking such queries apart, it is
likely that many false positive answers will be returned. Thus, a path-based approach is not
suitable for complex graph queries. The advantages mentioned above of path-based indexing
now become its weak points for indexing graphs:
1. Path is too simple: Structural information is lost.
2. There are too many paths: The set of paths in a graph database usually is huge.
The following example illustrates the disadvantages of path-based approaches. Figure 4.2
shows a sample query, 2,3-dimethylbutane. Assume that this query is posed to the sample
graph database in Figure 4.1. Although only graph (c) in Figure 4.1 is the answer, graphs (a)
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and (b) cannot be pruned since both of them contain all the paths existing in the query graph:
c, c − c, c − c − c, and c − c − c − c. In this case, carbon chains (up to length 4) are not
discriminative enough to tell the difference in the sample graphs. This indicates that path may
not be a good structure to serve as the index feature for graph databases.
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Figure 4.1: A Sample Database
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Figure 4.2: A Sample Query
As another problem, a graph database may contain too many paths if its graphs are large
and diverse. For example, by randomly extracting 10, 000 graphs from the antiviral screening
database, we find that there are totally around 100, 000 paths with length up to 10. Most of
them are redundant based on our observation. It is inefficient to index all of them.
The above analysis motivates us to search for an alternative solution. “Can we use graph
structure instead of path as the basic index feature?” Since a user may submit various queries
with arbitrary structures, it is space costly to index all of them. Intuitively, the common struc-
tures of query graphs are more valuable to index since they provide better indexing coverage.
When the query log is not available, we can index the common structures in a graph database.
4.3 Discriminative Fragment
According to the problem analysis given in Section 4.1.3, among similar fragments with the
same support, it is often sufficient to index only the smallest common fragment since more
query graphs may contain the smallest fragment (higher coverage). That is to say, if f ′, a
supergraph of f , has the same support as f , it will not be able to provide more information
than f if both are selected as indexing features. Thus f ′ should be removed from the feature
set. In this case, f ′ is not more discriminative than f .
Example 6 All the graphs in the sample database (Figure 4.1) contain carbon chains: c − c,
c− c− c, and c− c− c− c. These fragments c− c, c− c− c, and c− c− c− c do not provide
more indexing power than fragment c. Thus, they are useless for indexing.
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So far, only the discriminative power between a fragment and one of its subgraphs is ex-
plored. This concept can be extended to the combination of its subgraphs.
Definition 35 (Redundant Fragment) Fragment x is redundant with respect to feature set
F if Dx is close to
⋂
f∈F∧f⊆xDf .
Each graph in set
⋂
f∈F∧f⊆xDf contains all x’s subgraphs in the feature set F . If Dx is
close to
⋂
f∈F∧f⊆xDf , it implies that the presence of fragment x in a graph can be predicted
well by the presence of its subgraphs. Thus, fragment x should not be used as an indexing
feature since it does not provide any benefit to pruning if its subgraphs are being indexed. In
such case, x is a redundant fragment. In contrast, there are fragments which are not redundant,
called discriminative fragments.
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Figure 4.3: Discriminative Fragments
Definition 36 (Discriminative Fragment) Fragment x is discriminative with respect to F
if Dx is much smaller than
⋂
f∈F∧f⊆xDf .
Example 7 Figure 4.2 is a query graph. As shown in Example 6, carbon chains, c−c, c−c−c,
and c − c − c − c, are redundant and should not be used as indexing features in this data set.
The carbon ring (Figure 4.3 (c)) is a discriminative fragment since only graph (c) in Figure 4.1
contains it while graphs (b) and (c) in Figure 4.1 have all of its subgraphs. Fragments (a) and
(b) in Figure 4.3 are discriminative too.
Since Dx is always a subset of
⋂
f∈F∧f⊆xDf , x should be either redundant or discriminative.
We devise a measure on the degree of discriminative power. Let fragments f1, f2, . . . , and fn
be indexing features. Given a new fragment x, the discriminative power of x can be measured
by
Pr(x|fϕ1 , . . . , fϕm), fϕi ⊆ x, 1 ≤ ϕi ≤ n. (4.2)
Eq. (4.2) shows the probability of observing x in a graph given the presence of fϕ1 , . . . , and
fϕm . We denote 1/Pr(x|fϕ1 , . . . , fϕm) by γ, called discriminative ratio. The discriminative
ratio can be calculated by the following formula:
γ =
|
⋂
iDfϕi |
|Dx|
, (4.3)
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where Dx is the set of graphs containing x and
⋂
iDfϕi is the set of graphs which contain the
features belonging to x. γ has the following properties:
1. γ ≥ 1.
2. when γ = 1, fragment x is completely redundant since the graphs indexed by this fragment
can be fully indexed by the combination of fragment fϕi .
3. when γ ≫ 1, fragment x is more discriminative than the combination of fragments fϕi .
Thus, x becomes a good candidate to index.
4. γ is related to the fragments which are already in the feature set.
Example 8 Figure 4.3 lists three of discriminative fragments (we shall also add f∅, a fragment
without any vertex and edge, into the feature set as the initial fragment). There are other
discriminative fragments in this sample data set. The discriminative ratio of fragments (a), (b),
and (c) is 1.5, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively. The discriminative ratio of fragment (c) in Figure 4.3
can be computed as follows: suppose fragments (a) and (b) have already been selected as index
features. There are two graphs in the sample data set containing fragment (b) and one graph
containing fragment (c). Since fragment (b) is a subgraph of fragment (c), the discriminative
ratio of fragment (c) is 2/1 = 2.0.
In order to mine discriminative fragments, we set a minimum discriminative ratio γmin and
retain fragments whose discriminative ratio is at least γmin. The fragments are mined in a
level-wise manner, from small size to large size.
4.4 Frequent Fragment
A straightforward approach of mining discriminative fragments is to enumerate all possible
fragments in a database and then prune redundant ones. This approach does not work when
the fragment space is extremely large. Furthermore, a lot of infrequent fragments do not have
reasonable coverage at all. Indexing these structures will not improve the query performance
significantly. In this section, we will show that mining discriminative frequent fragments pro-
vides an approximate solution.
As one can see, frequent graph is a relative concept. Whether a graph is frequent or not
depends on the setting of min support. Figure 4.4 shows two frequent fragments in the sample
database with min support = 2. Suppose all the frequent fragments with minimum support
min support are indexed. Given a query graph Q, if Q is frequent, the graphs containing Q
can be retrieved directly since Q is indexed. Otherwise, Q probably has a frequent subgraph f
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Figure 4.4: Frequent Fragments
whose support may be close to min support. Since any graph with Q embedded must contain
Q’s subgraphs, Df is a candidate answer set for query Q. If min support is low, it is not
expensive to verify the graphs in Df . Therefore, it is feasible to index frequent fragments for
substructure search.
A further examination helps clarify the case where query Q is not frequent in a graph
database. We sort all Q’s subgraphs in the support decreasing order: f1, f2, . . . , fn. There must
exist a boundary between fi and fi+1 where |Dfi | ≥ min support and |Dfi+1 | < min support.
Since all the frequent fragments with minimum support min support are indexed, the graphs
containing fj (1 ≤ j ≤ i) are known. Therefore, we can compute the candidate answer set CQ by⋂
1≤j≤iDfj , whose size is at most |Dfi |. For many queries, |Dfi | is close to min support. Hence
the intersection of its frequent fragments,
⋂
1≤j≤iDfj , leads to a small size of CQ. Therefore,
the cost of verifying CQ is minimal when min support is low.
The above discussion exposes a key idea in graph indexing: It is feasible to construct high-
quality indices using only frequent fragments. Unfortunately, for low support queries (i.e.,
queries whose answer set is small), the size of candidate answer set CQ is related to the setting
of min support. If min support is set too high, the size of CQ may be too large. If min support
is set too low, it is too difficult to generate all frequent fragments because there may exist an
exponential number of frequent fragments under low support.
Should a uniform min support be enforced for all the fragments? Here is a simple example:
a completely connected graph with 10 vertices, each of which has a distinct label. There are
45 1-edge subgraphs, 360 2-edge ones, and more than 1, 814, 400 8-edge ones3. As one can see,
in order to reduce the overall index size, it is appropriate for the index scheme to have low
minimum support on small fragments (for effectiveness) and high minimum support on large
fragments (for compactness). This criterion on the selection of frequent fragments for effective
indexing is called size-increasing support constraint.
Definition 37 (Frequent Pattern with Size-increasing Support) Given a monotonically
nondecreasing function, ψ(l), pattern α is frequent under the size-increasing support constraint
if and only if |Dα| ≥ ψ(size(α)), and ψ(l) is a size-increasing support function.
3For any n-vertex complete graph with different vertex labels, the number of size-k connected subgraphs is
greater than Ck+1n × (k + 1)!/2, which is the number of size-k paths (k < n).
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By enforcing the size-increasing support constraint, the feature selection is biased to small
fragments with low minimum support and large fragments with high minimum support. Es-
pecially, min support is always set to be 1 for size-0 fragment to ensure the completeness of
the indexing. This method leads to two advantages: (1) the number of frequent fragments so
obtained is much less than that with the lowest uniform min support, and (2) low-support large
fragments may be indexed well by their smaller subgraphs; thereby useful fragments are not
missed. The first advantage also shortens the mining process when graphs have big structures
in common.
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Figure 4.5: Size-increasing Support Functions
Example 9 Figure 4.5 shows two size-increasing support functions: exponential and piecewise-
linear. We select size-1 fragments with minimum support θ and larger fragments with higher
support until we exhaust fragments up to size of maxL with minimum support Θ. A typical
setting of θ and Θ is 1 and 0.1N , respectively, where N is the size of the database. there are a
wide range of monotonically nondecreasing functions to use as ψ(l).
Using frequent fragments with the size-increasing support constraint, we have a smaller
number of fragments to check their discriminative ratio. It is also interesting to examine the
relationship between low supported fragments and discriminative fragments. A low supported
fragment is not necessarily discriminative. For example, assume there is a low supported struc-
ture with three connected discriminative substructures. If this structure has the same support
with one of its three substructures, it is not discriminative according to Definition 36.
4.5 gIndex
This section presents the gIndex algorithm, examines the index data structures, and discusses
the incremental maintenance of indices that supports insertion and deletion operations. The
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design and implementation of gIndex has five components: (1) discriminative fragment selection,
(2) index construction, (3) search, (4) verification, and (5) incremental maintenance.
4.5.1 Discriminative Fragment Selection
Applying the concepts introduced in Chapters 4.3 and 4.4, gIndex first generates all frequent
fragments with a size-increasing support constraint. Meanwhile, it distills these fragments
to identify discriminative ones. The feature selection proceeds in a level-wise manner, i.e.,
Breadth-First Search (BFS). Algorithm 10 outlines the pseudo-code of feature selection.
Algorithm 10 Feature Selection
Input: Graph database D, Discriminative ratio γmin, Size-increasing support
function ψ(l), and Maximum fragment size maxL.
Output: Feature set F .
1: let F = {f∅}, Df∅ = D, and l = 0;
2: while l ≤ maxL do
3: for each fragment x, whose size is l do
4: if x is frequent and discriminative4 then
5: F = F ∪ {x};
6: l = l + 1;
7: return F ;
4.5.2 Index Construction
Once discriminative fragments are selected, gIndex needs efficient data structures to store and
retrieve them. It translates fragments into sequences and holds them in a prefix tree. Each
fragment is associated with an id list: the ids of graphs containing this fragment. Details of
index construction are described in this section.
4.5.2.1 Graph Sequentialization
Substantial portion of computation involved in index construction and searching is related to
graph isomorphism checking. One has to quickly retrieve a given fragment from the index.
Considering that graph isomorphism testing is hard (It is suspected to be in neither P nor
NP-complete, though it is obviously in NP); it is inefficient to scan the whole feature set to
4|Dx| ≥ ψ(size(x)) and |
⋂
i Dfϕi |/|Dx| ≥ γmin, for fϕi ⊆ x and fϕi ∈ F .
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match fragments one by one. An efficient solution is to translate a graph into a sequence, called
canonical label. If two fragments are the same, they must share the same canonical label.
A traditional sequentialization method is to concatenate rows or columns of the adjacency
matrix of a graph into an integer sequence. However, adjacency matrix is space inefficient for
sparse graphs. In our implementation, we apply a graph sequentialization method, called DFS
coding (Chapter 2.2.3), to store graphs. Certainly, other canonical labeling systems can also be
used in our index framework. The next subsections will introduce how to store and search the
sequentialized graphs (e.g. the minimum DFS codes) of discriminative fragments.
4.5.2.2 gIndex Tree
Using the above sequentialization method, each fragment can be mapped to an edge sequence
(e.g., minimum DFS code). We insert the edge sequences of discriminative fragments in a prefix
tree, called gIndex Tree.
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Figure 4.6: gIndex Tree
Example 10 Figure 4.6 shows a gIndex tree, where each node represents a sequentialized
fragment (a minimum DFS code). For example, two discriminative fragments f1 = 〈e1〉 and
f3 = 〈e1 e2 e3〉 are stored in the gIndex tree (for brevity, we use ei to represent edges in the
DFS codes). Although fragment f2 = 〈e1 e2〉 is not a discriminative fragment, f2 has to be
stored in order to connect the nodes f1 and f3.
The gIndex tree records all size-n discriminative fragments in level n (size-0 fragments are
graphs with only one vertex and no edge; the root node in the tree is f∅). In this tree, code s is
an ancestor of s′ if and only if s is a prefix of s′. Black nodes denote discriminative fragments.
White nodes (redundant fragments) are intermediate nodes which connect the whole gIndex
tree. All leaf nodes are discriminative fragments since it is useless to store redundant fragments
in leaf nodes. In each black node fi, an id list (Ii), the ids of graphs containing fi, is recorded.
White nodes do not have any id list. Assume we want to retrieve graphs which contain both
fragments fi and fj , what we need to do is to intersect Ii and Ij .
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gIndex tree has two advantages: First, gIndex tree records not only discriminative fragments,
but also some redundant fragments. This setting makes the Apriori pruning possible (Chapter
4.5.3.1). Secondly, gIndex tree can reduce the number of intersection operations conducted on
id lists of discriminative fragments by using (approximate) maximal fragments only (Chapter
4.5.3.2). In short, the search time Tsearch will be significantly reduced by using gIndex tree.
4.5.2.3 Remark on gIndex Tree Size
Upon examining the size of the gIndex tree, it is found that the graph id lists associated with
black nodes fill the major part of the tree. We derive a bound for the number of black nodes
on any path from the root to a leaf node. In the following discussion, the root is not counted
as a black node.
Theorem 8 Given a graph database and a minimum discriminative ratio, for any path in the
gIndex tree, the number of black nodes on the path is O(logγmin N), where N is the number of
graphs in the database.
Proof. Let f0, f1, . . ., and fk−1 be the discriminative fragments on a path, where fi ⊂ fi+1,
0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2. According to the definition of discriminative fragments, |
⋂
j Dfj |/|Dfi | ≥ γmin,
where 0 ≤ j < i. Hence |Df0 | ≥ γmin|Df1 | ≥ . . . ≥ γ
k−1
min |Dfk−1 |. Since |Df0 | ≤ N/γmin and
|Dfk−1 | ≥ 1, we must have k ≤ logγmin N .
Theorem 8 delivers the upper bound on the number of black nodes on any path from the
root to a leaf node. Considering the size-increasing support constraint, we have
N/γkmin ≥ |Dfk−1 | ≥ ψ(l), (4.4)
where l is the size of fragment fk−1 (l ≥ k − 1).
Example 11 Suppose the size-increasing support function ψ(l) is a linear function: lmaxL ×
0.01N , where maxL = 10. This means we index discriminative fragments whose size is up to
10. If we set γmin to be 2, from Eq. 4.4, we know
1
2k
≥ k−11000 . It implies the maximum value of
k, i.e., the number of black nodes on any path in the gIndex tree, is less than 8.
Are there lots of graph ids recorded in the gIndex tree? For the number of ids recorded on
any path from the root to a leaf node, the following bound is obtained:
k−1∑
i=0
|Dfi | ≤ (
1
γmin
+
1
γ2min
. . .+
1
γkmin
)N,
where f0, f1, . . . , fk−1 are discriminative fragments on the path. If γmin ≥ 2,
∑k−1
i=0 |Dfi | ≤ N .
Otherwise, we have more ids to record. In this case, it is space inefficient to record Dfi . An
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alternative solution is to store the differential id list, i.e., △Dfi =
⋂
xDfx −Dfi , where fx ∈ F
and fx ⊂ fi. Such a solution generalizes a similar idea presented by [134] and handles multiple
rather than one id list. The implementation of differential id list will not be examined further
since it is beyond the scope of this study.
4.5.2.4 gIndex Tree Implementation
The gIndex tree is implemented using a hash table to help locating fragments and retrieving
their id lists quickly; both black nodes and white nodes are included in the hash table. This is
in lieu of a direct implementation of the tree structure. Nonetheless, the gIndex tree concept
is crucial in determining the redundant (white) nodes which, as included in the index, will
facilitate the pruning of the search space.
With graph sequentialization, any graph can be mapped to an integer by hashing its canon-
ical label. We use c(g) to represent the label of a graph g, where c(g) could be the minimum
DFS code of g or defined by other labeling systems.
Definition 38 (Graphic Hash Code) Given a hash function h, a canonical labeling function
c, and a graph g, h(c(g)) is called graphic hash code.
The graphic hash code is regarded as the hash value of a graph. Since two isomorphic graphs
g and g′ have the same canonical label, then h(c(g)) = h(c(g′)). Graphic hash code can help
quickly locating fragments in the gIndex tree. In our implementation, the gIndex tree resides in
the main memory, the inverted id-lists reside on disk and are cached in memory upon request.
4.5.3 Search
Given a query Q, gIndex enumerates all its fragments up to a maximum size and locates them in
the index. Then it intersects the id lists associated with these fragments. Algorithm 11 outlines
the pseudo-code of the search step. An alternative is to enumerate features in the gIndex tree
first and then check whether the query contains these features or not.
4.5.3.1 Apriori Pruning
The pseudo-code in Algorithm 11 must be optimized. It is inefficient to generate every fragment
in the query graph first and then check whether it belongs to the index. Imagine how many
fragments a size-10 complete graph may have. We shall apply the Apriori rule: if a fragment is
not in the gIndex tree, we need not check its super-graphs any more. That is some redundant
fragments are recorded in the gIndex tree. Otherwise, if a fragment is not in the feature set,
one cannot conclude that none of its super-graphs will be in the feature set.
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Algorithm 11 Search
Input: Graph database D, Feature set F , Query Q, and
Maximum fragment size maxL.
Output: Candidate answer set CQ.
1: let CQ = D;
2: for each fragment x ⊆ Q and size(x) ≤ maxL do
3: if x ∈ F then
4: CQ = CQ ∩Dx;
5: return CQ;
A hash table H is used to facilitate the Apriori pruning. As explained in Chapter 4.5.2.4, it
contains all the graphic hash codes of the nodes shown in the gIndex tree including intermediate
nodes. Whenever a fragment is found in the query whose hash code does not appear in H, we
need not check its super-graphs any more.
4.5.3.2 Maximal Discriminative Fragments
Operation CQ = CQ ∩ Dx is done by intersecting the id lists of CQ and Dx. One interesting
question is how to reduce the number of intersection operations. Intuitively, if query q has two
fragments, fx ⊂ fy, then CQ
⋂
Dfx
⋂
Dfy = CQ
⋂
Dfy . Thus, it is not necessary to intersect
CQ with Dfx . Let F (Q) be the set of discriminative fragments (or indexing features) contained
in query q, i.e., F (Q) = {fx|fx ⊆ Q ∧ fx ∈ F}. Let Fm(Q) be the set of fragments in F (Q)
that are not contained by other fragments in F (Q), i.e., Fm(Q) = {fx|fx ∈ F (Q),∄fy, s.t., fx ⊂
fy ∧ fy ∈ F (Q)}. The fragments in Fm(Q) are called maximal discriminative fragments. In
order to calculate CQ, we only need to perform intersection operations on the id lists of maximal
discriminative fragments.
4.5.3.3 Inner Support
The previous support definition only counts the frequency of a fragment in a graph data set.
Actually, one fragment may appear several times even in one graph.
Definition 39 (Inner Support) Given a graph g, the inner support of subgraph x is the
number of embeddings of x in g, denoted by inner support(x, g).
Lemma 6 If g is a subgraph of G and fragment x ⊂ g, then inner support(x, g) ≤ inner support(x,G).
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Proof. Let ρg be an embedding of g in G. For any embedding of x in g, ρx, ρg ◦ ρx is an
embedding of x in G. Furthermore, given two different embeddings of x in g, ρx and ρ
′
x, ρg ◦ ρx
and ρg ◦ ρ
′
x are not the same. Therefore, inner support(x, g) ≤ inner support(x,G).
GraphGrep [102] uses the above lemma to improve the filtering power. In order to put the
inner support to use, we store the inner support of discriminative fragments together with their
graph id lists, which doubles the space cost. The pruning power of Lemma 6 is related to the
size of queries. If a query graph is large, it is pretty efficient using inner support.
4.5.4 Verification
After the candidate answer set CQ is obtained, it is examined for the graphs that really contain
the query graph. The simplest approach is to perform a subgraph isomorphism test on each
graph one by one. GraphGrep [102] proposed an alternative approach. It records all the
embeddings of paths in a graph database. Rather than doing real subgraph isomorphism
testing, it performs join operations on these embeddings to figure out the possible isomorphism
mapping between the query graph and the graphs in CQ. Considering there are lots of paths in
the index and each path may have tens of embeddings, we find that in some cases it does not
perform well. Thus, the simplest approach is implemented in our study.
4.5.5 Insert/Delete Maintenance
In this section, we present our index maintenance algorithm to handle insert/delete operations.
For each insert or delete operation, the id lists of involved fragments are updated as shown
in Algorithm 12. The index maintained in this way is still of high quality if the statistics of
the original database and the updated database are similar. Here, the statistics mean frequent
graphs and their supports in a graph database. If they do not change, then the discriminative
fragments will not change at all. Thus, we only need to update the id lists of those fragments
in the index, just as Algorithm 12 does. Fortunately, frequent patterns are relatively stable to
database updates. A small number of insert/delete operations will not change their distribution
too much. This property becomes one key advantage of using frequent fragments as indexing
features.
The incremental updating strategy leads to another interesting result: a single database scan
algorithm for index construction. Rather than mining discriminative fragments from the whole
graph database, one can actually first sample a small portion of the original database randomly,
load it into the main memory, mine discriminative fragments from this small amount of data
and then build the index (with Algorithm 12) by scanning the remaining database once. This
strategy can significantly reduce the index construction time, especially when the database is
large. Notice that the improvement comes from the efficient mining of the sample database.
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Algorithm 12 Insert/Delete
Input: Graph database D, Feature set F , Inserted (Deleted) graph g and its id gid,
and Maximum fragment size maxL.
Output: Updated graph indices.
1: for each fragment x ⊆ g and size(x) ≤ maxL do
2: if x ∈ F then
3: Insert:
insert gid into the id list of x;
4: Delete:
delete gid from the id list of x;
5: return;
The index constructed by the above sampling method may have a different gIndex tree
structure from the one constructed from scratch. First, in the sample database a frequent
fragment may be incorrectly labeled as infrequent and be missed from the index. Secondly, the
discriminative ratio of a frequent fragment may be less than its real value and hence be pruned
occasionally. Nevertheless, the misses of some features will not affect the performance seriously
due to the overlappings of features in gIndex. The strength of our index model does not rely
on a single fragment, but on an ensemble of fragments. We need not care the composition of
the index too much as long as it achieves competitive performance. Our empirical study shows
that the quality of index based on a small sample does not deteriorate at all in comparison
with the index built from scratch. In the following discussion we give an analytical study on
the error bound of frequency and discriminative ratio of a fragment x given a sample database.
[108] presents the frequency error bound of itemsets, which can also be applied to graphs.
Theorem 9 Given a fragment x and a random sample Dˆ of size n, if
n ≥
1
2ǫ2
ln(
2
δ
), (4.5)
the probability that |frequency(x, Dˆ)−frequency(x)| > ǫ is at most δ, where frequency (x, Dˆ)
is the frequency of x in Dˆ.
Proof. [108].
If the complete set of frequent fragments above the minimum support threshold is requested,
we may set a lower support in order to avoid misses with a high probability. A variation of the
above theorem was developed for this purpose.
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Theorem 10 Given a fragment x, a random sample Dˆ of size n, and a probability parameter
δ, the probability that x is a miss is at most δ when
low frequency ≤ min frequency −
√
1
2n
ln(
1
δ
), (4.6)
where low frequency is the lowered minimum frequency threshold and min frequency is the
requested minimum frequency threshold.
Proof. [108].
Theorem 10 shows that a lower minimum support may solve the pattern loss problem.
However, it becomes a problem of less interest since the support threshold is set flexibly and
empirically in our solution. We do not witness great performance fall for a slightly different
minimum support setting. Next, we estimate the error bound of discriminative ratio γ. Let γˆ
be the random variable that expresses the discriminative ratio of an arbitrary sample Dˆ.
Theorem 11 Given a fragment x, a set of features fϕ1 , fϕ2 , . . . , fϕm, fϕi ⊆ x, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
a random sample Dˆ of size n, if
n ≥
(2 + ǫ)3
pǫ2
ln(
4
δ
), (4.7)
the probability that |γ − γˆ| > ǫγ is at most δ, where p is the frequency of x and γ is its
discriminative ratio with respect to fϕ1 , fϕ2 , . . ., and fϕm.
Proof. Let X be the total number of graphs in Dˆ containing x. X has the binomial distribution
B(n, p), E[X] = pn. The Chernoff bounds [6] shows
Pr[(X − pn) > a] < e−a
2/2pn+a3/2(pn)2 , (4.8)
Pr[(X − pn) < −a] < e−a
2/2pn, (4.9)
where a > 0.
Substituting a with ǫ′E[X] = ǫ′pn, we find
Pr[(X − pn) > ǫ′pn] < e−ǫ
′2pn/2+ǫ′3pn/2 = e(ǫ
′3−ǫ′2)pn/2,
P r[(X − pn) < −ǫ′pn] < e−ǫ
′2pn/2 = e−ǫ
′2pn/2.
Hence,
Pr[|X − pn| > ǫ′pn] < 2e(ǫ
′3−ǫ′2)pn/2.
We set δ′ = 2e(ǫ
′3−ǫ′2)pn/2. If
n ≥
2
p(ǫ′2 − ǫ′3)
ln(
2
δ′
),
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the probability that |X − E[X]| > ǫ′E[X] is at most δ′.
Let Y be the total number of graphs in Dˆ, each of which has fragments fϕ1 , fϕ2 , . . ., and
fϕm . Applying the Chernoff bounds again, we note that if
n ≥
2
q(ǫ′2 − ǫ′3)
ln(
2
δ′
),
the probability that |Y −E[Y ]| > ǫ′E[Y ] is at most δ′, where q is the probability that a graph
contains fϕ1 , fϕ2 , . . ., and fϕm . Since fragments fϕ1 , fϕ2 , . . . , fϕm are subgraphs of x, q ≥ p.
Therefore, if n ≥ 2
p(ǫ′2−ǫ′3)
ln( 2δ′ ), with probability 1−2δ
′, both X and Y have a frequency error
less than ǫ′. We have
γ − γˆ =
E[Y ]
E[X]
−
Y
X
E[Y ]
E[X]
−
E[Y ](1 + ǫ′)
E[X](1− ǫ′)
< γ − γˆ <
E[Y ]
E[X]
−
E[Y ](1− ǫ′)
E[X](1 + ǫ′)
|γ − γˆ|/γ <
2ǫ′
1− ǫ′
(4.10)
Set ǫ = 2ǫ
′
1−ǫ′ and δ = 2δ
′. Thus, if
n ≥
(2 + ǫ)3
pǫ2
ln(
4
δ
), (4.11)
the probability that the relative error of discriminative ratio is greater than ǫ is at most δ.
ǫ δ p n
0.2 0.05 0.1 12,000
0.2 0.05 0.05 24,000
0.1 0.01 0.1 56,000
0.1 0.01 0.05 120,000
Table 4.1: Sufficient Sample Size Given ǫ, δ, and p
Table 4.1 shows the sufficient sample size given some typical settings of parameters. For
example, it was observed that the performance achieved with γmin = 2.0 is not very different
from the one with γmin = 2.4 in the chemical database we tested (see the experiment results
on the sensitivity of discriminative ratio). It implies that the system will still work well under
a high error ratio, e.g., ǫ = 10% ∼ 20%, and a small sample.
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Because of the sampling error, some valid fragments may not meet the minimum support
constraint or pass feature selection as stated above. However, since the setting of the size-
increasing support function and the minimum discriminative ratio itself is empirical in our
approach, such misses will not cause a problem. When the patterns have very low supports, we
have to scan the database to discover these patterns, which may require a multi-pass algorithm.
Algorithm 13 Sampling based Index Construction
Input: Graph database D and Maximum fragment size maxL.
Output: Graph index I.
1: extract a sample D′ from D;
2: select a feature set F from D′ (Algorithm 10);
3: build an index I on D′ using the features in F ;
4: for each graph g ∈ D −D′ do
5: insert g into the index I (Algorithm 12);
6: return I;
Once an index is constructed using a sample, the incremental maintenance algorithm (Al-
gorithm 12) will process the remaining graphs. Algorithm 13 depicts the sample-based index
construction procedure. Because the mining time spent on the sample is limited, the time
complexity of the sampling-based index construction is O(cN), where c is the maximum cost
of updating the index for one graph and N is the number of graphs in the database. Observe
that c is usually a large constant. Thus, the sampling approach can build the index within time
cost linear to the database size. This result is confirmed by our experiments.
The quality of an index may degrade over time after lots of insertions and deletions. A
measure is required to monitor the indexed features which may be out-of-date after updates.
The effectiveness of gIndex can be measured by
|
⋂
f Df |
|Dx|
over some set of randomly selected
query graphs, where f ∈ F and f ⊆ x. This is the ratio of the candidate answer set size over
the actual answer set size. We monitor the ratio based on sampled queries and check whether
its average value changes over time. A sizable increase of the value implies that the index has
deteriorated, probably because some discriminative fragments are missing from the indexing
features. In this case, a recomputing of the index from scratch is unavoidable.
4.6 Experiments
The effectiveness and efficiency of the gIndex algorithm are validated by a real data set and
a series of synthetic data sets. Experiments show that gIndex achieves smaller indices and
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is able to outperform GraphGrep, a path-based approach [102], in various query loads. The
effectiveness of the index returned by the incremental maintenance algorithm is also confirmed:
it performs as well as the index computed from scratch provided the data distribution does not
change much.
AIDS Antiviral Screen Dataset (ref. in Chapter 2.3.5) We first compare the index size of
GraphGrep and gIndex. In GraphGrep, the maximum length of indexing paths is set at 10:
GraphGrep enumerates all possible paths with length up to 10 and indexes them. In gIndex,
the maximum fragment size maxL is also set at 10; the minimum discriminative ratio γmin is
2.0; and the maximum support Θ is 0.1N . The size-increasing support function ψ(l) is 1 if
l < 4; in all the other cases, ψ(l) is
√
l
maxLΘ.
The test dataset, denoted by ΓN , consists of N graphs that are randomly selected from
the antiviral screen database. Figure 4.7 depicts the number of features used in these two
algorithms with the test dataset size varied from 1, 000 to 16, 000. The curves clearly show
that the index size of gIndex is at least 10 times smaller than that of GraphGrep. They also
illustrate two properties of gIndex: its index size is small and stable. The stability of the index
is due to the fact that frequent fragments and discriminative frequent fragments do not change
much if the data have similar distribution.
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Figure 4.7: GraphGrep vs. gIndex: Index Size
Having verified the index size of GraphGrep and gIndex, we now check their performance.
According to the query cost model built in Chapter 4.1, the query cost is characterized by the
number of candidate graphs we have to verify (ref. cost model in Section 4.1), i.e., the size of
candidate answer set Cq. We average the cost in the following way: AV G(|Cq|) =
∑
q∈Q |Cq |
|Q| .
We use the answer set ratio, AV G(|Cq|)/AV G(|Dq|), to measure the indexing strength.
We select Γ10,000 as the performance test dataset. Six query sets are tested, each of which
has 1, 000 queries: we randomly draw 1, 000 graphs from the antiviral screen dataset and then
extract a connected size-m subgraph from each graph randomly. These 1, 000 subgraphs are
taken as a query set, denoted by Qm. We generate Q4, Q8, Q12, Q16, Q20, and Q24. Each query
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Figure 4.8: GraphGrep vs. gIndex: Performance
set is then divided into two groups: low support group if its support is less than 50 and high
support group if its support is between 50 and 500. Figure 4.8 demonstrates that gIndex can
handle all kinds of queries very well, no matter whether they are frequent or not and no matter
whether they are large or not.
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Figure 4.9: gIndex: Sensitivity and Scalability
Next, we check the sensitivity of minimum discriminative ratio γmin. The performance and
the index size with different γmin are depicted in Figure 4.9(a). In this experiment, query set
Q12 is processed on dataset Γ10,000. It shows that the query response time gradually improves
when γmin decreases. Simultaneously, the index size increases. In practice, we have to make a
trade-off between the performance and the space cost.
The scalability of gIndex is presented in Figure 4.9(b). We vary the database size from
2, 000 to 10, 000 and construct the index from scratch for each database. The experiments
are repeated for various minimum discriminative ratio thresholds. As shown in the figure, the
index construction time is proportional to the database size. The linear increasing trend is
pretty predicable. For example, when the minimum discriminative ratio is set at 2.0, it is
found that the feature set mined by gIndex for each database has around 3, 000 discriminative
fragments. This number does not fluctuate a lot across different databases in this experiment,
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which may explain why the index construction time increases linearly. Since the size-increasing
support function ψ(l) follows the database size, ψ(l) ∝ Θ ∝ N , the frequent fragment set will
be relatively stable if the databases have similar distribution.
Figure 4.9(b) also shows that the index construction time does not change too much for
a given database when the minimum discriminative ratio is above 2.0. We find that the con-
struction time consists of two parts, frequent graph mining and discriminative feature selection.
Given a database and a size-increasing support function, the cost of frequent graph mining re-
mains constant. When the ratio is below 2.0, the number of discriminative features does not
vary much (see Figure 4.9(a)). Thus, the overall computation time has little deviation.
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Figure 4.10: Index Incremental Maintenance
The stability of frequent fragments leads to the effectiveness of our incremental maintenance
algorithm. Assume that there are two databases D and D′ = D +
∑
iD
+
i , where D
+
i ’s are the
updates over the original database D. As long as the graphs in D and D+i are from the same
reservoir, we need not build a separate index for D′. Instead, the feature set of D can be
reused for the whole dataset D′. This remark is confirmed by the following experiment. We
first take Γ2,000 as the initial dataset D, and add another 2, 000 graphs into it and update the
index using Algorithm 12. We repeat such addition and update four times until the dataset has
10, 000 graphs in total. The performance of the index obtained from incremental maintenance
is compared with the index computed from scratch. We select the query set Q16 to test. Figure
4.10 shows the comparison between these two approaches. It is surprising that the incrementally
maintained index exhibits similar performance. Occasionally, it even performs better in these
data sets as pointed by the small gap between the two curves in Figure 4.10.
This experiment also supports a potential improvement discussed in Section 4.5.5: we can
construct the index on a small portion of a large database, and then use the incremental
maintenance algorithm to build the complete index for the whole database in one full scan.
This has an obvious advantage when the database itself cannot be fully loaded in memory.
In that case, the mining of frequent graphs without sampling usually involves multiple disk
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Figure 4.11: Sampling-based Index Construction
scans and becomes very slow [101, 108]. Using the sampling technique, the linear scalability
illustrated in Figure 4.9(b) can be retained for extremely large databases.
The next experiment will show the quality of indices built on samples. We select Γ10,000
as the test data set and randomly draw 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, and 8,000 graphs from
Γ10,000 to form samples with different size. Totally six indices are built on these samples and
are updated by the remaining graphs in the dataset. Figure 4.11 depicts the index size and the
performance (average candidate answer set size) of our sampling-based approach. The query
set tested is Q16. For comparison, the corresponding curves are depicted for the index built
from Γ10,000 (the dotted lines in the figures). It demonstrates the index built from small samples
(e.g., 500 graphs) can achieve the same performance with the index built from the whole dataset
(10, 000 graphs). This result proves the effectiveness of our sampling method and the scalability
of gIndex in large scale graph databases. Although the convergence on the number of features
happens only for large sampling fractions as shown in Figure 4.11(a), the performance does not
fluctuate dramatically with different sample sizes.
Synthetic Graph Datasets (ref. in Chapter 2.3.5) In this section, we present the performance
comparison on synthetic datasets. Details about the synthetic data generator are available in
Chapter 2.3. A typical data set may have the following setting: it has 10,000 graphs and uses
1,000 seed fragments with 50 distinct labels. On average, each graph has 20 edges and each
seed fragment has 10 edges. This dataset is denoted by D10kI10T20S1kL50.
We first test a synthetic dataset D10kI10T50S200L4 and 1,000 size-12 queries (the queries
are constructed using a similar method described in the previous section). The maximum size of
paths and fragments is set to 5 for GraphGrep and gIndex, respectively. GraphGrep and gIndex
can achieve similar performance in some situations. When the size of query graphs is very large,
the pruning based on the types of node and edge labels could be good enough. In this case,
whether using paths or using structures as indexing features is not significant any more. When
the number of distinct labels (L) is large, the synthetic dataset is much different from the AIDS
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antiviral screen dataset. Although local structural similarity appears in different synthetic
graphs, there is little similarity existing among each graph. This characteristic results in a
simpler index structure. For example, if every vertex in one graph has a unique label, we only
need to index vertex labels. This is similar to the inverted index technique (word - document id
list) used in document retrieval. In order to verify this conclusion, we vary the number of labels
from 4 to 10 in the dataset D10kI10T50S200 and test the performance of both algorithms.
Figure 4.12(a) shows that they are actually very close to each other when L is greater than 6.
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Figure 4.12: GraphGrep vs. gIndex: Performance on Synthetic Datasets
Figure 4.12(b) depicts the performance comparison on the dataset D10kI10S200L4 with
various graph sizes. In this experiment, we test 1,000 12-edge query graphs. It shows that
gIndex can still outperform GraphGrep when the graph size increases. Similar results are also
observed in experiments on other synthetic datasets.
gIndex and GraphGrep have limitations on dense graph databases that have a small number
of labels. In this kind of database, the number of paths and frequent fragments increases
dramatically. It is very hard to enumerate all of them. Imagine a graph becomes more and
more dense, it is likely to contain any kind of query structure, which will make candidate
pruning ineffective. Fortunately, these graphs are not of practical importance. Real graphs
such as chemical compounds, protein networks, and image models are usually very sparse and
only have a limited number of cycles.
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Chapter 5
Graph Similarity Search
A common problem in graph search is: what if there is no match or very few matches for a
given query graph? In this situation, a subsequent query refinement process has to be taken
in order to find the structures of interest. Unfortunately, it is often too time-consuming for
a user to perform manual refinements. One solution is to ask the system to find graphs that
nearly contain the entire query graph. This similarity search strategy is more appealing since
the user can first define the portion of the query for exact matching and let the system change
the remaining portion slightly. The query could be relaxed progressively until a relaxation
threshold is reached or a reasonable number of matches are found.
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Figure 5.1: A Chemical Database
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Figure 5.2: A Query Graph
Example 12 Figure 5.1 is a chemical dataset with three molecules. Figure 5.2 shows a graph
query. Obviously, no match exists for this query graph. If the query is relaxed with one edge
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miss, caffeine and thesal in Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) will be good matches. If the query is
relaxed further, the structure in Figure 5.1(c) could also be an answer.
The substructure similarity search problem shown in the above example has been studied
in various fields. Willett et al. [116] summarized the techniques of fingerprint-based and graph-
based similarity search in chemical compound databases. Raymond et al. [99] proposed a three
tier algorithm for full structure similarity search, which became a commercial tool in Pfizer, a
pharmaceutical company.
As to substructure similarity search, in addition to graph edit distance and alignment dis-
tance, maximum common subgraph is used to measure the similarity between two structures.
Unfortunately, it is NP-complete [40]. Nilsson[87] presented an algorithm for the pairwise ap-
proximate substructure matching. The matching is greedily performed to minimize a distance
function for two structures. Hagadone [46] recognized the importance of substructure similarity
search in a large set of graphs. He used the atom and edge label to do screening. Messmer
and Bunke [80] studied the reverse substructure similarity search problem in computer vision
and pattern recognition. These methods did not explore the potential of using more compli-
cated structures to improve the filtering performance, which will be the focus of this thesis.
In [102], Shasha et al. also extended their substructure search algorithm to support queries
with wildcards, i.e. don’t care nodes and edges. Different from this similarity model, a general
similarity search scenario should not fix the positions of wildcards, thus allowing a more general
and flexible search scheme.
Structure similarity search is also related to approximate string search. A comprehensive
survey on various approximate string filtering methods was presented by Navarro [84]. The well-
known q-gram method was initially developed by Ullmann [111]. Ukkonen [109] independently
discovered the q-gram approach, which was further extended in [45] against large scale sequence
databases.
Unfortunately, few similarity search systems are available for large scale graph databases.
Existing tools such as ChemIDplus only provide the full structure similarity search and the
exact substructure search. Other studies usually focus on how to compute the substructure
similarity between two graphs efficiently [87]. This leads to the linear complexity with respect
to the size of graph database since each graph in the database has to be checked.
Given that the pairwise substructure similarity computation is very expensive, practically it
is not affordable in a large database. A na¨ıve solution is to form a set of subgraph queries with
one or more edge misses and then use the exact substructure search. This does not work well
even when the number of misses is slightly higher than 1. For example, if three edges are allowed
to miss in a 20-edge query graph, it may generate
(
20
3
)
= 1, 140 substructure queries, which is
too expensive to check. Therefore, a better solution is greatly preferred. In this chapter, we
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first investigate a feature-based structural filtering algorithm, called Grafil (Graph Similarity
Filtering), to perform substructure similarity search in a large scale graph database.
5.1 Substructure Similarity Search
Definition 40 (Substructure Similarity Search) Given a graph database D = {G1, G2,
. . . , Gn} and a query graph Q, similarity search is to discover all the graphs that approximately
contain this query graph. Reverse similarity search is to discover all the graphs that are approx-
imately contained in this query graph.
Each type of search scenario has its own applications. In chemical informatics, similarity
search is more popular, while reverse similarity search has key applications in pattern recog-
nition. In this dissertation, a structural filtering algorithm is developed for similarity search.
Indexing techniques for reverse similarity search are currently under development.
To distinguish a query graph from the graphs in a database, we call the latter target graphs.
The question is how to measure the substructure similarity between a target graph and the
query graph. There are several similarity measures. We can classify them into three categories:
(1) physical property-based, e.g., toxicity and weight; (2) feature-based; and (3) structure-
based. For the feature-based measure, domain-specific elementary structures are first extracted
as features. Whether two graphs are similar is determined by the number of common features
they have. For example, we can compare two compounds based on the number of benzene
rings they have. Under this similarity definition, each graph is represented as a feature vec-
tor, x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
T , where xi is the frequency of feature fi. The distance between two
graphs is measured by the distance between their feature vectors. Because of its efficiency, the
feature-based similarity search has become a standard retrieval mechanism [116]. However, the
feature-based approach only provides a very rough measure on structure similarity since it loses
the global structural connectivity. Sometimes it is hard to build an “elementary structure”
dictionary for a graph database, due to the lack of domain knowledge.
In contrast, the structure-based similarity measure directly compares the topology of two
graphs, which is often costly to compute. However, since this measure takes structure connec-
tivity fully into consideration, it is more accurate than the feature-based measure. Bunke and
Shearer [16] used the maximum common subgraph to measure full structure similarity. Re-
searchers also developed the concept of graph edit distance by simulating the graph matching
process in a way similar to the string matching process (akin to string edit distance). No matter
what the definition is, the matching of two graphs can be regarded as a result of three edit
operations: insertion, deletion, and relabeling. According to the substructure similarity search,
each of these operations relaxes the query graph by removing or relabeling one edge (insertion
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does not change the query graph). Thus, we take the percentage of retained edges in the query
graph as a similarity measure.
Definition 41 (Relaxation Ratio) Given two graphs G and Q, if P is the maximum com-
mon subgraph1 of G and Q, then the substructure similarity between G and Q is defined by
|E(P )|
|E(Q)| , and 1−
|E(P )|
|E(Q)| is called relaxation ratio.
Example 13 Consider the target graph in Figure 5.1(a) and the query graph in Figure 5.2.
Their maximum common subgraph has 11 out of the 12 edges. Thus, the substructure similarity
between these two graphs is around 92% with respect to the query graph. That also means if we
relax the query graph by 8%, the relaxed query graph is contained in Figure 5.1(a). The simi-
larity of graphs in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) with the query graph is 92% and 67%, respectively.
With the advance of computational power, it is affordable to compute the maximum common
subgraph for two sparse graphs. Nevertheless, the pairwise similarity computation through a
large graph database is still time-consuming.
5.2 Structural Filtering
Given a relaxed query graph, the major goal of our algorithm is to filter out as many graphs
as possible using a feature-based approach. The features discussed here could be paths, dis-
criminative frequent structures, elementary structures, or any structures indexed in a graph
database. Previous work did not investigate the connection between the structure-based simi-
larity measure and the feature-based similarity measure. Through our study, we found a way
that transforms the query relaxation ratio to the number of misses of indexed features, thus
building a connection between these two measures.
e1
e2 e3
Figure 5.3: A Sample Query
Figure 5.3 shows a query graph and Figure 5.4 depicts three structural fragments. Assume
that these fragments are indexed as features in a graph database. For simplicity, we ignore all
the label information in this example. The symbols e1, e2, and e3 in Figure 5.3 do not represent
1The maximum common subgraph is not necessarily connected.
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Figure 5.4: A Sample Set of Features
labels but edges themselves. Suppose we cannot find any match for this query graph in a
graph database. Then a user may relax one edge, e1, e2, or e3, through a deletion or relabeling
operation. He/she may deliberately retain the middle edge, because the deletion of that edge
may break the query graph into pieces. Because the relaxation can take place among e1, e2,
and e3, we are not sure which feature will be affected by this relaxation. However, no matter
which edge is relaxed, the relaxed query graph should have at least three embeddings of these
features. That is, the relaxed query graph may miss at most four embeddings of these features
in comparison with the original query graph, which has seven embeddings: one fa, two fb’s, and
four fc’s. Using this information, graphs that do not contain at least three embeddings of these
features are pruned. We name the above filtering concept feature-based structural filtering.
5.2.1 Feature-Graph Matrix
In order to facilitate the feature-based filtering, an index structure is developed, referred to as
the feature-graph matrix [42, 102]. Each column of the feature-graph matrix corresponds to
a target graph in the graph database, while each row corresponds to a feature being indexed.
Each entry records the number of the embeddings of a specific feature in a target graph.
Suppose there is a sample database with four graphs, G1, G2, G3, and G4. Figure 5.5 shows an
example. For instance, G1 has two embeddings of fc. The feature-graph matrix index is easily
maintainable: as each time a new graph is added to the graph database, only an additional
column needs to be added.
G1 G2 G3 G4
fa 0 1 0 0
fb 0 0 1 0
fc 2 3 4 4
Figure 5.5: Feature-Graph Matrix Index
Using the feature-graph matrix, the feature-based filtering can apply to any query graph
against a target graph in the database using any subset of the indexed features. Consider the
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query shown in Figure 5.3 with one edge relaxation. According to the feature-graph matrix in
Figure 5.5, even if the structure of G1 is unknown, it can still be pruned immediately based on
the features included in G1, since G1 only has two of all the embeddings of fa, fb, and fc. This
feature-based filtering process is not involved with any costly structure similarity checking. The
only computation needed is to retrieve the features from the indices that belong to a query graph
and compute the possible feature misses for a relaxation ratio. Since the filtering algorithm is
fully built on the feature-graph matrix index, the access to physical database is not required
unless we want to calculate the accurate substructure similarity.
5.2.2 A General Framework
Given a graph database and a query graph, the substructure similarity search can be performed
within a general framework detailed in the following four steps.
1. Index construction: Select small structures as features in the graph database, and build
the feature-graph matrix between the features and the graphs in the database.
2. Feature miss estimation: Determine the indexed features belonging to the query graph,
select a feature set (i.e., a subset of the features), calculate the number of selected features
contained in the query graph and then compute the upper bound of feature misses if the
query graph is relaxed with one edge deletion or relabeling. This upper bound is written
as dmax. Some portion of the query graph can be specified as not to be altered, e.g., key
functional structures.
3. Query processing: Use the feature-graph matrix to calculate the difference in the num-
ber of features between each graph G in the database and query Q. If the difference is
greater than dmax, discard graph G. The remaining graphs constitute a candidate answer
set, written as CQ. We then calculate substructure similarity using the existing algorithms
and prune the false positives in CQ.
4. Query relaxation: Relax the query further if the user needs more matches than those
returned from the previous step; iterate Steps 2 to 4.
The feature-graph matrix in Step 1 is built beforehand and can be used by any query. The
similarity search for a query graph takes place in Step 2 and Step 3. The filtering algorithm
proposed should return a candidate answer set as small as possible since the cost of the accurate
similarity computation is proportional to the size of the candidate set. Quite a lot of work has
been done at calculating the pairwise substructure similarity. Readers are referred to the related
work in [87, 46, 99].
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In the step of feature miss estimation, we calculate the number of features in the query
graph. One feature may have multiple embeddings in a graph; thus, the number of embeddings
of a feature is a more precise term. These two terms are used interchangeably for convenience.
In the rest of this section, we will introduce how to estimate feature misses by translating it
into the maximum coverage problem. The estimation is further refined through a branch-and-
bound method. In Section 5.3, we will explore the opportunity of using different feature sets
to improve filtering efficiency.
5.2.3 Feature Miss Estimation
Substructure similarity search is akin to approximate string matching. In approximate string
matching, filtering algorithms such as q-gram achieve the best performance because they do
not inspect all the string characters. However, filtering algorithms only work for a moderate
relaxation ratio and need a validation algorithm to check the actual matches [84]. Similar
arguments also apply to our structural filtering algorithm in substructure similarity search.
Fortunately, since we are doing substructure search instead of full structure similarity search,
usually the relaxation ratio is not very high in our problem setting.
A string with q characters is called a q-gram. A typical q-gram filtering algorithm builds
an index for all q-grams in a string database. A query string Q is broken into a set of q-grams,
which are compared against the q-grams of each target string in the database. If the difference
in the number of q-grams is greater than the following threshold, Q will not match this string
within k edit distance.
Given two strings P and Q, if their edit distance is k, their difference in the number of
q-grams is at most kq [109].
It would be interesting to check whether we can similarly derive a bound for size-q substruc-
tures. Unfortunately, we may not draw a succinct bound like the one given to q-grams due to
the following two issues. First, in substructure similarity search, the space of size-q subgraphs is
exponential with respect to q. This contrasts with the string case where the number of q-grams
in a string is linear to its length. Secondly, even if we index all of the size-q subgraphs, the
above q-gram bound will not be valid since the graph does not have the linearity that the string
does.
In order to calculate the maximum feature misses for a given relaxation ratio, we introduce
edge-feature matrix that builds a map between edges and features for a query graph. In this
matrix, each row represents an edge while each column represents an embedding of a feature.
Figure 5.6 shows the matrix built for the query graph in Figure 5.3 and the features shown in
Figure 5.4. All of the embeddings are recorded. For example, the second and the third columns
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c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c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e1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
e2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
e3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
Figure 5.6: Edge-Feature Matrix
are two embeddings of feature fb in the query graph. The first embedding of fb covers edges
e1 and e2 while the second covers edges e1 and e3. The middle edge does not appear in the
edge-feature matrix if a user prefers retaining it. We say that an edge ei hits a feature fj if fj
covers ei.
It is not expensive to build the edge-feature matrix on the fly as long as the number of
features is small. Whenever an embedding of a feature is discovered, a new column is attached
to the matrix. The feature miss estimation problem is formulated as follows: Given a query
graph Q and a set of features contained in Q, if the relaxation ratio is θ, what is the maximum
number of features that can be missed? In fact, it is the maximum number of columns that can
be hit by k rows in the edge-feature matrix, where k = ⌊θ · |G|⌋. This is a classic maximum
coverage (or set k-cover) problem, which has been proved NP-complete. The optimal solution
that finds the maximal number of feature misses can be approximated by a greedy algorithm.
The greedy algorithm first selects a row that hits the largest number of columns and then
removes this row and the columns covering it. This selection and deletion operation is repeated
until k rows are removed. The number of columns removed by this greedy algorithm provides
a way to estimate the upper bound of feature misses.
Algorithm 14 shows the pseudo-code of the greedy algorithm. Let mrc be the entry in the
r-th row, c-th column of matrix M. Mr denotes the r-th row vector of matrix M, while Mc
denotes the c-th column vector of matrix M. |Mr| represents the number of non-zero entries in
the r-th row. Line 3 in Algorithm 14 returns the row with the maximum number of non-zero
entries.
Theorem 12 Let Wgreedy and Wopt be the total feature misses computed by the greedy solution
and by the optimal solution. We have
Wgreedy ≥ [1− (1−
1
k
)k] Wopt ≥ (1−
1
e
) Wopt, (5.1)
where k is the number of edge relaxations.
Proof. [51]
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Algorithm 14 GreedyCover
Input: Edge-feature Matrix M,
Maximum edge relaxations k.
Output: The number of feature misses Wgreedy.
1: let Wgreedy = 0;
2: for each l = 1 . . . k do
3: select row r s.t. r = arg maxi |M
i|;
4: Wgreedy = Wgreedy + |M
r|;
5: for each column c s.t. mrc = 1 do
6: set Mc=0;
7: return Wgreedy;
It can be shown theoretically that the optimal solution cannot be approximated in polyno-
mial time within a ratio of (e/(e− 1)− o(1)) unless P = NP [37]. We rewrite the inequality in
Theorem 12.
Wopt ≤
1
1− (1− 1k )
k
Wgreedy
Wopt ≤
e
e− 1
Wgreedy
Wopt ≤ 1.6 Wgreedy (5.2)
Traditional applications of the maximum coverage problem focus on how to approximate
the optimal solution as much as possible. Here we are only interested in the upper bound of
the optimal solution. Let maxi |M
i| be the maximum number of features that one edge hits.
Obviously, Wopt should be less than k times of this number,
Wopt ≤ k ×max
i
|Mi|. (5.3)
The above bound is actually adopted from q-gram filtering algorithms. This bound is a bit
loose in our problem setting. The upper bound derived from Inequality 5.2 is usually tighter
for non-consecutive sequences, trees and other complex structures. It may also be useful for
approximate string filtering if we do not enumerate all q-grams in strings for a given query
string.
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5.2.4 Estimation Refinement
A tight bound of Wopt is critical to the filtering performance since it often leads to a small set
of candidate graphs. Although the bound derived by the greedy algorithm cannot be improved
asymptotically, we may still improve the greedy algorithm in practice.
Let Wopt(M, k) be the optimal value of the maximum feature misses for k edge relaxations.
Suppose r = arg maxi|M
i|. Let M′ be M except (M′)r = 0 and (M′)c = 0 for any column c
that is hit by row r, and M′′ be M except (M′′)r = 0.
Any optimal solution that leads to Wopt should satisfy one of the following two cases: (1)
r is selected in this solution; or (2) r is not selected (we call r disqualified for the optimal
solution). In the first case, the optimal solution should also contain the optimal solution for the
remaining matrix M′. That is, Wopt(M, k) = |M
r|+Wopt(M
′, k−1). k−1 means that we need
to remove the remaining k − 1 rows from M′ since row r is selected. In the second case, the
optimal solution for M should be the optimal solution for M′′, i.e., Wopt(M, k) = Wopt(M
′′, k).
k means that we still need to remove k rows from M′′ since row r is disqualified. We call
the first case the selection step, and the second case the disqualifying step. Since the optimal
solution is to find the maximum number of columns that are hit by k edges, Wopt should be
equal to the maximum value returned by these two steps. Therefore, we can draw the following
conclusion.
Lemma 7
Wopt(M, k) = max
|Mr|+Wopt(M′, k − 1),Wopt(M′′, k). (5.4)
Lemma 7 suggests a recursive solution to calculate Wopt. It is equivalent to enumerating
all the possible combinations of k rows in the edge-feature matrix, which may be very costly.
However, it is worth exploring the top levels of this recursive process, especially for the case
where most of the features intensively cover a set of common edges. For each matrix M′ (or
M′′) that is derived from the original matrix M after several recursive calls in Lemma 7, M′
encountered interleaved selection steps and disqualifying steps. Suppose M′ has h selected rows
and b disqualified rows. We restrict h to be less than H and b to be less than B, where H and B
are predefined constants, and H+B should be less than the number of rows in the edge-feature
matrix. In this way, we can control the depth of the recursion.
Let Wapx(M, k) be the upper bound on the maximum feature misses calculated using Equa-
tions (5.2) and (5.3), where M is the edge-feature matrix and k is the number of edge relaxations.
Algorithm 15 formulates the above discussion. Line 7 selects row r while Line 8 disqualifies row
r. Lines 7 and 8 correspond to the selection and disqualifying steps shown in Lemma 7. Line 9
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calculates the maximum value of the result returned by Lines 7 and 8. Meanwhile, the greedy
algorithm can also derive the upper bound of Wopt directly, as Line 10 does. Algorithm 15 re-
turns the best estimation it can get. The condition in Line 1 will terminate the recursion when
it selects H rows or when it disqualifies B rows. Algorithm 15 is a classical branch-and-bound
approach.
Algorithm 15 West(M, k, h, b)
Input: Edge-feature Matrix M,
Number of edge relaxations k,
h selection steps and b disqualifying steps.
Output: Maximum feature misses West.
1: if b ≥ B or h ≥ H then
2: return Wapx(M, k);
3: select row r that maximizes |Mr|;
4: let M′ = M and M′′ = M;
5: set (M′)r = 0 and (M′)c = 0 for any c if m
r
c = 1;
6: set (M′′)r = 0;
7: W1 = |M
r|+West(M
′, k − 1, h+ 1, b) ;
8: W2 = West(M
′′, k, h, b+ 1) ;
9: Wa = max(W1,W2) ;
10: Wb = Wapx(M, k);
11: return West = min(Wa,Wb);
The value of parameters H and B is set such that H is less than the number of edge
relaxations, and H+B is less than the number of rows in the matrix. Algorithm 15 is initialized
by West(M, k, 0, 0). The bound obtained by Algorithm 15 is not greater than the bound derived
by the greedy algorithm since we intentionally select the smaller one in Lines 10-11. On the
other hand, West(M, k, 0, 0) is not less than the optimal value since Algorithm 15 is just a
simulation of the recursion in Lemma 7, and at each step, it has a greater value. Therefore, we
can draw the following conclusion.
Lemma 8 Given two non-negative integers H and B in the branch-and-bound algorithm (Al-
gorithm 15), if H ≤ k and H +B ≤ n, where k is the number of edge relaxations and n is the
number of rows in the edge-feature matrix M, we have
Wopt(M, k) ≤West(M, k, 0, 0) ≤Wapx(M, k). (5.5)
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Proof. Lines 10 and 11 in Algorithm 8 imply that the second inequality is obvious. We
prove the first inequality using induction. Let M(h,b) be the matrix derived from M with h
rows selected and b rows disqualified.
West(M(h,B), k, h,B) = Wapx(M(h,B), k) ≥Wopt(M(h,B), k)
West(M(H,b), k,H, b) = Wapx(M(H,b), k) ≥Wopt(M(H,b), k)
Assume that Wopt(M(h,b), k) ≤ West(M(h,b), k, h, b) for some h and b, 0 < h ≤ H and
0 < b ≤ B. Let West(M(h−1,b), k, h− 1, b) = min{max{W1,W2},Wb} according to Lines 7-11 in
Algorithm 15.
Wb = Wapx(M(h−1,b), k) ≥Wopt(M(h−1,b), k)
W1 = |M
r|+West(M(h,b), k − 1, h, b) ≥ |M
r|+Wopt(M(h,b), k − 1)
≥ Wopt(M(h−1,b), k)
W2 = West(M(h−1,b+1), k, h− 1, b+ 1) ≥Wopt(M(h−1,b+1), k)
≥ Wopt(M(h−1,b), k)
Therefore, West(M(h−1,b), k, h−1, b) ≥Wopt(M(h−1,b), k). Similarly, West(M(h,b−1), k, h, b−1) ≥
Wopt(M(h,b−1), k). By induction, Wopt(M, k) ≤West(M, k, 0, 0).
Lemma 8 shows that the bound derived by the branch-and-bound algorithm is between the
bounds calculated by the optimal solution and the greedy solution, thus providing a tighter
bound on the maximum feature misses.
5.2.5 Time Complexity
Let us first examine the time complexity of the greedy algorithm shown in Algorithm 14.
Suppose the values of |Mr| for all of the rows are maintained in an array. Assume that the
matrix has n rows and m columns. Line 3 in Algorithm 14 can finish in O(n). Line 4 takes
O(1). Line 5 erases columns covering the selected row. When an entry mrc is set at 0, we also
update |Mr|. Once an entry is erased, it will not be accessed in the remaining computation.
The maximum number of entries to be erased is nm. In each erasing, the value of |Mr| has
to be updated for erased entries and the maximum value will be selected for the next-round
computation. Therefore, the time complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(nm + kn). Since
usually m≫ k, the complexity can be written as O(nm). The time complexity of the branch-
and-bound algorithm shown in Algorithm 15 is given as follows.
Lemma 9 Given two non-negative integers H and B, TH,B is the number of times that the
branch-and-bound algorithm (Algorithm 15) is called.
TH,B =
(
B +H
H
)
. (5.6)
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Proof. We have
TH,0 = 1,
T0,B = 1,
TH,B = TH−1,B + TH,B−1(Lines 7 and 8).
TH,B =
(
B +H
H
)
is a solution that satisfies the above condition since
(
B +H
H
)
=
(
B +H − 1
H − 1
)
+
(
B +H − 1
H
)
It takes O(nm) to finish a call to Algorithm 15 if the recursion is excluded. Hence, the
time complexity of the branch-and-bound algorithm is O(TH,B ·nm). Given a query Q and the
maximum allowed selection and disqualifying steps, H and B, the cost of computing West is
irrelevant to the number of the graphs in a database. Thus, the cost of feature miss estimation
remains constant with respect to the database size.
5.2.6 Frequency Difference
Assume that f1, f2, . . . , fn form the feature set used for filtering. Once the upper bound of
feature misses is obtained, we can use it to filter graphs in our framework. Given a target graph
G and a query graph Q, let u = [u1, u2, . . . , un]
T and v = [v1, v2, . . . , vn]
T be their corresponding
feature vectors, where ui and vi are the frequencies (i.e., the number of embeddings) of feature
fi in graphs G and Q. Figure 5.7 shows the two feature vectors u and v. As mentioned before,
for any feature set, the corresponding feature vector of a target graph can be obtained from the
feature-graph matrix directly without scanning the graph database.
We want to know how many more embeddings of feature fi appear in the query graph,
compared to the target graph. Equation (5.7) calculates this frequency difference for feature
fi,
r(ui, vi) =
0, if ui ≥ vi,vi − ui, otherwise. (5.7)
For the feature vectors shown in Figure 5.7, r(u1, v1) = 0; we do not take the extra embeddings
from the target graph into account. The summed frequency difference of each feature in G and
Q is written as d(G,Q). Equation (5.8) sums up all the frequency differences,
d(G,Q) =
n∑
i=1
r(ui, vi). (5.8)
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Figure 5.7: Frequency Difference
Suppose the query can be relaxed with k edges. Algorithm 15 estimates the upper bound of
allowed feature misses. If d(G,Q) is greater than that bound, we can conclude that G does
not contain Q within k edge relaxations. For this case, it is not necessary to perform any
complicated structure comparison between G and Q. Since all the computations are done on
the preprocessed information in the indices, the filtering actually is very fast.
Definition 42 (Graph Automorphism) An automorphism of a graph is a mapping from the
vertices of the given graph G back to vertices of G such that the resulting graph is isomorphic
with G.
Given two feature vectors built from a target graphG and a query graphQ, u = (u1, u2, . . . , un)
and v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn), where ui and vi are the frequencies (the number of embeddings) of
feature fi in G and Q, respectively. Suppose structure fi has κ automorphisms. Then ui and
vi can be divided by κ exactly. It also means that the edge-feature matrix will have duplicate
columns. In practice, we should remove these duplicate columns since they do not provide
additional information.
5.3 Feature Set Selection
In Section 5.2, we explored the basic filtering framework and the bounding technique for feature
miss estimation. For a given feature set, the filtering performance could not be improved further
unless we have a tighter bound of allowed feature misses. Nevertheless, we have not explored
the opportunities of composing filters based on different feature sets. An interesting question
is “does a filter achieve good filtering performance if all of the features are used together?” A
seemingly attractive intuition is that the more features are used, the greater pruning power is
achieved. After all, we are using more information provided by the query graph. Unfortunately,
though a bit counter-intuitive, using all of the features together will not necessarily give the
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optimal solution; in some cases, it even deteriorates the performance rather than improving
it. In the following presentation, we will examine the principles behind this phenomenon and
derive the complexity of finding an optimal feature set in the worst case.
Given a query graph Q, let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the set of features included in Q, and d
k
F
the maximal number of features missed in F after Q is relaxed (either relabeled or deleted) with
k edges. Relabeling and deleting an edge e in Q have the same effect: the features containing
e are broken. Let u = [u1, u2, . . . , um]
T and v = [v1, v2, . . . , vm]
T be the feature vectors built
from a target graph G in the graph database and a query graph Q based on a chosen feature
set F . Let ΓF = {G|d(G,Q) > d
k
F }, which is the set of graphs pruned from the index by the
feature set F . It is obvious that, for any feature set F , the greater the cardinality of ΓF , the
better.
In general, a candidate graph G passing a filter should satisfy the following inequality,
r(u1, v1) + r(u2, v2) + . . .+ r(un, vn) ≤ d
k
F . (5.9)
Let P be the maximum common subgraph of G and Q. Vector u′ = [u′1, u
′
2, . . . , u
′
n]
T is its
feature vector. If G contains Q within the relaxation ratio, P should contain Q within the
relaxation ratio as well, i.e.,
r(u′1, v1) + r(u
′
2, v2) + . . .+ r(u
′
n, vn) ≤ d
k
F . (5.10)
Since for any feature fi, ui ≥ u
′
i, we have
r(ui, vi) ≤ r(u
′
i, vi),
n∑
i=1
r(ui, vi) ≤
n∑
i=1
r(u′i, vi).
Inequality (5.10) is stronger than Inequality (5.9). Mathematically, we should check Inequality
(5.10) instead of Inequality (5.9). However, we do not want to calculate P , the maximum
common subgraph of G and Q, beforehand, due to its computational cost. Inequality (5.9) is the
only choice we have. Assume that Inequality (5.10) does not hold for graph P , and furthermore,
there exists a feature fi such that its frequency in P is too small to make Inequality (5.10) hold.
However, we can still make Inequality (5.9) true for graph G, if we compensate the misses of
fi by adding more occurrences of another feature fj in G. We call this phenomenon feature
conjugation. Feature conjugation is likely to be taking place in our filtering algorithm since
the filtering does not distinguish the misses of a single feature, but a collective set of features.
As one can see, because of feature conjugation, we may fail to filter some graphs that do not
satisfy the query requirement.
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Example 14 Assume that we have a graph G that contains the sample query graph in Figure
5.3 with edge e3 relaxed. In this case, G must have one embedding of feature fb and two
embeddings of fc (fb and fc are in Figure 5.4). However, we may slightly change G such that it
does not contain fb but has one more embedding of fc. This is what G4 has in Figure 5.5 (G4
could contain 4 2-edge fragments that are disconnected with each other). The feature conjugation
takes place when the miss of fb is compensated by the addition of one more occurrence of fc.
In such a situation, Inequality (5.9) is still satisfied for G4, while Inequality (5.10) may not.
However, if we can divide the features in Figure 5.4 into two groups, we can partially solve
the feature conjugation problem. Let group A contain feature fa and fb, and group B contain
feature fc only. For any graph containing the query shown in Figure 5.3 with one edge relaxation
(edge e1, e2 or e3), it must have one embedding in Group A. Using this constraint, we can drop
G4 in Figure 5.5 since G4 does not have any embedding of fa or fb.
5.3.1 Geometric Interpretation
Example 14 implies that the filtering power may be weakened if we deploy all the features in one
filter. A feature has filtering power if its frequency in a target graph is less than its frequency in
the query graph; otherwise, it does not help the filtering. Unfortunately, a feature that is good
for some graph may not be good for other graphs in the database. We are interested in finding
optimal filters that can prune as many unqualified graphs as possible. This leads to a natural
questions “What is the optimal feature set for pruning? How hard is it to compute the optimal
solution?” Before solving this optimization problem, it is beneficial to look at the geometric
interpretation of the feature-based pruning. Given a chosen feature set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm},
each indexed graph G can be viewed as a point in a space of m dimensions whose coordinates
are represented by the feature vector u = [u1, u2, . . . , um]
T .
Lemma 10 For any feature set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm},
max{dk{f1}, d
k
{f2}
, . . . , dk{fm}} ≤ d
k
F ≤
m∑
i=1
dk{fi}
Proof. For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, since {fi} ⊆ F , by definition we have d
k
{fi}
≤ dkF . Let ki be the
number of features missed for feature fi in the solution to d
k
F . Obviously, ki ≤ d
k
{fi}
; therefore,
dkF =
∑m
i=1 ki ≤
∑m
i=1 d
k
{fi}
.
Let us check a specific case where a query graph Q only has two features f1 and f2. For any
target graph G, G ∈ Γ{f1,f2} if and only if d(G,Q) = r(u1, v1) + r(u2, v2) − d
k
{f1,f2}
> 0. The
only situation under which this inequality is guaranteed is when G ∈ Γ{f1} and G ∈ Γ{f2} since
in this case r(u1, v1) − d
k
{f1}
> 0 and r(u2, v2) − d
k
{f2}
> 0. It follows from the lemma above
that r(u1, v1) + r(u2, v2)− d
k
{f1,f2}
> 0. It is easy to verify that under all other situations, even
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if G ∈ Γ{f1} or G ∈ Γ{f2}, it can still be the case that G 6∈ Γ{f1,f2}. In the worst case, an evil
adversary can construct an index such that |Γ{f1,f2}| < min{|Γ{f1}|, |Γ{f2}|}. This discussion
shows that an algorithm using all features therefore may fail to yield the optimal solution.
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Figure 5.8: Geometric Interpretation
For a given query Q with two features {f1, f2}, each graph G in the database can be
represented by a point in the plane with coordinates in the form of (u1, u2). Let v = {v1, v2}
be the feature vector of Q. To select a feature set and then use it to prune the target graphs
is equivalent to selecting a halfspace and throwing away all points in the halfspace. Figure 5.8
depicts three feature selections: {f1}, {f2} and {f1, f2}. If only f1 is selected, it corresponds to
throwing away all points to the left of line u1 = v1− d
k
{f1}
. If only f2 is selected, it corresponds
to throwing away all points below line u2 = v2 − d
k
{f2}
. If both f1 and f2 are selected, it
corresponds to throwing away all points below line u1 + u2 = v1 + v2 − d
k
{f1,f2}
, points below
the line u2 = v2 − d
k
{f1,f2}
, and points to the left of line u1 = v1 − d
k
{f1,f2}
. It is easy to observe
that, depending on the distribution of the points, each feature set could have varied pruning
power.
Note that, by Lemma 10, the line u1 + u2 = v1 + v2 − d
k
{f1,f2}
is always above the point
(v1−d
k
{f1}
, v2−d
k
{f2}
); it passes the point if and only if when dk{f1,f2} = d
k
{f1}
+dk{f2}. This explains
why even applying all the features one after another for pruning does not generally guarantee
the optimal solution. Alternatively, we can conclude that, given the set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}
of all features in a query graph Q, the smallest candidate set remained after the pruning is
contained in a convex subspace of the m-dimensional feature space. The convex subspace in
the example is shown as shaded area in Figure 5.8.
5.3.2 Complexity of Optimal Feature Set Selection
The geometric interpretation presented in the previous section offers us not only insight into the
intricacy of the problem within a unified model, but also implies lower bounds of its complexity.
Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} be the set of all features found in query graph Q. There are 2
m − 1
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different ways to choose a nonempty feature subset of F . Given a chosen feature set Fi =
{fi1 , fi2 , . . . , fij}, Fi ⊆ F , to prune the indexed target graphs by Fi is equivalent to pruning the
m-dimensional feature space with the halfspace defined by the inequality r(xi1 , vi1)+r(xi2 , vi2)+
. . . + r(xij , vij ) ≥ d
k
Fi
. For simplicity of presentation, we first examine the properties of the
halfspace defined by
xi1 + xi2 + . . .+ xij ≥ vi1 + vi2 + . . .+ vij − d
k
Fi , (5.11)
which contains the space defined by Inequality 5.9. In this case, r(xi, vi) = vi − xi for any
selected feature fi. We will later show that all of the following results hold under the original
definition of r(xi, vi). In the pruning, all points lying in this halfspace may survive while others
are definitely pruned away.
It is evident at this point that, given the set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} of all features in Q,
the way to prune the most graphs is to use every nonempty subset F ′ ⊆ F successively. The
optimal solution thus corresponds to the convex subspace which is the intersection of all the
2m− 1 convex subspaces. However, it is infeasible to access the index 2m− 1 times in practice.
We therefore seek a feature set with the greatest pruning power. Unfortunately, we prove in
the following that the complexity of computing the best feature set is Ω(2m) in the worst case.
Let Ax ≥ b be the inequality system of all these 2m− 1 inequalities derived from F , where
A is a (2m − 1) × m matrix, x ∈ Rn and b ∈ Rn are column vectors (n = 2m − 1). Each
inequality has the format shown in Inequality (5.11). Denote by xi the i-th entry of x, bi the
i-th entry of b and aij the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of A. We also denote the i-th
row and the j-th column of A as Ai and Aj respectively. By construction, A is a 0− 1 matrix.
The i-th row of A corresponds to the chosen feature set Fi ⊆ F ; a
i
j = 1 if and only if feature
fj is selected in Fi. The corresponding bi =
∑
fj∈Fi
vj − d
k
Fi
.
Let χF = {x ∈ R
n : Ax ≥ b} be the convex subspace containing all the points that survived
the pruning by F . We also call χF the feasible region from now on. We prove that there exist
query graphs such that none of the inequalities in Ax ≥ b is a redundant constraint, i.e., all
the supporting halfplanes appear in the lower envelope of χF . Intuitively, this means that,
if we start with the entire m-dimensional feature space and compute the feasible region by
adding all the inequalities in Ax ≥ b one after another (in any order), every halfplane defined
by an inequality would “cut” off a polytope of nonempty volume from the current feasible
region. In order to prove this result, we cite the following theorem which is well-known in linear
programming.
Theorem 13 [89] An inequality dx ≥ d0 is redundant relative to a system of n linear inequal-
ities in m unknowns: Ax ≥ b,x ≥ 0 if and only if the inequality system is unsolvable or there
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exists a row vector u ∈ Rn satisfying
u ≥ 0,d ≥ uA,ub ≥ d0
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Figure 5.9: Weighted Set System
Denote as π(X) the set of nonzero indices of a vector X and 2S the power set of S.
Lemma 11 Given a graph Q, a feature set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} (fi ⊆ Q) and a weighted set
system Φ = (I, w), where I ⊆ 2F \ {∅, F}, w : I 7→ R+, define function gΦ : F 7→ R
+,
gΦ(f) =
{
0 if
⋃
f∈S,S∈I = ∅∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S) otherwise
Denote as gΦ(F ) the feature set F weighted by gΦ such that deleting an edge of a feature f kills
an amount of gΦ(f) of that feature. Let d
k
gΦ(F )
be the maximum amount of features that can be
killed by deleting k edges on Q, for a weighted feature set gΦ(F ). Then,
max
S∈I
{w(S)dkS} ≤ d
k
gΦ(F )
≤
∑
S∈I
(
w(S)dkS
)
Proof. (1) For any S ∈ I, since S ⊆ F , we have dkS ≤ d
k
F , so the weighted inequality
w(S)dkS ≤ w(S)d
k
F ≤ d
k
gΦ(F )
.
(2) Let F ∗ ⊆ F be the set of features killed in a solution of dkgΦ(F ). Then for any S ∈ I,we
have |F ∗ ∩ S| ≤ dkS since all features in F
∗
⋂
S can be hit by deleting k edges over the feature
set S. Summing over I, ∑
S∈I
(
w(S)dkS
)
≥
∑
S∈I
(w(S)|F ∗ ∩ S|)
=
∑
f∈F ∗
 ∑
f∈S,S∈I
w(S)

=
∑
f∈F ∗
gΦ(f) = d
k
gΦ(F )
.
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Figure 5.9 depicts a weighted set system. The features in each set S is assigned a weight
w(S). The total weight of a feature f is the sum of weights of sets that include this feature, i.e.,∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S). Lemma 11 shows that an optimal solution of d
k
gΦ(F )
in a feature set weighted by
Φ constitutes a (sub)optimal solution of dkS . Actually Lemma 11 is a generalization of Lemma
10.
Lemma 12 Given a feature set F (|F | > 1) and a weighted set system Φ = (I, w), where
I ⊆ 2F \{∅, F} and w : I 7→ R+, if ∀f ∈ F,
∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S) = 1, then
∑
S∈I w(S) ≥ 1+
1
2m−1−1
.
Proof. For any f ∈ F , there are at most 2m−1 − 1 subsets S ∈ I such that f ∈ S. Let
w(S∗) = max{w(S)|f ∈ S, S ∈ I}. We have w(S∗) ≥ 1
2m−1−1
, since
∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S) = 1. Since
S∗ ⊂ F , there exists a feature f ′ 6∈ S∗. Since
∑
f ′∈S,S∈I w(S) = 1, we conclude
∑
S∈I w(S) ≥∑
f ′∈S,S∈I w(S) + w(S
∗) ≥ 1 + 1
2m−1−1
.
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Figure 5.10: A Query Graph
Lemma 13 Given a feature set F and a weighted set system Φ = (I, w), where I ⊆ 2F \{∅, F}
and w : I 7→ R+, if ∀f ∈ F,
∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S) = 1, then there exists a query graph Q such that
dkgΦ(F ) <
∑
S∈I(w(S)d
k
S), for any weight function w.
Proof. We prove the lemma by constructing a query graph Q that has a set of features,
F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}. Q has 2
m − 1 connected components, as shown in Figure 5.10. The
components are constructed such that each component QS corresponds to a different feature
subset S ∈ 2F \{∅}. Each QS can be viewed, at a high level, as a set of connected “rings”, such
that there is an edge in each ring, which is called a “cutter” of QS , and the deletion of a “cutter”
kills αS copies of each feature in S. In each component, a “cutter” kills the most number of
features among all edges. Such a construction is certainly feasible and in fact straightforward
since we have the liberty to choose all the features. Edge e in Figure 5.10 is an example of a
cutter. The deletion of e will hit all of the features in QS . We then try to set αS for all the
components so that we can fix both the solution to dkgΦ(F ) and those to d
k
S , S ∈ I, and make
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dkgΦ(F ) <
∑
S∈I(w(S)d
k
S). Let the number of features killed by deleting a “cutter” from QS
be xS =
∑
f∈S αS . We will later assign αS such that xS is the same for all QS , S ∈ I. In
particular, the following conditions have to be satisfied:
1. The solution to dkgΦ(F ) is the full feature set F . This means the k edges to be deleted
must all be the “cutter” in component QF . In this case, since each “cutter” kills
∑
f∈F
αF ∑
f∈S,S∈I
w(S)
 = ∑
f∈F
αF = mαF
features, to make deleting a “cutter” in QF more profitable than in any other QS , S ∈ I,
it has to be that
mαF > xS
2. For S ∈ I, dkS = kxS . This means none of the k “cutter”s to be deleted lies in component
QF . For this to happen, deleting a “cutter” in QS has to be more profitable than in QF
for all feature subset S ∈ I. A “cutter” in QS kills xS features and a “cutter” in QF kills
at most |S|αF . Since S ⊂ F , |S| ≤ m− 1. Thus, it has to be that
(m− 1)αF < xS
3. For any w satisfying ∀f ∈ F,
∑
f∈S,S∈I w(S) = 1,
kmαF <
∑
S∈I
w(S)xS
Due to Lemma 12, we have
∑
S∈I w(S) ≥ 1+
1
2m−1−1
. Set xS = αFm(1+
1
2
1
2m−1−1
) = αFm
2m−1
2m .
It is easy to verify that all three conditions are satisfied with this xS .
Lemma 14 There exist a query graph Q and a feature set F , such that none of the inequalities
in the corresponding inequality system Ax ≥ b is redundant.
Proof. Because every feature is chosen in 2m−1 different feature sets, any given column of A
thus consists exactly 2m−1 1s and 2m−1 − 1 0s. Recall that dkF is defined to be the maximum
number of features in a chosen feature set F that can be killed by deleting k edges from a query
graph. Therefore, b ≥ 0.
Take from the system the i-th inequality Aix ≥ bi. Let A
′x ≥ b′ be the resulting system
after deleting this inequality. We prove that this inequality is not redundant relative to A′x ≥
b′.
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It is obvious that A′x ≥ b′ is solvable, since by assigning values large enough to all the
variables, all inequalities can be satisfied. The feasible region is indeed unbounded. We are left
to show that there exists no such row vector u ∈ R2
m−2 satisfying
u ≥ 0,Ai ≥ uA′,ub′ ≥ bi.
As there are exactly 2m−1 1s in every column c 6∈ π(Ai) of A′, in order to satisfy u ≥
0,Ai ≥ uA′, it has to be that uj = 0, j ∈ π(A
′
c). We prove that for all such u, ub
′ < bi.
Let H = π(Ai) and θπ((A′)i) = ui. For any S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, denote the feature set FS =
{fi|i ∈ S}. Define a weighted set system Φ = (I, w), I = 2
H \ {∅, H}, w(S) = θS , S ∈ I, and
function gΦ : F 7→ R
+, gΦ(fi) =
∑
i∈S,S∈I w(S). Let D(F ) ⊆ F be the set of deleted features
corresponding to any solution of dkF . Observe that since A
i ≥ uA′, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
∑
j∈S θS ≤ 1.
Also note that bi =
∑
j∈π(Ai) vj − d
k
F
pi(Ai)
=
∑
j∈H vj − d
k
FH
.
ub′ − bi =
∑
S∈I
θS
∑
j∈S
vj − d
k
FS
−
∑
j∈H
vj − d
k
FH

=
∑
S∈I
θS
∑
j∈S
vj − d
k
FS
−∑
j∈H
vj
 ∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS + (1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS)

+dkFH
=
∑
S∈I
θS
∑
j∈S
vj −
∑
j∈H
vj
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS −
∑
j∈H
vj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS)
+dkFH −
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
=
∑
j∈{1,2,...,m}
vj
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS −
∑
j∈H
vj
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS −
∑
j∈H
vj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS)
+dkFH −
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
= −
∑
j∈H
vj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS) + d
k
FH
−
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
We distinguish two possible cases here:
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1. If ∃j,
∑
j∈S,S∈I θS < 1, let kj be the number of features killed for feature fj in the solution
to dkFH , we write the above expression as
ub′ − bi = −
∑
j∈H
vj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS) +
∑
fj∈D(FH)
kj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS)
+
∑
fj∈D(FH)
kj
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS −
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
≤ −
∑
j∈H
vj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS) +
∑
fj∈D(FH)
kj(1−
∑
j∈S,S∈I
θS)
+dkgΦ(FH) −
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
By definition, D(FH) ⊆ FH , and there exist a query graph Q and a feature set F such
that kj < vj , for fj ∈ D(FH). Since d
k
gΦ(FH)
≤
∑
S∈I θSd
k
FS
, in this case ub′ − bi < 0.
2. If ∀j,
∑
j∈S,S∈I θS = 1,
ub′ − bi = d
k
FH
−
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
= dkgΦ(FH) −
∑
S∈I
θSd
k
FS
Since we have proved in Lemma 13 that there exists a query graph Q and a feature set
F , such that, for any u ≥ 0 satisfying ∀j,
∑
j∈S,S∈I θS = 1, d
k
gΦ(FH)
<
∑
S∈I θSd
k
FS
. It
follows that in this case ub′ − bi < 0.
Therefore we have ub′ − bi < 0. As such, there exists no such a row vector u ∈ R
2m−2
satisfying
u ≥ 0,Ai ≥ uA′,ub′ ≥ bi.
Now that we have established these lemmas in the modified definition of r(ui, vi) in Equation
(5.11), it is time to go back to our original Equation (5.7). For any selected feature set Fi, let
F ′i = {fj |fj ∈ Fi, uj ≥ vj}. Then the inequality of Fi becomes
∑
xi∈Fi\F ′i
xi ≥
∑
xi∈Fi\F ′i
vi−d
k
Fi
.
Since we have dkFi\F ′i
≤ dkFi , the hyperplane defined by this inequality always lies outside the
feasible region of the halfspace defined by
∑
xi∈Fi\F ′i
xi ≥
∑
xi∈Fi\F ′i
vi−d
k
Fi\F ′i
, and the latter is
an inequality of the inequality system in our proved lemma. Since a hyperplane has to intersect
the current feasible region to invalidate the nonredundancy of any inequality, this means adding
these hyperplanes will not make any of the inequalities in the system redundant. By definition
of redundant constraint, Lemma (14) also holds under the original definition of r(ui, vi) in
Equation (5.7).
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We now prove the lower bound on the complexity of the feature set selection problem by
adversary arguments, a technique that has been widely used in computational geometry to prove
lower bounds for many fundamental geometric problems [64, 34]. In general, the arguments
works as follows. Any algorithm that correctly computes output must access the input. Instead
of querying an input chosen in advance, imagine an all-powerful malicious adversary pretends
to choose an input, and answers queries in whatever way that will make the algorithm do the
most work. If the algorithm does not make enough queries, there will be several different inputs,
each consistent with the adversary’s answers, that should result in different outputs. Whatever
the output of the algorithm, the adversary can reveal an input that is consistent with all of its
answers, yet inconsistent with the algorithms’s output. Therefore any correct algorithm would
have to make the most queries in the worst case.
Theorem 14 (Single Feature Set Selection Problem) Suppose F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} is
the set of all features in query graph Q. In the worst case, it takes Ω(2m) steps to compute Fopt
such that |ΓFopt | = maxF ′⊆F {|ΓF ′ |}.
Proof. Given a query graph Q, imagine an adversary has the N points at his disposal, each
corresponding to an indexed graph. For any algorithm A to compute Fopt, it would have to
determine if there exists a halfspace defined by a feature set F ′ that could prune more points
than the current best choice. Assume that A has to compare a point with the hyperplane
in order to know if the point lies in the halfspace. Suppose that it stops after checking k
inequalities and claims that Fopt is found. Let S be the current feasible region formed by these
k halfspaces. The following observations are immediate.
1. Placing any new point inside S does not change the number of points that can be pruned
by any F ′ already checked, i.e., the current best choice remains the same.
2. Any unchecked inequality corresponds to a hyperplane that will “cut” off a nonempty
convex subspace from S since it is not redundant.
Then a simple strategy for the adversary is to always keep more than half of the N points
in hand. Whenever A stops before checking all the 2m − 1 inequalities and claims an answer
for Fopt, the adversary can put all the points in hand into the nonempty subspace of the
current feasible region that would be cut off by adding an unchecked inequality. Since now this
inequality prunes more points than any other inequality as yet, the algorithm A thus would fail
in computing Fopt. Therefore, in the worst case, any algorithm would have to take Ω(2
m) steps
to compute Fopt
Corollary 4 (Fixed Number of Feature Sets Selection Problem) Suppose F = {f1, f2,
. . . , fm} is the set of all features in query graph Q. In the worst case, it takes Ω(2
m) steps to
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compute SF = {F
′|F ′ ⊆ F}, |SF | = c such that SF prunes the most number of graphs for any
set of c feature sets, where c is a constant.
Proof. The proof is by an argument similar to that in Theorem 14. Since an adversary can
always keep more than half of the N points in hand, and choose, depending on the output of
the algorithm, whether or not to place them in the nonempty polytope cut off by an inequality
that has not been checked; and the algorithm, before checking the corresponding inequality,
has no access to this knowledge; any correct algorithm would fail if it announces an optimal set
of c feature sets before Ω(2m) steps.
Corollary 5 (Multiple Feature Sets Selection Problem) Suppose F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}
is the set of all features in query graph Q. In the worst case, it takes Ω(2m) steps to compute
the smallest candidate set.
Proof. The proof is by an argument similar to that in Theorem 14 and Corollary 4.
Theorem 14 shows that to prune the most number of graphs in one access to the index
structure, it takes exponential time in the number of features in the worst case. Corollary 4
shows that even if we want to compute a set of feature sets such that, used one after another,
they prune the most graphs with multiple accesses to the index, such an optimal set is also
hard to compute.
5.3.3 Clustering based Feature Set Selection
Theorem 14 shows that it takes an exponential number of steps to find an optimal solution in
the worst case. In practice, we are interested in heuristics that are good for a large number of
query graphs. We use selectivity defined below to measure the filtering power of a feature f for
all graphs in the database.
Definition 43 (Selectivity) Given a graph database D, a query graph Q, and a feature f ,
the selectivity of f is defined by its average frequency difference within D and Q, written as
δf (D,Q). δf (D,Q) is equal to the average of r(u, v), where u is a variable denoting the frequency
of f in a graph belonging to D, v is the frequency of f in Q, and r is defined in Equation (5.7).
Using the feature-graph matrix, we need not access the physical database to calculate selec-
tivity. Since selectivity is dependent on the graphs in the database as well as the query graph,
it needs to be computed for every query and is not part of preprocessing. However, we can
sample the feature-graph matrix to accelerate the computation of the selectivity for a given
feature.
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To put features with the same filtering power in a single filter, we have to group features with
similar selectivity into the same feature set. Before we elaborate this idea, we first conceptualize
three general principles that provide guidance on feature set selection.
Principle 1. Select a large number of features.
Principle 2. Make sure features cover the query graph uniformly.
Principle 3. Separate features with different selectivity.
Obviously, the first principle is necessary. If only a small number of features are selected,
the maximum allowed feature misses may become very close to
∑n
i=1 vi. In that case, the
filtering algorithm loses its pruning power. The second principle is more subtle than the first
one, but both based on the same intuition. If most of the features cover several common edges,
the relaxation of these edges will make the maximum allowed feature misses too big. The third
principle has been examined above. Unfortunately, these three criteria are not consistent with
each other. For example, if we use all the features in a query, the second and the third principles
will be violated since sparse graphs such as chemical structures have features concentrated in
the graph center. Secondly, low selective features deteriorate the potential filtering power from
high selective ones due to frequency conjugation. On the other hand, we cannot use the most
selective features alone because we may not have enough highly selective features in a query.
Since using a single filter with all the features included is not expected to perform well, we
devise a multi-filter composition strategy: Multiple filters are constructed and coupled together,
where each filter uses a distinct and complementary feature set. The three principles we have
examined provide general guidance on how to compose the feature set for each of the filters.
The task of feature set selection is to make a trade-off among these principles. We may group
features by their size to create feature sets. This simple scheme satisfies the first and the second
principles. Usually the selectivity of features with varying sizes is different. Thus it also roughly
meets the third principle. This simple scheme actually works as verified by our experiments.
However, we may go one step further by first grouping features with similar size and then
clustering them based on their selectivity to form feature sets.
We devise a simple hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm based on the selectivity
of the features. The final clusters produced represent the distinct feature sets for the different
filters. The algorithm starts at the bottom, where each feature is an individual cluster. At each
level, it recursively merges the two closest clusters into a single cluster. The “closest” means
their selectivity is the closest. Each cluster is associated with two parameters: the average
selectivity of the cluster and the number of features associated with it. The selectivity of two
merged clusters is defined by a linear interpolation of their own selectivity,
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n1δ1 + n2δ2
n1 + n2
, (5.12)
where n1 and n2 are the number of features in the two clusters, and δ1 and δ2 are their
corresponding selectivity.
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Figure 5.11: Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Features are first sorted according to their selectivity and then clustered hierarchically.
Assume that δf1(D,Q) ≤ δf2 (D,Q) ≤ . . . ≤ δf6(D,Q) . Figure 5.11 shows a hierarchical
clustering tree. In the first round, f5 is merged with f6. In the second round, f1 is merged
with f2. After that, f4 is merged with the cluster formed by f5 and f6 if f4 is the closest one
to them. Since the clustering is performed in one dimension, it is very efficient to build.
5.4 GRAFIL
In this section, we formulate our filtering algorithm, called Grafil (Graph Similarity Filtering).
Grafil consists of two components: a base component and a clustering component. Both of
them apply the multi-filter composition strategy. The base component generates feature sets by
grouping features of the same size and uses them to filter graphs based on the upper bound of
allowed feature misses derived in Section 5.2.4. It first applies the filter using features with one
edge, then the one using features with two edges, and so on. We denote the base component by
Grafil-base. The clustering component combines the features whose sizes differ by at most 1,
and groups them by their selectivity values. Algorithm 16 sketches the outline of Grafil. Fi in
Line 2 represents the set of features with i edges. Lines 2-4 form the base component and Lines
5-11 form the clustering component. Once the hierarchical clustering is done on features with
i edges and i + 1 edges, Grafil divides them into three groups with high selectivity, medium
selectivity, and low selectivity, respectively. A separate filter is constructed based on each group
of features. For the hierarchical clusters shown in Figure 5.11, Grafil will choose f1 and f2 as
group 1, f3 as group 2, and f4, f5 and f6 as group 3.
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Algorithm 16 Grafil
Input: Graph database D, Feature set F ,
Maximum feature size maxL, and
A relaxed query Q.
Output: Candidate answer set CQ.
1: let CQ = D;
2: for each feature set Fi, i ≤ maxL do
3: calculate the maximum feature misses dmax;
4: CQ = {G|d(G,Q) ≤ dmax, G ∈ CQ };
5: for each feature set Fi
⋃
Fi+1, i < maxL do
6: compute the selectivity based on CQ;
7: do the hierarchical clustering on features in Fi
⋃
Fi+1;
8: cluster features into three groups, X1, X2, and X3;
9: for each cluster Xi do
10: calculate the maximum feature misses dmax;
11: CQ = {G|d(G,Q) ≤ dmax, G ∈ CQ };
12: return CQ;
To deploy the multiple filters, Grafil can run in a pipeline mode or a parallel mode. The
diagram in Figure 5.12 depicts the pipeline mode, where the candidate answer set returned
from the current step is pumped into the next step.
Query feature set 1
feature set n
...
C 1
C n
Figure 5.12: Filtering Pipeline
Algorithm 16 is written in the pipeline mode. We can change it to the parallel mode by
replacing Line 4 and Line 11 with the following statement,
CQ = {G|d(G,Q) ≤ dmax, G ∈ D },
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and CQ in Line 6 with D. With these modifications, Grafil can be parallelized directly. The
final candidate answer set is the intersection of the candidate sets returned by each filter.
However, there is a slight difference between the pipeline mode and the parallel mode. Grafil
in the pipeline mode can achieve a smaller candidate answer set. The reason is the clustering
component (Line 6) in the pipeline mode calculates the selectivity based on the candidate graphs
returned in the previous step, while the parallel mode does not. We will show the performance
impact raised by this difference in the next section.
5.5 Experiments
The performance of Grafil is compared with two algorithms based on a single filter: one using
individual edges as features (denoted as EDGE) and the other using all the features of a query
graph (denoted as Allfeature). Many similarity search algorithms [46, 99] can only apply the
edge-based filtering mechanism since the mapping between edge deletion/relabeling and feature
misses was not established before this study. In fact, the edge-based filtering approach can
be viewed as a degenerate case of the feature-based approach using a filter with single edge
features. By demonstrating the conditions where Grafil can filter more graphs than EDGE and
Allfeature, we show that Grafil can substantially improve substructure similarity search in large
graph databases.
Two kinds of datasets are used: one real dataset and a series of synthetic datasets (see
Chapter 2.3.5). Grafil takes the discriminative frequent subgraphs as features (Chapter 4).
Certainly, other kinds of features can be used in Grafil too.
Chemical Compound Datasets (ref. in Chapter 2.3.5) The test dataset consists of 10, 000
graphs that are randomly selected from the AIDS screen database. Query graphs are directly
sampled from the database and are grouped together according to their size. The query set is
denoted by Qm, where m is the size of the graphs in Qm. Different from the experiment setting
in Chapter 4.6, the edges in our dataset are assigned with edge types, such as single bond,
double bond, and so on. By doing so, we reduce the number of exact substructure matches for
each query graph. We also fix 25% of the edges in each query graph.
Allfeature is slightly modified with deletion of features whose size is greater than the query
graph size divided by the number of edge relaxations. This modification improves the perfor-
mance of Allfeature. Figure 5.13(a) depicts the performance of EDGE, Allfeature and Grafil
for the query set Q16. The X-axis shows the number of edge relaxations done for a query
graph. The Y -axis shows the average number of candidate graphs returned by each algorithm.
The running time of Grafil is negligible in comparison to the accurate substructure similarity
computation. Using the feature-graph matrix, the filtering stage takes less than 1 second per
query for this query set.
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(b) Structure Query with 20 edges
Figure 5.13: Grafil: Performance on Chemical Datasets
Figure 5.13(a) demonstrates that Grafil outperforms EDGE and Allfeature significantly
when the relaxation ratio is within 2 edges by a factor of 5-10 times. However, when the
relaxation ratio increases, the performance of Grafil is close to EDGE. The reason is very
simple. The structures of chemical compounds are very sparse, and are mainly tree-structured
with several loops embedded. A large relaxation will result in small fragments which virtually
cannot hold any significant features. Eventually, only the number of edges counts. Therefore,
it is expected that when the relaxation ratio increases, Grafil will have performance close to
EDGE.
The above result is further confirmed through another experiment. Figure 5.13(b) shows
the performance comparison among these three algorithms. Again, Grafil outperforms EDGE
and Allfeature for queries with 20 edges.
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(b) Clustering and Pipeline Improvement
Figure 5.14: Filtering Effect
Having examined the overall performance of Grafil, we test the effectiveness of each com-
ponent in Grafil. We take Q20 as a test set. Figure 5.14(a) shows the performance difference
before and after the bound refinement is activated in Grafil. In this experiment, the maximum
number of selection steps (H) is set at 2, and the maximum number of disqualifying steps (B)
at 6. It seems that the bound refinement makes critical improvement when the relaxation ratio
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is below 20%. At the high relaxation ratio, bound refinement does not have apparent effects.
As explained in the previous experiments, Grafil mainly relies on the edge feature set to filter
graphs when the ratio is high. In this case, bound refinement will not be effective. In summary,
it is worth doing bound refinement for the moderate relaxation ratio.
Figure 5.14(b) shows the filtering ratio obtained by applying the clustering component in
Grafil. Let CQ and C
′
Q be the candidate answer set returned by Grafil (with the clustering
component) and Grafil-base (with the base component only), respectively. The filtering ratio in
the figure is defined by
|C′Q|
|CQ|
. The test is performed on the query set Q20. Overall, Grafil with
the clustering component is 40%–120% better than Grafil-base. A similar test is also done to
calculate the filtering gain achieved by the pipeline mode over the parallel mode. The pipeline
mode is 20%–60% better.
Synthetic Graph Datasets (ref. in Chapter 2.3.5) The synthetic data generator first creates
a set of seed structures randomly. Seed structures are then randomly combined to form a
synthesized graph. Details are given in Chapter 2.3.5.
Since the parameters of synthetic datasets are adjustable, we can examine the condi-
tions where Grafil outperforms EDGE. One can imagine that when the types of labels in
a graph become very diverse, EDGE will perform nearly as well as Grafil. The reason is
obvious. Since the graph will have less duplicate edges, we may treat it as a set of tuples
{node1 label, node2 label, edge label} instead of a complex structure. This result is confirmed
by the following experiment. We generate a synthetic dataset, D10kI10T50L200 E10V 10,
which has 10 edge labels and 10 node labels. This setting will generate (10× 11)/2× 10 = 550
different edge tuples. Most of the graphs in this synthetic dataset have 30 to 100 edges. If we
represent a graph as a set of edge tuples, few edge tuples will be the same for each graph in this
dataset. In this situation, EDGE is good enough for similarity search. Figure 5.15(a) shows
the results for queries with 24 edges. The two curves are very close to each other, as expected.
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Figure 5.15: Grafil vs. EDGE: Performance on Synthetic Datasets
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We then reduce the number of label types in the above synthetic dataset and only allow
2 edge labels and 4 vertex labels. This setting significantly increases the self similarity in a
graph. Figure 5.15(b) shows that Grafil outperforms EDGE significantly in this dataset. If the
number of label types is further reduced, e.g., reduced to 1, the edge-based filtering algorithm
will not be effective at all. In that situation, Grafil has more advantages than EDGE.
5.6 Substructure Search with Superimposed Distance
The two search scenarios mentioned so far (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.1) are mainly involved
with the topological structure of graphs. However, there are other similarity search problems
that are as important.
(a) 1H-Indene
O
O
OH
(b) Omephine
OH
O
O
OH
H
(c) Digitoxigenin
Figure 5.16: A Chemical Database
Figure 5.17: A Query Graph
Example 15 Figure 5.16 shows a sample 2D chemical dataset consisting of three molecules.
Omephine in Figure 5.16(b) is an anticoagulant. Digitoxigenin in Figure 5.16(c) is well-known
for its strong cardiotonic effect. Figure 5.17 shows a query graph. The three sample molecules
contain the same topological substructures as the query graph. However, some of their edge
labels are different from those in the query graph. We define a mutation distance as the number
of times one has to relabel edges in one graph in order to get another graph. According to this
definition, the mutation distance between 1H-Indene in Figure 5.16(a) and the query graph is 1:
we need to mutate one edge label in 1H-Indene so that it contains exactly the query structure,
with exactly the same labels. If a user wants to find graphs whose mutation distance from the
query graph is less than 2, the query system should return the first and the third graphs in Figure
5.16.
This example indicates that the substructure search with superimposed distance constraints
(SSSD) is a general graph search problem, which is formulated as follows: Given a set of graphs
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D = {G1, G2, . . . Gn} and a query graph Q, find all graphs G in D such that Q is isomorphic
to a subgraph Q′ of G and the optimal distance between Q and Q′ is less than a threshold σ.
The SSSD problem is general in the sense that many distance measures are applicable, e.g., the
mutation distance introduced in Example 15. The SSSD problem can also be rephrased as a
constrained graph alignment problem: find an alignment of the query graph in target graphs
such that the minimum superimposed distance between Q and its image in the target graphs
is less than σ. Figure 5.18 shows this formulation. The similarity search problem proposed in
Chapter 5.1 takes into account the structural approximation, not the superimposed distance
constraint considered here.
Q
G
Q'
Figure 5.18: Superposition
Example 16 Figure 5.18 shows a superposition between the query graph in Figure 5.17 (Q)
and the first graph in Figure 5.16 (G). Q′ is the image of Q in G.
One solution to SSSD is to enumerate all of the isomorphic images of Q in the target
graphs and check their distance. This brute-force approach may not work well since it is time-
consuming to check each graph in a large scale database. As a 10, 000 chemical compound
dataset is tested, this approach took 10 to 100 seconds to answer a 16-edge query in an Intel
Xeon 2.5GHz machine. Therefore, an indexing mechanism is needed to get a small set of
candidate graphs from the original dataset for actual superimposed distance checking.
A better solution, called topoPrune, gets rid of graphs that do not contain the query struc-
ture using gIndex, and then checks the remaining candidates to find the qualified graphs.
topoPrune is more efficient than the brute-force approach. However, it still suffers huge com-
putational costs since it has to enumerate the superpositions of a query graph in a large set of
candidate graphs. If most of the candidate graphs are not qualified, topoPrune could be very
inefficient. We formulate the computation cost of topoPrune as follows,
NC ∗NI ∗ (Tiso test + Tdist calc), (5.13)
where NC is the number of candidate graphs, NI is the average number of superpositions of Q
in a candidate graph, Tiso test is the average time to find a superposition, and Tdist calc is the
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average time to calculate a superimposed distance. As long as a superposition is found whose
distance is less than the threshold, the enumerating of the remaining superpositions could stop.
Therefore, the overall cost should be a bit less than Eq. (5.13).
The enumeration of superpositions dominates the search time in Eq. (5.13) since the enu-
meration will involve subgraph isomorphism testing, which is NP-hard. Existing algorithms
optimize the pair-wise graph matching and the pair-wise distance computation, i.e., Tiso test
and Tdist calc, leaving the problem of reducing the number of candidate graphs unsolved.
In this dissertation, we will investigate the potential of using index techniques to solve this
problem. One strategy is to first build a fragment-based index on the graph database, then
partition each query graph into highly selective fragments, use the index to efficiently identify
the set of candidate graphs, and verify each candidate to find all eligible answers. This approach,
called partition-based index and search (PIS), has two advantages over the brute-force method.
First, all operations except the candidate verification are only involved with the index structure,
thus avoiding one-by-one subgraph isomorphism computation for graphs in the database. The
isomorphism computation is performed on the candidate graph set, which is of a significantly
smaller size. Second, the candidate set itself is identified efficiently by pruning most invalid
graphs with the help of selective fragments and a distance lower bound.
5.6.1 Superimposed Distance
A distance measuring labeled graphs with the same structure is termed superimposed distance.
There are two commonly used measures: Mutation Distance (MD) and Linear Mutation Dis-
tance (LD).
Given two isomorphic labeled graphs, the mutation distance between G and G′ is defined
as follows,
MD =
∑
v′=f(v)
D(l(v), l′(v′)) +
∑
e′=f(e)
D(l(e), l′(e′))
where D is a mutation score matrix, l is a label function, and f is an isomorphic function,
f : V (G) → V (G′). The mutation score matrix includes the distance score between a mutation
from one label to another label. If the labels are numeric, a linear distance function may be
appropriate for distance measure, e.g.,
LD =
∑
v′=f(v)
|w(v)− w′(v′)|+
∑
e′=f(e)
|w(e)− w′(e′)|
where w and w′ are the numeric labeling functions of G and G′.
Since multiple superpositions may exist for two isomorphic graphs, the best superposition
is the one that has the smallest distance.
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Definition 44 (Minimum Superimposed Distance) Given two graphs, Q and G, let M
be the set of subgraphs in G that are isomorphic to Q, M = {Q′|Q′ ⊆ G ∧ Q′ ∼= Q}. The
minimum superimposed distance between Q and G is the minimum distance between Q and Q′
in M ,
d(Q,G) = min
Q′∈M
d(Q,Q′), (5.14)
where d(Q,Q′) is a distance function of two isomorphic graphs Q and Q′.
Definition 45 (Substructure Search with Superimposed Distance (SSSD)) Given a set
of graphs D = {G1, G2, . . . Gn} and a query graph Q, SSSD is to find all G ∈ D such that
d(Q,G) ≤ σ.
5.6.2 Framework of Partition-Based Index and Search
The superimposed distance constraint could be used for pruning. In a partition-based index
and search approach, a query graph Q is first partitioned into non-overlapping fragments g1,
g2, ..., and gn. If a distance function satisfies the following inequality,
n∑
i=1
d(gi, G) ≤ d(Q,G), (5.15)
the lower bound of the superimposed distance between Q and G is set by the superimposed
distance between gi and G. Whenever
∑n
i=1 d(gi, G) > σ, G should not belong to the answer
set. For this kind of pruning, only two operations are needed: (1) enumerate fragments in the
query graph and (2) search the index to calculate the superimposed distance d(gi, G). We have
d(gi, G) = min
g′⊆G∧g′∼=gi
d(gi, g
′). (5.16)
Therefore, if we index all of the fragments in G that have the same topology with gi, we can
calculate d(gi, G) through the index directly. This kind of pruning needs to check the index
only, not the original database. In summary, the lower bound given in Eq. (5.15) can help prune
more unqualified graphs by indexing fragments in graph databases. This method consists of
two components: fragment-based index and partition-based search.
Definition 46 (Graph Partition) Given a graph Q = (V,E), a partition of G is a set of
subgraphs {g1, g2, . . . , gn} such that V (gi) ⊆ V and V (gi) ∩ V (gj) = ∅ for any i 6= j.
Note that it is not necessary that
⋃n
i=1 V (gi) equals V in the above definition. That is, the
partition may not fully cover the original graph. Interestingly, many distance functions hold the
inequality in Eq. (5.15) for a given partition. Both distances we mentioned, mutation distance
and linear mutation distance, have this inequality.
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In Eq. (5.16), if a fragment g is indexed, then all of the fragments having the same topology
as g should be indexed, since the right side of Eq. (5.16) has to access all of the superpositions
of g in G.
Definition 47 (Structural Equivalence Class) Labeled graphs G and G′ belong to the same
equivalence class if and only if G ∼= G′. The structural equivalence class of G is written [G].
The framework of partition-based graph index and search (PIS) is formulated as follows.
1. Fragment-based Index: A set of structures are selected as indexing features according
to the criteria proposed in GraphGrep [102] or gIndex [126]. For each structure f (f is a
bare structure without any label), we enumerate all of the fragments in the database that
belong to [f ] and build an index in which a range query d(g, g′) ≤ σ can be evaluated
efficiently, where g and g′ are labeled graphs and their skeleton is f .
2. Partition-based Search: For a given query graph Q, we partition it into a set of indexed
non-overlapping fragments, g1, g2, . . . , gn. For each fragment gi, we find its equivalence
class in the index and submit a range query d(gi, g
′) ≤ σ to find all of the fragments g′
in the database that meet the superimposed distance threshold. We then sum up their
distance to obtain the lower bound of d(Q,G) for each graph G in the database,
n∑
i=1
d(gi, G) =
n∑
i=1
min
g′⊆G∧g′∼=gi
d(gi, g
′). (5.17)
If G does not have any subgraph g′ such that g′ ∼= gi, we drop G from the answer
set (structure violation). If the lower bound in Eq. (5.17) is greater than σ, we also
drop G from the answer set (superimposed distance violation). The resulting candidate
answer set, CQ, will include all of the graphs that pass the filtering: CQ = {G|G ∈
D ∧
∑n
i=1 d(gi, G) ≤ σ}.
3. Candidate Verification: We calculate the real superimposed distance between Q and
the candidate graphs returned in the second step, and then remove graphs that do not
satisfy the distance threshold.
5.6.3 Fragment-based Index
The construction of fragment-based index has two steps. In the first step, a set of structures
are selected as features. These structures do not include label information. In the second step,
any fragment in the database that has the selected structure is identified and indexed. That is,
for each selected structure f , all of the fragments in the graph database that belong to [f ] are
enumerated.
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Figure 5.19: PIS: Index Construction
Figure 5.19 illustrates the procedure of inserting a selected fragment g into the index. The
structure of g is first transformed into a sequence s(g), which is indexed in a hash table. We use
a canonical representation of g that can translate a graph into a unique sequence. If two graphs
belong to the same class, they will share the same canonical representation. When the hashing
is performed on g, the canonical representation of its structure is considered, not its labels.
By doing so, different fragments are grouped according to their structural equivalence class.
There are several forms of canonical representation available. A naive one is to concatenate
rows or columns of the adjacency matrix of a graph into an integer sequence and use the
minimum sequence as the canonical representation for this graph. There are more sophisticated
canonical representations such as DFS coding (Chapter 2.2.3). Overall, we can always find
a representation function s : G 7→ S such that if G ∼= G′, s(G) = s(G′) and if G 6∼= G′,
s(G) 6= s(G′), where S is a canonical sequence space.
Using a canonical representation system, we can quickly identify the class of a graph by
checking its canonical representation. The canonical representations are indexed in a hash
table H, as shown in Figure 5.20.
For each equivalence class (every hash table entry), an index structure is built to facilitate
range queries d(g, g′) ≤ σ. There are various kinds of indexing structures available for this
task. The selection of index structure is determined by the type of distance function. For
the mutation distance, we can use a trie to accommodate the sequential representations of the
labeled graphs. For linear mutation distance, we can use an R-tree to do the range query.
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In summary, for a fragment g in the database, when hashing is performed, the label infor-
mation of g is ignored, i.e, only the skeleton structure is considered. When g is inserted into
the index of [g], its label information is included.
Example 17 Let D be a graph database where graphs have weighted edges. A user applies a
linear mutation distance, LD(G,G′) =
∑
e′=f(e′) |w(e) − w
′(e′)|, to measure the superimposed
distance in D. Assume we index all of the fragments having the same structure with g2 shown
in Figure 5.20. For any fragment g′ in D, if g′ ∼= g2, we can transform g
′ into a feature vector
in a three dimensional space, where each dimension records the weight of one of its edges. We
construct an R-tree to index g′. If a query fragment g is isomorphic to g2, we submit a range
query to find all of the vectors g′ such that LD(g, g′) ≤ σ.
5.6.4 Partition-based Search
Using the fragment-based index, we develop a search strategy to prune candidates for a given
query graph. In order to apply the lower bound in Eq. (5.15), we need to partition the query
graph into several non-overlapping indexed fragments. Since the index is built beforehand, a
query graph may be partitioned in more than one way. Thus, we have to select an optimal
partition that can achieve the best pruning performance. Let us first check an example.
Example 18 Suppose we index all of the edges in the sample database (Figure 5.16) and want
to find the graphs whose mutation distance with the query graph (Figure 5.17) is less than
2. If the query graph is partitioned into single edges, we are unable to filter any graph since∑10
i=1 d(gi, G) = 0, where gi is an edge in the query graph (the query graph has 10 edges). In
contrast, if a six-carbon ring fragment is picked as a feature, we may successfully prune the
graph in Figure 5.16(b) since its mutation distance with this fragment is 3, greater than the
threshold.
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As shown in the above example, different partitions may have different pruning power. The
question is how to find an optimal partition. Intuitively, a partition is optimal if it generates
the highest lower bound for d(Q,G) such that, if the lower bound is greater than the threshold
σ, G can be immediately discarded from the candidate set. The optimal partition of a query
graph Q for SSSD on a single graph G is given by:
Popt(Q,G) = arg max
P
m∑
i=1
d(gi, G) (5.18)
where P = {g1, g2, . . . , gm} is a partition of Q.
However, given a large graph database, it is simply unaffordable to find an optimal partition
between the query graph and each graph in the database. As a tradeoff, we need to find a
partition in the query graph that is generally good for all of the graphs in the database, in the
sense that it can simultaneously prune away most invalid graphs and quickly give us a small
candidate set for further verification. In other words, we need a partition whose fragments have
the greatest pruning power,
Popt(Q,D) = arg max
P
n∑
j=1
m∑
i=1
d(gi, Gj), (5.19)
which we can measure by selectivity defined as follows.
Definition 48 (Selectivity) Given a graph database D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn} and a fragment
g, if [g] is indexed, the selectivity of g is defined by its average minimum distance between g
and the graphs in the database, written as w(g) =
∑n
i=1 d(g,Gi)
n .
The selectivity can roughly measure the distance between a fragment and an average graph
in the database. When g 6⊆ G, d(g,G) = ∞. In order to avoid the singularity of w(g), we
set the cutoff value of d(g,G) to the maximum distance threshold σ. The closer w(g) to σ,
the more selective the fragment g. Using the selectivity as a weight function, Eq. (5.19) is
equivalent to
Popt(Q,I) = arg max
P
m∑
i=1
w(gi), (5.20)
where P = {g1, g2, . . . , gm} is a partition ofQ. We call this optimization problem the index-based
partition problem.
The Index-based partition problem has a connection to the Maximum Weighted Independent
Set problem (MWIS [14]) . Let g1, g2, . . . , gm be the indexed fragments in Q. We construct an
overlapping-relation graph Q˜ to model the overlapping relation among {gi}: each fragment gi
is represented as a node vi in Q˜; and if gi and gj overlap, we connect vi and vj . Each vertex vi
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is associated with a weight wi = d(gi, G) equal to the selectivity of gi. Figure 5.21 depicts an
overlapping-relation graph that has seven vertices, corresponding to seven fragments in a query
graph. The Index-based Partition is equivalent to finding an independent set with maximum
weights in Q˜.
Definition 49 (Maximum Weighted Independent Set) A finite graph G=(V, E) and a
function w: V 7→ R+. A maximum weighted independent set is a subset Sopt ⊆ V such that
Sopt = arg max
S
∑
v∈S
w(v), (5.21)
where S is an independent set of G, i.e. ∀v, w,∈ S, (v, w) 6∈ E.
A general MWIS problem is NP-hard, as can be shown by an immediate reduction from
MIS (Maximum Independent Set), which is a well-known NP-hard problem [40]. Unfortunately,
the Index-based Partition problem has the same hardness.
Theorem 15 Index-based Partition is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that Index-based Partition is at least as hard as
MWIS. We give polynomial-time reduction from an instance of MWIS to an instance of Index-
based Partition. Let an instance, (I,Q), of index-based partition be an index structure I and a
query graph Q. Let an instance, (G,w), of MWIS be a graph G = (V,E) with a weight function
w : V 7→ R+.
Given an instance (G,w) of MWIS, we construct an instance (I,Q) of Index-based Partition
as follows: (assuming G contains no self-loops, and it’s easy to extend the argument to cases
containing self-loops) For each vertex vi ∈ V (G), 1 ≤ i ≤ |V (G)|, let all the neighbors of vi be
{v1i , v
2
i , . . . , v
ni
i }. Replace vi with a ring of ni vertices Ring(vi) = {u1, u2, . . . , uni}, add i self-
loops to each vertex on this ring, and replace each edge viv
j
i with a new edge ujv
j
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ ni.
Do this to all vertices of G and we thus obtain our query graph Q. Each ring, Ring(vi), together
with all its adjacent edges now forms a subgraph sub(vi) of unique topology in Q. We then
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construct the index I with each sub(vi) as a key [sub(vi)] and set w(sub(vi)), the selectivity
of sub(vi), equal to w(vi), the weight of vertex vi, in the original MWIS instance. Run an
algorithm for Index-based Partition on this constructed instance (I,Q) and let the solution be
P . Observe that, constrained by the index I, P must be a set of subgraphs as described, i.e.
each is a ring whose vertices all have the same number of self-loops and each vertex has one
”dangling” adjacent edge. Given P , we obtain a solution S to the original MWIS problem as
follows: S is initially empty. For each subgraph in P , if each vertex on the ring has i self-loops,
add vi to S. It’s easy to verify that this is by construction a bijection between the set of
solutions to MWIS and the set of solutions to Index-based Partition, because every maximum
weight independent set induces a unique partition of maximum weight and every partition of
maximum weight uniquely corresponds to a maximum weight independent set.
Since MWIS is NP-hard and Index-based Partition is at least as hard as MWIS, Index-based
Partition is also NP-hard.
Figure 5.21 illustrates the connection between an optimal partition and MWIS. In our
problem setting, we often have knowledge about the size of a partition, i.e., the maximum
independent set size in Q˜.
Lemma 15 Given a query graph Q, let Q˜ be the corresponding overlapping-relation graph. Let
Sopt be the maximum weighted independent set of Q˜, then |Sopt| ≤ |Q|/l, where l is the minimum
indexed fragment size.
Assume the weighted graph Q˜ = (V˜ , E˜) is given in a standard adjacency list representation
and let Lv be the linked list of V˜ . Algorithm 17 shows a greedy algorithm to solve MWIS. At
each iteration, Greedy() selects a vertex with the maximum weight in Lv and removes all of its
adjacent vertices from Lv. This process is repeated until Lv becomes empty.
Algorithm 17 Greedy
Input: A graph Q˜ = (V˜ , E˜) and a function w : V˜ 7→ R.
Output: An independent set S.
1: let S ← ∅;
2: while Lv 6= ∅ do
3: scan Lv and find v with maximum w(v);
4: S ← S ∪ {v};
5: remove v and all neighbors of v from Lv;
6: return S;
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Example 19 Figure 5.22 shows a running example of Greedy(). Suppose the weights of ver-
tices have the following order, w4 ≥ w6 ≥ w5 ≥ w1 ≥ w7 ≥ w2 ≥ w3. Greedy() chooses w4, w5,
and w2 as a solution.
The result returned by Greedy() may not be optimal. We use the optimality ratio, defined
by w(S)w(Sopt) , to measure the quality of a returned independent set in comparison with an optimal
solution.
Theorem 16 Given a graph Q˜ = (V˜ , E˜), Greedy() runs in O(cn) time and has an optimality
ratio of 1/c, where n = |V˜ | and c = arg maxS |S|, S is an independent set of Q˜,
In Theorem 16, c is the maximum independent set size of Q˜, which is also the maximum
partition size of Q. According to Lemma 15, c ≤ |Q|/l, where |Q| is the query graph size and l
is the minimum indexed fragment size. In practice, we always find c to be a small constant.
We can further improveGreedy() so that a ⌈c/k⌉ optimality ratio can be guaranteed. Instead
of selecting a vertex with the maximum weight, we select a maximum independent k-set, a set of
k vertices that are not adjacent and whose sum of weights is maximum among all independent
k-sets. The maximum independent k-set is allowed to have less than k vertices. In each
iteration, we select a maximum independent k-set and remove all the neighbors of its vertices
in Q˜. Since we have to enumerate all independent k-sets in n vertices, the new algorithm, called
EnhancedGreedy(k), runs in O(cknk).
Theorem 17 Given a graph Q˜ = (V˜ , E˜), Enhanced Greedy(k) achieves a guaranteed opti-
mality ratio of ⌈c/k⌉ in O(cknk) time, where n = |V˜ |, c = argmaxS |S|, S is an independent set
of Q˜, and 1 ≤ k ≤ |V˜ |.
Theoretically, EnhancedGreedy(k) has a better optimality ratio than Greedy() in the worst
case, though it is very slow when k is large. However, we found that EnhancedGreedy(k) (k
is set at 2) has comparable performance with Greedy() in real datasets, indicating Greedy()
actually works well on average. Theorems 16 and 17 also indicate that if we can increase the
size of the smallest indexed fragments, we can improve the optimality ratio in the worst case.
Therefore, we prefer indexing larger fragments. Furthermore, larger fragments are usually more
selective than small ones. Unfortunately, the number of fragments increases exponentially with
their size. In practice, we have to make a tradeoff.
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Algorithm 18 Partition-based Graph Search
Input: Graph database D = {G1, . . . , Gn}, Query graph Q,
Maximum distance threshold σ.
Output: Candidate answer set CQ.
1: CQ ← D;
2: F ← ∅;
3: for each fragment g ⊑ Q and [g] is indexed do
4: F ← F ∪ {g};
5: remove fragments g from F if w(g) ≤ ǫ;
6: for each fragment g ∈ F do
7: calculate g’s canonical label, s(g);
8: locate the index structure I pointed by s(g);
9: submit a range query d(g, g′) ≤ σ to I;
10: T ← ∅;
11: for each pair 〈g′, G〉 s.t. d(g, g′) ≤ σ do
12: if G ∈ T then
13: d(g,G) ← min(d(g,G), d(g, g′));
14: else
15: d(g,G) ← d(g, g′);
16: T ← T ∪ {G};
17: CQ ← CQ ∩ T ;
18: w(g) ←
∑
G∈T d(g,G)
n +
n−|T |
n × σ;
19: construct an overlapping relation graph for Q;
20: select a partition P according to Greedy();
21: for each G ∈ CQ do
22: if
∑
g∈P d(g,G) > σ then
23: CQ ← CQ \ {G};
24: return;
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5.6.5 Implementation
Algorithm 18 outlines the partition-based graph search method. We denote the candidate graph
set by CQ for a given query graph Q and the set of indexed fragments in Q by F . F may contain
many overlapping fragments in Q. In the first step, it enumerates the indexed fragments in a
query graph Q (Lines 3–4). On Line 5, all of the fragments whose selectivity is less than ǫ are
dropped. Since they are contained nearly by all graphs in the database, these fragments do not
have pruning capability. We may tune the value of ǫ to maximize the performance.
For each fragment in F , we submit a range query to find all of the graphs whose distance
with that fragment is less than or equal to the maximum distance threshold (Lines 7–17). The
range query is answered by an index structure such as trie, R-tree, or metric-based index. Line
17 eliminates the graphs that do not contain a fragment in Q or the graphs whose superimposed
distance with that fragment is greater than σ. The intersection operation in Line 17 will retain
those qualified graphs.
Line 18 computes the selectivity of each fragment. We note that there are (n− |T |) graphs
that do not contain the structure of g (or whose superimposed distance with g is greater than
σ), and each of them will contribute σ/n to w(g) according to Definition 48. Lines 19–20
construct an overlapping relation graph and find a partition through the Greedy() algorithm.
The resulting partition is used to prune graphs that do not satisfy the minimum distance
threshold (Lines 21–23).
In our implementation, real graphs are not stored in the index. Instead, each of them is
assigned a unique graph identifier (an integer). Thus, 〈g′, G〉 (Line 11) actually is a pair of a
fragment identifier and a graph identifier. Algorithm 18 will return an identifier list. Overall,
Algorithm 18 does not directly access the original graphs in the database.
5.6.6 Experiments
The performance of PIS is compared with topoPrune, which was introduced in the beginning
of this chapter. Both algorithms are built on the gIndex algorithm and tested on an AIDS
antiviral screen database (Chapter 2.3.5).
The test dataset consists of 10, 000 graphs that are randomly drawn from the AIDS screen
database. The edge mutation distance, the number of mismatched edges, is used to define the
superimposed distance between two isomorphic labeled graphs. gIndex selects around 2, 000
fragments in this dataset as indexing features, which are then grouped together according to
their structural equivalence class. Fragments belonging to the same class are put in a trie after
they are sequentialized.
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The query graphs are directly sampled from the database and are grouped together according
to their size. Each group is denoted by Qm, where m is the query graph size. The vertex labels
in this test are ignored in order to make the problem hard. The queries under examination are
“finding graphs in the database that contain the query structure and have at most σ mismatched
edge labels”.
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Figure 5.23: PIS: Performance on Chemical Datasets
Figure 5.23(a) depicts the performance of topoPrune and PIS for the query set Q16. For a
given query, the number of candidate graphs returned by topoPrune is written as Yt and that
returned by PIS as Yp. The query graphs are divided into 6 groups based on the value of Yt:
0 ≤ Yt < 300, 300 ≤ Yt < 750, 750 ≤ Yt < 1, 500, 1, 500 ≤ Yt < 3, 000, 3, 000 ≤ Yt < 5, 000, and
5, 000 ≤ Yt ≤ 10, 000. These six groups are written as Q
<300, Q750, Q1.5k, Q3k, Q5k, and Q>5k.
In each group, the result of Yt and its counterpart Yp are averaged. The X axis shows the six
groups in an order. The Y axis shows the average number of candidate graphs in each group. A
better algorithm should filter as many graphs as possible before performing real superimposed
distance computation. We plot the performance of PIS with different superimposed distance
thresholds (σ). The performance of topoPrune will not change with the distance threshold since
it only applies structure pruning. Figure 5.23(b) depicts the the performance comparison of
PIS for the query set Q24. Similar performance patterns show in this query set. The pruning
process in PIS takes less than 1 second per query, which is negligible compared to the result
verification cost.
Next, we check the sensitivity of the cutoff value in the selectivity computation. In the
previous experiments, we set d(g,G) = σ, when g 6⊆ G or d(g,G) > σ. This setting seems to
be ad hoc. However, it can be justified through the following experiments. Suppose the cutoff
value of d(g,G) is set to λσ (0 ≤ λ). We vary the value of λ. If λ≫ 1, the selectivity of g turns
out to be proportional to the number of graphs that do not contain g; Figure 5.24(a) shows the
pruning performance for the query set Q16 with the distance constraint, σ = 2. We depict the
candidate graph reduction ratio YtYp in Figure 5.24. According to Figure 5.24(a), it is found that
the pruning performance descends when λ < 1. In contrast, there is no performance change
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Figure 5.24: PIS: Parameter Sensitivity
when λ > 1. The two curves of λ = 1 and λ = 2 are completely overlapping, indicating that
the pruning is not sensitive to the setting of λ when it is greater than 1.
We then test the pruning performance with varying sizes of maximum indexed fragments,
from 4 edges to 6 edges. The results are depicted in Figure 5.24(b). As discussed in Section 5.6.4,
the pruning performance will improve if larger fragments are indexed, since larger fragments
are not only more selective, but also result in smaller partition sizes. In this case, the greedy
partition algorithm has a better bound in comparison with the optimal one.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Graph mining and graph database management in large-scale graph data sets, including biolog-
ical/social networks, chemical structures, program flows, protein structures, XML, RDF data,
and images, are of tremendous importance for the success of graph-intensive applications. This
dissertation was focused on two fundamental problems involving the basic mining and manage-
ment functions in graphs: Given a graph data set, what are the hidden structural patterns and
how can we find them? and how can we index graphs and perform graph similarity searches?
Surprisingly, both problems have not been studied extensively, rendering search and analysis of
large collections of graphs very hard for human users. Take the graph indexing problem as an
example. Traditional indexing approaches treat all the data entries uniformly. This is neither
efficient nor effective at handling large, complex objects such as graphs, especially when single
dimensional index is not selective, query is relatively bulky, and search within objects is costly.
The dissertation started with an exploration of efficient frequent graph mining algorithms
and demonstrates applications of graph patterns from multiple aspects, including character-
izing graph objects, extracting biologically conserved modules, discriminating between drug
complexes, classifying protein structures, clustering gene networks, and building indices for fast
search.
Specifically speaking, graph mining and graph data management themselves are expensive
computational problems since subgraph isomorphism is NP-complete. Existing Apriori-based
mining solutions face inevitable overheads when they join two existing graph patterns to form
larger candidates. Such overheads do not exist for itemset mining, as the Apriori approach was
initially invented by Rakesh Agrawal and Ramakrishnan Srikant. However, the join operation
becomes too expensive for graph mining. gSpan[123], a canonical labeling system proposed in
this dissertation, however, has shown both theoretically and empirically that the join operation
can be avoided, thus making the mining more efficient in practice.
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The general-purpose graph mining algorithms developed so far might not fully meet users’
demands for mining patterns with their own constraints. For instance, users might be only
interested in highly connected frequent subgraphs in gene relevance networks, which usu-
ally represent sets of genes sharing the same biological functions. This gap between mining
with user-specific constraints and the limitation of known mining strategies calls for a flexible
constraint-based mining framework that should incorporate various constraints into the mining
process. The pattern and data anti-monotonicities explored in this dissertation provide a such
framework.
Graph index, the second problem addressed in this dissertation, may incur an exponential
number of index entries if all of the substructures in a graph database are applied. On the
other hand, indices on single attributes such as vertex and edge labels are not selective enough.
This study proposed a novel pattern-based index, gIndex[126], which is built on frequent and
discriminative graph patterns discovered via a mining process. The mining-based indexing
methodology leads to the development of a compact but effective graph index structure that
is orders of magnitude smaller in size but an order of magnitude faster in performance than
traditional approaches. Since frequent subgraph features explore the global characteristics of
the data, they are relatively stable to database updates, thus being able to support incremental
index updates. This work shows that indexing and query processing can really benefit from
pattern mining, which may promote more studies on application of data mining at improving
database system performance. Through the development of gIndex, for the first time we demon-
strated methodologically how the core database technologies, indexing and query processing,
can be built solely based on data mining results.
This dissertation also examined the issues of substructure similarity search, a problem arising
from noisy graph datasets. Rather than speeding up graph similarity computation, we explored
the pruning potential in the query space using pattern-based indices. Each query graph is
modeled as a set of features and a similarity constraint is transformed into feature misses in a
query graph. With a derived upper bound on the maximum allowed feature misses, it is able to
filter database graphs directly without performing expensive pairwise similarity computation.
It was also shown that using either too few or too many features can result in poor search
performance. Thus an effective feature set selection and mining strategy, called Grafil[128], was
proposed to maximize the search efficiency.
The concepts of pattern-based graph indexing and similarity search in this work are very
general in a way that they can adapt to searching sequences, trees, and other structured data
as well. These concepts exemplify key applications of data mining in databases, whose full
implications are yet to be explored. It is expected that research in mining-based management
methods will grow as foreseen by this dissertation. The series of tools developed, gSpan, gIndex,
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and Grafil, formulate a general graph information system which could provide a foundation for
graph intensive applications in multiple domains.
The significance of frequent pattern-based indexing is profound and yet to be fully explored.
However, as we know, in large market basket mining, it is possible to find an exponential
number of redundant frequent itemsets. The number could be terrible, e.g., in millions, or even
in billions, which make patterns difficult to explore and sometimes useless. This redundancy
issue is so tough that many proposals such as closed and maximal itemsets cannot handle
very well. The summarization methodology developed through our studies solved this issue,
enabling effective application of advanced data mining in areas where it had previously been
unimaginable. We proposed a statistical model [122] and a combinatorial model [121], both
of which are able to integrate the support information within summarization. These models
became the first ones to gracefully solve the redundancy issue, and are expected to initiate
a new direction in data mining research, pattern post-processing and analysis. A wealth of
research topics are surfacing in this area.
First, the most focused and extensively studied topic in graph pattern mining is perhaps
scalable graph mining methods. Have we exhausted our search for efficient mining method-
ologies so that one can readily derive desired pattern sets with satisfactory performance? The
answer, to many’s surprise, is probably negative. We feel the bottleneck of frequent graph
mining is not on whether we can derive the complete set of frequent patterns under certain
constraints efficiently but on whether we can derive a compact but high quality set of patterns
that are most useful in applications. The set of frequent patterns derived by most of the current
pattern mining methods is too huge for effective usage. There are proposals on reduction of
such a huge set, including closed patterns, maximal patterns, approximate patterns, condensed
pattern bases, representative patterns, clustered patterns, and discriminative frequent patterns,
as introduced in the previous sections. However, it is still not clear what kind of patterns will
give us satisfactory results in both compactness and representative quality for a particular ap-
plication, and whether we can mine such patterns directly and efficiently. Much research is still
needed to substantially reduce the size of derived graph pattern sets and enhance the quality
of retained patterns.
Second, pattern summarization is inherently related to approximate pattern mining, which
seeks to discover error-tolerant patterns from noisy data. How to define and mine approximate
patterns is still an open problem in data mining research. These approximate patterns could
also be used to construct indices for advanced similarity search.
Third, besides direct interpretation of discovered patterns by human beings, much research
is needed to further develop pattern-based mining methods, e.g., pattern-based classification
and clustering. What kinds of graph patterns are more effective? Can we mine such patterns
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directly from data? These questions need to be answered before frequent patterns can play an
essential role in several major data mining tasks.
Fourth, we need mechanisms for deep understanding and interpretation of patterns, e.g.,
semantic annotation for frequent patterns, and contextual analysis of frequent patterns. A
thorough analysis in pattern space may unveil novel patterns and relationships, which could
eventually lead to a full interpretation of frequent patterns.
Fifth, my research on graph mining, graph indexing, and similarity search has progressed
to such an extent that it is now close to the design of a general graph information system.
Such system will make possible a systematic study on graph data mining, graph database
management, graph query language, and user interface all in a unified framework.
The research and applications of graph data mining and graph search are still in their in-
fancy. Rapid advances in biological and medical research, such as functional genomics and
proteomics, have accumulated an overwhelming amount of graph and network data. As such,
these advances present new opportunities for graph data mining. Our recent collaboration
with bioinformaticians at the University of Southern California initiates a series of promising
research projects, including approximate complex biological structure mining, comparative net-
work analysis, and mining across massive heterogeneous biological databases, where scalability
and accuracy are the two main issues. In addition to biological network data, large biomedical
text corpus and health records could also be modeled as graphs, which provide new playgrounds
for graph mining and search algorithms. Computer systems also generate large volumes of graph
data, for example, event log graphs, program execution traces, and search engine click-streams.
Graph mining could make computing more intelligent, reliable, and maintainable, through an-
alyzing these log and runtime data. Our studies on data mining for system performance tuning
and automated software bug isolation have demonstrated this potential. These studies herald
a prosperous future in an interdisciplinary study between data mining and other disciplines.
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